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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

On January 25, 2012, Santa Cruz County approved a CDP to install six new microcell facilities 
(including antennas and equipment boxes), five to be located on existing utility poles located on 
the inland side of Highway 1 along the rural north coast of Santa Cruz County, and one to be 
located on two adjacent existing utility poles (i.e., some of the equipment on one pole and some 
on the other pole) on Swanton Road, just off of Highway 1. The County also approved 
construction of an equipment shelter (also referred to as a telecommunications hub) on an 
agricultural parcel on Swanton Road. The Appellants contend that the approved project is 
inconsistent with the LCP because: 1) the project includes development of wireless 
communications facilities on land zoned CA (Commercial Agriculture), which is specifically 
prohibited under the LCP; 2) the Applicant has not provided evidence that co-location with 
existing AT&T microcell antennas is not technologically feasible; 3) the project may not be 
necessary to fill a “significant gap” in cell coverage; 4) the project will result in impacts to visual 
resources along the County’s sensitive north coast public viewshed; 5) the wireless microwave 
radiation produced by the project will have negative health impacts on humans, and this will 
have a harmful impact on public access by preventing people who suffer from electro-sensitivity 
from accessing this area of the coast, and; 6) the project will create public safety problems due to 
people using their phones while driving on Highway 1. 
 
After reviewing the local record, Commission staff has concluded that while some aspects of the 
project are not fully consistent with the LCP, the approved project does not raise a substantial 
issue with respect to the project’s conformance with the Santa Cruz County LCP because the 
project alternative chosen has the fewest coastal resource impacts, and the impacts that remain 
are not significant. Specifically, the appeal contentions are addressed as follows: 1) the Applicant 
has agreed to forgo the telecommunications hub component of the project, and the remaining 
project components located on CA-zoned land are located on utility poles in the County’s public 
right-of-way and thus will not impact agriculture; 2) the Applicant has now demonstrated that 
there is not enough space on the AT&T utility poles to allow for co-locating additional microcell 
antennas and equipment; 3) the project will allow NextG to provide radio frequency signal 
transport to its customer (Verizon) in an area where Verizon services are currently not present; 4) 
co-locating relatively small microcellular antennas and equipment (note that the Applicant has 
agreed to reduce the scale of some of the equipment to be installed) with existing utility 
infrastructure will not substantially alter or degrade the visual impacts of the existing poles and 
infrastructure, or the visual aesthetic of the north coast; 5) the County conditioned its approval to 
require post-construction monitoring of wireless facilities to ensure they are operated in 
compliance with the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) radio frequency radiation 
exposure standards, and; 6) California law already prohibits persons from driving a motor 
vehicle while using a wireless telephone unless that telephone is specifically designed and 
configured to allow hands-free listening and talking, and California law also prohibits texting 
while driving.  
 
As a result, staff recommends that the Commission determine that the appeal contentions do not 
raise a substantial LCP conformance issue, and that the Commission decline to take jurisdiction 
over the CDP for this project. The single motion necessary to implement this recommendation is 
found below. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION  

Motion: 
 
I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-3-SCO-12-006 
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has 
been filed under Section 30603. I recommend a yes vote. 

 
Staff recommends a YES vote on the foregoing motion. Passage of this motion will result in a 
finding of No Substantial Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings. If the 
Commission finds No Substantial Issue, the Commission will not hear the application de novo 
and the local action will become final and effective. The motion passes only by an affirmative 
vote by a majority of the Commissioners present.  

Resolution: 
 
The Commission finds that Appeal Number A-3-SCO-12-006 does not present a 
substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed 
under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the Certified 
Local Coastal Plan and/or the public access and recreation policies of the 
Coastal Act. 
 
 

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

A.  PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 
Santa Cruz County approved a coastal development permit (CDP) to install six new microcell 
wireless communication facilities, five to be located on existing utility poles located on the 
inland side of Highway 1 along the rural north coast of Santa Cruz County, and one to be located 
on two adjacent existing utility poles on Swanton Road, just off of Highway 1. Each approved 
microcell facility includes new antennas to be mounted at the ends of new cross-bar members on 
each pole, and two equipment cabinets to be mounted on each pole below the antennas.1 The 
wireless equipment cabinet measures 47” high x 14” wide x 8” deep. The battery backup 
equipment cabinet measures about 37” high x 31” wide x 16” deep. The County also approved 
construction of a 192 square-foot, 13’-6” tall equipment shelter (also referred to as a 
telecommunications hub) on an agricultural parcel on Swanton Road.2 

                                                 
1 At the Swanton Road site, the antennas and one equipment box would be mounted on one utility pole, with the 
antennas being mounted on top of the pole on a two-foot-tall pole extension; the second equipment box would be 
mounted on an adjacent utility pole. 

2 The County excluded from coastal permitting requirements NextG’s request to string fiber optic cable between 
existing utility poles in the north coast area. Thus, the fiber optic installation is not a part of the County’s approved 
project. However, according to County staff, the development done under the exclusion exceeded what was allowed 
by the exclusion, i.e. more fiber optic cable was strung than had been described by NextG as being necessary and 
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The specific geographic locations of the five County-approved microcell wireless 
communication facilities sites located on Highway 1 are described in relation to their distance 
from Western Drive in the City of Santa Cruz as follows: 1) DAV02 – Approximately 3.8 
northwest (just past the 4-mile beach pullout); 2) DAV03 – Approximately 5.8 northwest (about 
300 feet northwest of the northernmost Highway 1 intersection with Scaroni Road); 3) DAV04 – 
Approximately 6.5 miles northwest (about 250 feet south of the southernmost intersection of 
Laguna Road and Highway 1); 4) DAV09 – Approximately 16.3 miles northwest (about 500 feet 
north of the northernmost intersection of Swanton Road and Highway 1); 5) DAV10 – 
Approximately 16.9 miles northwest (about 0.4 miles north of the entrance to the Big Creek 
Lumber yard).  
 
DAV05 is proposed to be located on two utility poles in the County right-of-way along Swanton 
Road, about 1.1 miles north of the southernmost Swanton Road intersection with Highway 1. 
The proposed telecommunications hub would be located on an agricultural parcel on Swanton 
Road near its southernmost intersection with Highway 1.  
 
See Exhibit 1 for a project location map, an aerial photograph of the project sites, and for 
photographs of mock-ups3 of the approved project components at each site (except for the 
telecommunications hub). See Exhibit 2 for the County’s Final Local Action Notice. See Exhibit 
3 for the project plans. 

Next G Networks, Inc. 
NextG Networks, Inc. (NextG) provides point-to-point radio frequency signal transport. NextG 
itself does not provide cellular or broadband services, but by providing point-to-point radio 
frequency signal transport, NextG’s customers are able to provide cellular and broadband 
services to their customers (i.e., end users/retail customers). In other words, NextG itself is not a 
wireless carrier but its radio frequency equipment supports the transmission and/or receipt of 
electromagnetic/radio signals that are used by wireless carriers and their customers. The 
proposed project will allow NextG to provide radio frequency signal transport, which will in turn 
allow its customer (in this case, Verizon) to provide wireless voice and data services along 
approximately seven miles of northern Santa Cruz County, intermittently between the City of 
Santa Cruz and the San Mateo County line.  
 
NextG is regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), which granted NextG 
a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, which authorizes it to operate in public 
rights-of-way consistent with California Public Utilities Code section 7901.4 It is under this 

                                                                                                                                                             
some new utility poles were installed to carry the fiber optic cable, which were not allowed under the exclusion. 
This issue has been referred to County enforcement staff. 

3 The County required the Applicant to install nonfunctional “mock ups” of the equipment boxes and antennas on 
each of the six utility poles to demonstrate the visual impact of the proposed project, as required by LCP Section 
13.10.662(D). See pages 4-9 of Exhibit 1 for photographs of these mock ups. 
 
4 California Public Utilities Code section 7901 states: “Telegraph or telephone corporations may construct lines of 
telegraph or telephone lines along and upon any public road or highway, along or across any of the waters or lands 
within this State, and may erect poles, posts, piers, or abutments for supporting the insulators, wires, and other 
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authority that NextG seeks to construct the proposed microcell wireless communication facilities 
within the Highway 1 and Swanton Road rights-of-way, given that NextG is not itself a wireless 
service provider. 
 
B. SANTA CRUZ COUNTY CDP APPROVAL 
The Santa Cruz County Zoning Administrator (ZA) approved the proposed project on December 
2, 2011 subject to multiple conditions. At that time, the proposed project included the installation 
of seven new microcell wireless communication facilities, six on existing utility poles along the 
inland side of Highway 1 and one in the County’s right-of-way on Swanton Road, as well as the 
telecommunications hub on Swanton Road. The ZA approval was appealed to the County’s 
Planning Commission by a neighbor of one of the proposed microcell wireless communications 
facilities (site DAV01). Although County planning staff recommended that the Planning 
Commission uphold the ZA’s approval without changes, the Applicant agreed to remove site 
DAV01 from the project (see the Planning Commission’s final conditions on the project on 
pages 4-8 of Exhibit 2).  
 
The Planning Commission approved the project on January 25, 2012. Notice of the Planning 
Commission’s action on the CDP was received in the Coastal Commission’s Central Coast 
District Office on February 13, 2012. The Coastal Commission’s ten-working day appeal period 
for this action began on February 14, 2012 and concluded at 5pm on February 28, 2012. Two 
valid appeals (see below) were received during the appeal period.  

 

C. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP 
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions 
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the 
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the 
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on 
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream, 
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive 
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not 
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval 
or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational 
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the 
Commission. This project is appealable because it is located between the sea and the inland 
extent of the first public road right-of-way (for those project components located in the Highway 
1 right-of-way) and it is not a principally permitted use of the underlying zoning (for those 
project components located on Swanton Road). 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
necessary fixtures of their lines, in such manner and at such points as not to incommode the public use of the road or 
highway or interrupt the navigation of the waters.” 
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The grounds for appeal under Section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does 
not conform to the certified LCP or to the public access policies of the Coastal Act. Section 
30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to conduct a de novo CDP hearing on an 
appealed project unless a majority of the Commission finds that “no substantial issue” is raised 
by such allegations.5 Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission conducts a de novo hearing 
and ultimately approves a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the propo
development is in conformity with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project that is 
located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
within the coastal zone, Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that the 
development is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. This project includes components that are located between the nearest public road 
and the sea (i.e. the project components in the Highway 1 right-of-way), and thus this additional 
finding would need to be made if the Commission were to approve the project following a de 
novo hearing. 

sed 

                                                

 
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question are 
the Applicant, persons who made their views known before the local government (or their 
representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other persons regarding substantial 
issue must be submitted in writing. Any person may testify during the de novo CDP 
determination stage of an appeal. 
 
D. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS 
The Commissioner Appellants contend that the County-approved project raises LCP consistency 
questions relating to protection of visual resources, including with respect to consistency with the 
LCP’s wireless communication facilities standards, especially because the project is located 
within the particularly important and sensitive north Santa Cruz County coast public viewshed, 
which consists of a largely undeveloped agrarian wilderness coastline and is designated in the 
LCP as a visual resource area. 
 
The Commissioner Appellants also contend that the County-approved project raises LCP 
consistency questions relating to protection of agricultural resources because the County-
approved telecommunications hub (a non-agricultural structure and use) is located off of 
Swanton Road on land zoned CA (Commercial Agriculture), and site DAV05 is located on 
County right-of-way land that is also zoned CA. Please see page 4 of Exhibit 4 for the 
Commissioners’ appeal contentions. 

 
5 The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal Act or in its implementing regulations. In previous 
decisions on appeals, the Commission has generally been guided by the following factors in making substantial issue 
determinations: the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision; the extent and scope of 
the development as approved or denied by the local government; the significance of the coastal resources affected by 
the decision; the precedential value of the local government's decision for future interpretations of its LCP; and, 
whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or statewide significance. Even when the 
Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial review of a local 
government’s CDP decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure, 
Section 1094.5. In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its discretion and 
determines that the development approved by the County does not raise a substantial issue with regard to the 
Appellants’ contentions. 
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Appellant Joshua Hart makes a number of contentions regarding the County-approved project. 
Specifically, Mr. Hart contends that: 1) the project may not be necessary to fill a “significant 
gap” in cell coverage; 2) the project Applicant has not provided third-party evidence that co-
location with existing AT&T antennas along this stretch of Highway 1 is not technologically 
feasible; 3) the approved project will create public safety problems due to people using their 
phones while driving on Highway 1; 4) the approved project will negatively impact views along 
the north coast; 5) the wireless microwave radiation produced by the project will have negative 
health impacts on humans, and this will result in a harmful impact on public access by 
preventing people who suffer from electro-sensitivity from accessing this area of the coast. 
Please see pages 12-16 of Exhibit 4 for Mr. Hart’s appeal contentions and Exhibit 5 for 
supplemental appeal materials from Mr. Hart. 
 
E. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION 

Agricultural Resources 
The Santa Cruz County LCP is extremely protective of agricultural lands and is reflective of the 
policies of the Coastal Act by its encouragement of agricultural uses to the exclusion of other 
land uses that may conflict with them. The LCP’s wireless communications ordinance generally 
prohibits wireless communication facilities on CA-zoned land (unless this prohibition results in a 
conflict with the Federal Telecommunications Act (FTA)). The Commissioner Appellants 
contend that it is not clear that the approved components that are located on CA-zoned land are 
required to be sited at that location to avoid a violation of the FTA. Please see pages 2-3 of 
Exhibit 6 for the applicable LCP policies that pertain to agriculture and see pages 11-12 of 
Exhibit 6 for the LCP’s wireless ordinance sections that prohibit wireless communication 
facilities on land designated and zoned for agricultural use. 
 
The County-approved project includes two project components located on Swanton Road on land 
zoned CA (Commercial Agriculture). One of these approved components is a 192 square foot, 
13’-6” tall telecommunications hub to be disguised as a farm outbuilding and proposed to be 
located among other agriculturally-related structures on an actively farmed parcel (see pages 20-
22 of Exhibit 3 for photo simulations of the approved telecommunications hub). The Applicant 
has agreed to forgo this component of the project and has written a letter to this effect (see 
Exhibit 7). The County has also written a letter stating that the County will not issue a building 
permit for the telecommunications hub component of the project (see Exhibit 8). Thus, the 
telecommunications hub will not be constructed on this CA-zoned parcel and the appeal 
contention raised about the telecommunications hub project component with respect to 
agricultural resources is moot. 
 
The second component located on CA-zoned land consists of a microcell antenna and two 
equipment boxes that would be mounted on two adjacent existing utility poles located in the 
County’s right-of-way along Swanton Road6,7 (site DAV05 – see page 3 of Exhibit 1 for the 

                                                 
6 NextG proposed to use poles on Swanton Road at a location near Highway 1 because there are no utility poles on 
this area of Highway 1 that could be used for the project. 
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location of this site and page 7 of Exhibit 1 for mock-ups of the proposed project at this site). For 
site DAV05, instead of the antenna being mounted on a crossbar, the County approved a 2-foot 
tall flush-mounted antenna mounted on a two-foot pole extension due to wireless coverage 
limitations of the crossbar design in this area. To approve this component of the project on CA-
zoned land, the County granted a Federal Telecommunications Act Exception pursuant to LCP 
Section 13.10.661(b)(4) (see page 35 of Exhibit 6 for this section of the wireless ordinance). It is 
not clear that this exception was appropriate in this case, given that NextG is not a wireless 
service provider, and NextG has not established that denial of this project would be inconsistent 
with the provisions of the FTA related to establishing wireless service. Nevertheless, the DAV05 
components (i.e. antenna and equipment boxes) will be mounted on two adjacent existing utility 
poles (one pole will have the antennas and one equipment box; the second pole will have one 
equipment box only) and thus these components will not occupy or cover any additional 
agricultural land. Furthermore, although the land on which the utility pole sits is zoned CA, this 
land constitutes a public right-of-way that is owned by Santa Cruz County, so it is highly 
doubtful that this land will ever be used for agricultural purposes. For these reasons, although the 
DAV05 components are not fully consistent with the LCP, they are consistent with the purpose 
of these LCP standards, thus this non-conformity with the agricultural resource policies of the 
LCP does not rise to the level of a substantial issue. 
 
Co-Locate with AT&T  
LCP policy 13.10.661(g) (see page 15 of Exhibit 6) encourages co-location of wireless 
communications facilities. The Appellant Joshua Hart contends that there already exists a series 
of pole-mounted AT&T antennas between Western Drive in Santa Cruz and Waddell Creek, 
north of the town of Davenport, and that several of the County-approved NextG sites are located 
near these AT&T sites, and that these NextG antennas and equipment boxes should be co-located 
with AT&T’s antennae.  
 
In 2005, AT&T installed a system of six “microcell” wireless communications facilities on 
existing utility poles on the inland side of the Highway 1 right-of-way north of the City of Santa 
Cruz, between Western Drive and the City of Davenport. Two of NextG’s approved sites (sites 
DAV03 and DAV04) are located in the vicinity of two of the existing AT&T sites. The 
Appellant contends that the antennas and equipment approved for sites DAV03 and DAV04 
should be co-located on the same utility poles as the existing AT&T antennas and equipment in 
the same area. However, attachments to utility poles are governed by California Public Utility 
Commission General Order 95 (“GO 95”).8 GO 95 requires a certain amount of space between 
different attachments on a utility pole. There is not enough space on the AT&T utility poles to 
allow for both sets of antennas (AT&T’s and NextG’s) in the “communications” space, which is 
the space midway up the pole. If one set of antennas were placed on a 6-foot9 pole extension at 
the top of the pole, then GO 95 clearances may be able to be achieved, but this option would 
                                                                                                                                                             
7 One of the equipment boxes would be placed on an adjacent pole to reduce the visual impacts of two equipment 
boxes and antennas on one pole at this location. 

8 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/gos/GO95/go_95_rule_94_4-Figure94-1.html 

9 Per GO 95, this is the height of the pole extension that would be needed to provide the required separation between 
the antennas and power lines.  
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have increased visual resources impacts (see discussion below in the “Visual Resources” 
section). For these reasons, it is infeasible for the NextG microcell sites to be co-located with the 
AT&T antennae, so NextG’s failure to co-locate does not raise an LCP inconsistency, and this 
contention does not rise to the level of a substantial issue. 
 
Significant Gap in Coverage 
Appellant Joshua Hart contends that the project is not necessary to fill a “significant gap” in cell 
coverage. 
 
LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(2) (see pages 13-14 of Exhibit 6) discourages wireless 
communications facilities from being installed in the right-of-way of the first through public road 
parallel to the sea (Restricted Coastal Right-of-Way Area). LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(3)(a) 
allows for exceptions to the above if the proposed wireless communication facility would 
eliminate or substantially reduce one or more significant gaps in the applicant carrier’s network. 
Per LCP Section 13.10.660(D) (see page 9 of Exhibit 6) “significant gap” means a gap in the 
service provider’s (applicant carrier’s) own personal wireless services network within the County 
of Santa Cruz, as defined in Federal case law interpretations of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act of 1996. However, NextG, the Applicant in this case, does not directly provide wireless 
communication services, so it is unclear how this LCP policy related to filling the gap in an 
applicant’s wireless coverage should be applied. In any event, the proposed project will allow 
NextG to provide radio frequency signal transport, which will in turn allow its customer (in this 
case, Verizon) to provide wireless voice and data services along approximately seven miles of 
northern Santa Cruz County, intermittently between the City of Santa Cruz and the San Mateo 
County line, in an area where these Verizon services are currently not present. Accordingly, the 
approved project will fill a “gap” (whether “significant” or otherwise) in Verizon’s coverage in 
this area. Thus, although the Applicant is not a wireless service provider, and so the project will 
technically not fill a significant gap in its network, consistent with the relevant LCP policy, the 
project will allow a wireless service provider to fill a gap in coverage. This contention therefore 
does not rise to the level of a substantial issue in terms of the project’s conformance with the 
certified LCP. 

Visual Resources 
The Santa Cruz County LCP is highly protective of coastal zone visual resources, particularly 
views from public roads, on ridgelines, and in rural scenic areas. The LCP’s wireless 
communications ordinance provides specific guidance and standards for siting, designing, and 
operating wireless communications facilities. Please see pages 1-2 of Exhibit 6 for the LCP’s 
visual protection policies, and pages 4-35 of Exhibit 6 for the LCP’s wireless communications 
ordinance. 
 
Location of Communication Facilities 
The Appellants contend that the approved wireless facilities project raises LCP consistency 
questions relating to protection of visual resources, including with respect to consistency with the 
LCP’s wireless communication facilities standards, especially because the project is located 
within the particularly important and sensitive north Santa Cruz County coast public viewshed, 
which consists largely of an undeveloped agrarian wilderness coastline. In particular, the project 
is located on both Highway 1 and Swanton Road, which are designated in the LCP as “visual 
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resource areas” (i.e., areas assigned regional public importance for their natural beauty and rural 
agricultural character), and both Highway 1 and Swanton Road are designated as scenic roads. 
 
The project includes wireless communication facilities to be located in an area that is called out 
as a “Prohibited Area” (i.e., CA-zoned land – see LCP Section 13.10.661(B) on pages 11-12 of 
Exhibit 6) and in an area that is called out as a “Restricted Coastal Right-of-Way Area” (i.e., the 
Highway 1 right-of-way – see LCP Section 13.10.661(C) on pages 13-14 of Exhibit 6) by the 
LCP’s wireless ordinance. These LCP sections require that any application for wireless 
communication facilities proposed to be located in either a prohibited or restricted area must 
demonstrate that the proposed facility would eliminate or substantially reduce a “significant gap” 
in a carrier’s network and that there are no alternative projects outside the prohibited/restricted 
areas that would eliminate or reduce said “significant gap.” The “significant gap” issue was 
addressed above, and LCP Section 13.10.662(C) (see pages 22-23 of Exhibit 6) describes the 
elements of the required alternatives analysis. 
 
The Applicant provided the County with an alternatives analysis (see pages 12-47 of Exhibit 9), 
which basically stated that NextG is a telephone corporation with the right to operate in the 
public rights-of-way under state and federal law in order provide its telecommunications 
services. NextG explained to the County that it is not a wireless carrier and that it cannot 
construct traditional wireless sites, such as towers or monopoles, and that “Prohibiting NextG 
from attaching to existing utility poles would be like telling the power company it was not 
allowed to attach its transformers to the utility pole…” This analysis did not, however, consider 
alternatives that would allow wireless service in this area using traditional wireless sites. 
 
Commission staff requested that NextG perform an additional alternatives analysis as is required 
by the LCP’s wireless ordinance to evaluate a full-range of project alternatives that would 
provide similar wireless coverage as the County-approved project, while making the assumption 
that NextG is not restricted to constructing on existing poles in the public rights-of-way. NextG 
provided such an alternatives analysis (see pages 1-10 of Exhibit 9), which included: 1) 
constructing six new poles in the public right-of-way; 2) constructing a new 50-foot tower (to 
replace sites DAV02, 03, and 04); 3) constructing a new 20-foot tower (to replace site DAV05); 
and 4) increasing the height of the existing Sprint monopole at the Big Creek Lumber site (to 
replace sites DAV09 and 10). The conclusion was that these alternatives would increase public 
viewshed impacts (all alternatives), would (except for alternative #1) require permission of 
surrounding landowners, would require roads to be developed for ingress and egress (except for 
alternatives #1 and #4), and would be located on CA-zoned land (except for alternative #4, 
which would be on private land zoned for timber production). NextG asserted, however, that 
alternative #4 was infeasible because it was unable to obtain landowner approval. Given this 
analysis, it appears the County-approved project is superior to all of the feasible evaluated 
project alternatives. Thus the location of the proposed microcell sites does not raise a significant 
issue with respect to LCP conformity. 
 
Pole and Antenna Heights 
LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(2)(a)(ii) (see page 13 of Exhibit 6) requires that wireless 
communication facilities in the Restricted Coastal Right-of-Way Area have flush-mounted 
antennas that are no larger than 1’ x 2’. The approved antennas meet the size restriction but are 
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not flush-mounted (the antennas are mounted on a crossbar and there is a distance of 24 inches 
between each antenna and the center of the pole). With the exception of site DAV05, NextG did 
not propose to flush-mount the antennas on the poles because to do so would violate a CPUC 
order. Specifically, CPUC GO 9510 requires that antennas maintain a 2-foot horizontal clearance 
from the centerline of a pole when affixed below communication lines. The only way to meet 
this requirement and flush mount the antennas would be to extend the existing poles by about 6 
feet (this amount of extension would be needed to provide the GO 95-required clearance between 
the antennas and power lines) and mount the antennas on top of the extended poles. The County 
determined that this alternative would have more visual impacts than the crossbar approach 
(extending the poles would also be inconsistent with LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(2)(a)(i) (see 
page 13 of Exhibit 6) because the pole dimensions would be increased). Neither alternative was 
fully consistent with the LCP, so the County approved the project with fewer visual impacts. It 
found that the non-flush-mounted antennas warranted an FTA exception pursuant to LCP Section 
13.10.668 (see page 35 of Exhibit 6), stating that not allowing the non-flush-mounted antennas 
would prevent the filling of a “significant gap” in coverage. As described above, NextG does not 
provide wireless service, so it is unclear that this exception applies. The alternative chosen by the 
County does, however, reduce the project’s impacts on visual resources. 
 
Regarding site DAV05, the pole at this site only carries communication lines, not power lines. 
Thus, under GO 95, it is only necessary to extend the pole two feet to provide the necessary 
distance between the antennas and the communication lines (see page 7 of Exhibit 1 for the 
mock-up at this site). The County determined that a 2-foot pole extension with a flush-mounted 
antenna atop the pole would have less visual impact than the crossbar option at this location. 
However, extending the pole height is inconsistent with LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(2)(a)(i) 
because the pole dimensions would be increased. Although the approved antenna height at 
DAV05 is inconsistent with the relevant LCP policy, the approved project will not have a 
significant adverse visual impact in this location, so this LCP non-conformity does not rise to the 
level of a significant issue. 
 
Equipment Box Dimensions 
LCP Section 13.10.661(C)(2)(a)(iii) (see page 13 of Exhibit 6) requires that equipment cabinets 
on poles in the Restricted Coastal Right-of-Way Area be no more than 24” high x 18” wide x 10” 
deep. The project includes two new equipment boxes on each pole: the battery backup equipment 
cabinet measures about 37” high x 31” wide x 16” deep (which exceeds all allowable dimensions 
provided for by the LCP’s wireless ordinance); the wireless equipment cabinet measures about 
47” high x 14” wide x 8” deep (which exceeds the height limitation provided for by the LCP’s 
wireless ordinance).  
 
To address the visual impacts of the antennas and equipment boxes, the County conditioned its 
approval to require that the antennas and equipment boxes be painted in colors similar to the 
background in the area (i.e., green or light brown, where the light brown color appears to best 
limit visual impacts), and to require that the battery backup equipment box be mounted below the 
more narrow wireless equipment cabinet and as close to the ground as feasible to make this 
larger equipment box less visually prominent (see Special Conditions II.A.3 and II.A.4 on pages 

                                                 
10 See specifically California Public Utilities Commission General Order 95 Section IX, Part 94.4E. 
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5-6 of Exhibit 2). As with the antennas, the County found that the equipment boxes warranted an 
FTA exception pursuant to LCP Section 13.10.668. 
 
To further address the visual impacts of the equipment boxes, since the County’s approval, 
NextG has agreed to reduce the size of one of the wireless equipment cabinets to 32” high x 8.6” 
wide x 9.6” deep (see Exhibit 7). This box would still exceed the LCP’s height limitation but will 
be consistent with the LCP’s width and depth requirements. The County has stated that it will 
require the reduced-size wireless equipment cabinet (see Exhibit 8). Thus, although the 
equipment boxes are not fully consistent with all of the LCP requirements related to equipment 
box dimensions, their visual impact has been reduced sufficiently that this issue does not rise to 
the level of a significant LCP conformance issue. 
 
Summary of Visual Resource Impact Issues 
Within the Highway 1 and Swanton Road rights-of-way, existing utility poles provide electric 
and telephone service to north coast farms and residences. The utility poles can be seen on both 
sides of Highway 1 and along Swanton Road and include typical electric and phone facilities 
(i.e., wiring, transformers, insulators, etc.). The approved project includes installation of micro-
cellular antennas and equipment on these existing utility poles on the inland side of the Highway 
1 right-of-way and on a pole on Swanton Road. Although the project is inconsistent with various 
LCP requirements described above, such as flush-mounting the antennas and the size of the 
equipment boxes, the Applicant is unable to both comply with the LCP and with the CPUC 
requirements laid out in GO 95.  
 
Furthermore, the County has conditioned the project to reduce its visual impacts by requiring the 
equipment boxes to be painted appropriate colors and to require the placement of the larger 
equipment box on the pole as low to the ground as feasible. In addition, the Applicant has agreed 
to reduce the size of one of the equipment boxes per installation, and the County has 
acknowledged this change. Also, as previously discussed in the “Agricultural Resources” section 
above, the Applicant has agreed to forego development of the telecommunications hub on 
Swanton Road, which will greatly reduce the project’s visual impact on this scenic road, and the 
County has agreed to not issue a building permit for the telecommunications hub. Finally, the 
project has been conditioned (see condition IV.C on page 8 of Exhibit 2) to require removal of 
all permanent facilities if the pole-based utilities are relocated underground or if the microcell 
facilities are rendered unnecessary due to technological advances, as is required by the LCP’s 
wireless ordinance. 
 
In its deliberations on the wireless ordinance, the County found that the proliferation of wireless 
communication towers and antennas had the potential to create significant adverse visual 
impacts. The County recognized the need to regulate the siting, design, and construction of 
wireless communication facilities to ensure that the appearance and integrity of the 
unincorporated areas of Santa Cruz County would not be marred by the cluttering of unsightly 
facilities. The ordinance deliberately included the use of existing utility poles within the 
definition of co-location in order to minimize visual clutter. This approach is consistent with the 
overall objective of more than one service provider sharing a single facility, which includes 
existing PG&E or other utility towers or poles (see the definition of “co-location” on page 6 of 
Exhibit 6).  
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Although the County-approved project is not totally consistent with the LCP’s wireless 
ordinance in terms of the non-flush-mounted antennas at the four Highway 1 sites and the 2-foot 
pole extension at the Swanton Road site, the poles, wiring, transformers, and other equipment 
already exist along Highway 1 and Swanton Road. This existing infrastructure already imposes a 
visual impact on the local area. Co-locating relatively small, relatively unobtrusive, micro-
cellular antennas and equipment with the existing utility infrastructure will not substantially alter 
or degrade the visual impacts of the existing poles and infrastructure, or the visual aesthetic of 
the north coast. The use of co-located micro-cellular facilities in place of larger wireless 
communication facilities also minimizes visual and environmental impacts associated with 
construction of wireless facilities due to the small size of the facilities and the presence of 
existing poles and utility infrastructure. For all of the above reasons, while the project does not 
meet all LCP visual resource requirements, its visual impacts have been reduced to the point that 
they are not expected to significantly impact the visual aesthetics of the north coast area. The 
project therefore does not raise a substantial issue of LCP conformance with respect to visual 
resources. 

Health 
Appellant Joshua Hart contends that the County-approved project threatens the health of the 
public who are or will be in the vicinity of the County-approved project. His contention is that 
the wireless facilities broadcast electromagnetic radiation at unsafe levels that will have negative 
impacts to area residents, hikers, and others, and especially to the estimated 5-10% (the 
Appellant’s estimation) of the population that suffers from what is known as “electro-
sensitivity.”11 This Appellant also contends that those who are especially sensitive to this type of 
radiation will no longer be able to access this area of the coast if the County-approved project 
goes forward because these areas will no longer be free from electromagnetic radiation, and that 
the County-approved project constitutes a violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act by 
restricting access to a class of citizens with a medical condition (“electro-sensitivity”). See 
Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5 for the Appellant’s contentions with respect to the project’s potential 
health effects. 
 
There is definite controversy and concern about the potential health affects from electromagnetic 
radiation that is emitted from wireless communication devices and equipment. Numerous studies 
have been conducted on these effects, often with contradictory or inconclusive results. The 
Commission believes that the Appellant is sincere in his stated concerns regarding the potential 
health affects of the County-approved project. However, the standard of review for this 
contention is the Santa Cruz County LCP. Specifically, LCP Section 13.10.660(C)(3) (see page 5 
of Exhibit 6) addresses the applicability of the wireless communications ordinance and in 
particular states that the ordinance is not intended to have the effect of prohibiting wireless 
services on the basis of the environmental or health effects of radio frequency emissions as long 
as the wireless services comply with the FCC’s regulations regarding such emissions. Section 
13.10.661(D) (see page 14 of Exhibit 6) requires that County inhabitants be protected from the 
possible adverse health effects associated with exposure to harmful levels of NIER (non-ionizing 

                                                 
11 Those with electro-sensitivity complain of headaches, immune disorders, nausea, and sleep disturbances in the 
presence of electromagnetic fields. 
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electromagnetic radiation) by ensuring that all wireless communication facilities comply with 
NIER standards set by the FCC. Section 13.10.664(A) (see page 32 of Exhibit 6) of the LCP’s 
wireless ordinance states that no wireless facility shall be located or operated in a manner that 
poses, either by itself or in combination with other such facilities, a potential threat to public 
health. Taken together, these LCP sections require that no telecommunications facility or 
combination of facilities may produce power densities in any area that exceed the FCC adopted 
standards for human exposure. 
 
Preliminary Radio Frequency (RF) Exposure Studies have been done and a subsequent 
engineering report has been prepared for the project by a qualified consulting engineer (see 
Exhibit 10). The studies were performed using predictions/calculations to determine if the 
analyzed area of RF fields for the approved project’s antenna configurations comply with the 
Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) limits for human exposure to RF fields adopted by the 
FCC and also recognized by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). If a 
ground-level area of RF fields for the approved antenna configurations is predicted to be greater 
than 100% of an FCC MPE limit, then the RF fields in this area would be considered as 
exceeding the respective MPE limit. If a prediction reveals a level of RF fields to be 90%-100% 
of an FCC MPE limit, then the RF fields at the ground-level location would be considered to be 
approaching the respective FCC MPE limit. The predictions presented in the studies were based 
on a “worst-case” scenario of the highest possible RF fields that could exist at ground level near 
the approved antenna sites. The studies’ reports concluded that the County-approved project will 
not approach or exceed the FCC MPE limits for RF exposure. Thus, it is consistent with LCP 
requirements related to health effects of wireless facilities. 
 
Also, to implement Section 13.10.664(A) of the LCP, post-construction monitoring of wireless 
communication facility RF radiation exposures is required for all wireless communication 
facilities to prove that all new wireless communication facilities operate in compliance with the 
FCC’s RF radiation exposure standards. The County conditioned its permit to require that, within 
90 days after commencement of normal operations, a report documenting radiation 
measurements and comparing the results to the FCC standards for such facilities will be 
submitted to the Planning Director (see condition IV(B) on pages 6-7 of Exhibit 2). Failure to 
supply the required reports or failure to remain in continued compliance with the established 
FCC standards is grounds for review of the use permit and could result in the initiation of permit 
revocation proceedings by the County. For all of the above reasons, this issue does not rise to the 
level of a substantial issue in terms of the project’s conformance with the certified LCP. 
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Other Contentions12 
Appellant Hart contends that the County-approved project will provide Verizon’s customers with 
streaming data on their “smart” phones, and that some of these customers will use these phone 
services without a hands-free headset while driving, thus creating a safety hazard for other 
drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians along Highway 1 (see pages 12-13 of Exhibit 4). California 
Vehicle Code Section 23123 prohibits persons from driving a motor vehicle while using a 
wireless telephone unless that telephone is specifically designed and configured to allow hands-
free listening and talking, and is used in that manner while driving. California Vehicle Code 
Section 23123.5 prohibits a person from driving a motor vehicle while using an electronic 
wireless communications device to write, send, or read a text-based communication. In any 
event, this contention does not raise an LCP-consistency issue and therefore no substantial issue 
exists with respect to this contention. 
 
F. CONCLUSION 
When considering a project that has been appealed to it, the Commission must first determine 
whether the project raises a substantial issue of LCP conformity, such that the Commission 
should assert jurisdiction over a de novo CDP for such development. At this stage, the 
Commission has the discretion to find that the project does not raise a substantial issue of LCP 
conformance, even if the project is not entirely consistent with the applicable certified LCP. As 
explained above, the Commission is guided in its decision of whether the issues raised in a given 
case are “substantial” by the following five factors: the degree of factual and legal support for the 
local government’s decision; the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by 
the local government; the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; the 
precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretations of its LCP; and, 
whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or statewide 
significance.  

In this case, these five factors, considered together, support a conclusion that this project does 
not raise a substantial issue of LCP conformance. First, the County-approved project is for the 
installation of wireless antennas and equipment on existing utility poles in the public right-of-
way. Thus, the extent and scope of this project weigh in favor of a finding of no substantial issue. 
Second, while the County’s findings do not show full LCP consistency regarding the flush-
mounting of antennas, the size of the equipment boxes, and locating some project elements on 
CA-zoned land, the County has provided sufficient factual support for its decision to allow these 
inconsistent project components, given that the impacts of these components have been 
minimized, and the Applicant is unable to both comply with the LCP and the CPUC 
requirements laid out in GO 95. While there are questions about the degree of legal support for 

                                                 
12 The Appellant raised additional new contentions in supplemental materials (dated May 22, 2012 – see Exhibit 5) 
provided to Commission staff after the 10-working-day appeal period for the project had closed. Only the appeal 
contentions raised during the 10-working-day appeal period may be evaluated in terms of the project’s consistency 
with the LCP. Some of the information provided in the supplemental materials provided by the Appellant supports 
the contentions raised in his initial appeal document and it is thus appropriate to evaluate this supplemental 
information in this appeal. However, the new contentions raised in the supplemental materials that were not raised in 
the initial appeal (i.e., risk to federally listed endangered species, fire safety, community outreach, rural access to 
broadband, and emergency communication) are not evaluated in this appeal because these contentions were not 
made during the 10-working-day appeal period and thus are not properly before the Commission. 
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the County’s analysis regarding the Federal Telecommunications Act Exceptions for the project, 
the project otherwise does not raise a substantial issue with respect to LCP conformance. 
Therefore, given that the facts support the County’s action and the County’s questionable legal 
analysis did not result in the approval of a project with major coastal resource impacts, this factor 
still weighs in favor of a finding of no substantial issue. Third, co-locating relatively small and 
relatively unobtrusive cellular antennas and equipment with existing utility pole infrastructure 
will not significantly impact visual resources, and the components located in the public right-of-
way on CA-zoned land will not impact agricultural resources; thus there are no significant 
coastal resources affected by the decision. Fourth, given that the project components will be co-
located on existing utility poles with existing utility infrastructure, and will not have significant 
visual impacts to visitors traveling along this portion of the coast, the project does not raise 
issues of regional or statewide significance. 

Fifth, in terms of the precedential value of the local government’s decision with respect to future 
interpretations of its LCP, the Commission notes that it appears that it may be technologically 
and legally impossible for wireless service providers to fully comply with the LCP. The 
Commission finds that it would make good planning and public policy sense for the County to 
update the wireless communications ordinance through the LCP amendment process to reflect 
the changes in the utility pole equipment clearance requirements of CPUC GO 95. Such an 
amendment process should also include updates to recognize any other changes in State or 
Federal laws or regulations or changes in wireless technology that may have taken place since 
the ordinance was certified in 2004, and which may affect the siting, design, and construction of 
wireless communication facilities. Thus, although the County’s interpretation of the LCP in this 
case is not consistent with the Commission’s, the primary issue raised here is an outdated LCP, 
not just the County’s interpretation of the LCP. Given these considerations, the Commission 
finds that although this decision could form the basis of a poor precedent, this factor still does 
not weigh heavily towards a finding of substantial issue, especially when the remaining four 
factors support a finding of no substantial issue.  

Based on the foregoing, when all five substantial issue factors are weighed together, the appeal 
contentions do not raise a substantial LCP conformance issue and thus the Commission declines 
to take jurisdiction over the CDP for this project. 
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First view of Swanton Valley heading northbound on Swanton Rd. 

Infrastructure proposed to be placed on ocean side of Scenic Road 
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Photo illustrating how radiation exposure to publicly accessible hillsides may exceed ground level 
radiation forecasts 
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Appendix B: Hwy 11 Swanton Rd. Mock Up Photographs 
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Appendix C: Waddell Creek Mock Up Photographs 
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Waddell Creek Cell site is visible from wetlands- home to several endangered species 
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Appendix D: Hwy 1 Emergency Call Boxes 

Call boxes at regular intervals provide emergency communication along remote stretches of 
coastline 
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Appendix E: Coastal Neighbors Community Meeting Flyer 
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An experiment has been made exposing eggs and tadpoles of the common frog (Rana 
temporaria) to electromagnetic radiation from several mobile (cell) phone antennae 
located at a distance of 140 meters. The experiment lasted two months, from the egg 
phase until an advanced phase of tadpole prior to metamorphosis. Measurements of 
electricfieldintensity {radiofrequencies and microwaves) in Vfm obtained with three 
different devices were 1.8 to 3.5 Vfm. In the exposed group (n = 70), low coordination 
of movements, an asynchronous growth, resulting in both big and small tadpoles, and a 
high mortality (90%) was observed. Regarding the control group (n = 70) under the 
same conditions but inside a Faraday cage, the coordination of movements was normal, 
the de~·elopment was synchronous, and a mortality of 4.2% was obtained. These results 
indicate that radiation emitted by phone masts in a real situation may affect the 
development and may cause an increase in mortality of exposed tadpoles. This research 
may have huge implications for the natural world, which is now exposed to high 
microwave radiation levels from a multitude of phone masts. 

Keywords Electromagnetic pollution; Microwaves; Phone masts; Rana temporaria; 
Tadpoles. 

Introduction 

In recent years, a large number of mobile phone antennae have been installed, 
especially in urban areas. The scientific literature review shows that pulsed telephony 
microwave radiation may produce effects, especially on nervous, cardiovascular 
immune, and reproductive systems (Balmori, 2009), but few studies on effects 
phone masts on wildlife in the cities have been conducted (Balmori, 2005; 
and Hallberg, 2007; Everaert and Bauwens, 2007). 

Concerning the effects of electromagnetic radiation on amphi 
investigations in the laboratory have been conducted (Levengood, 1 
and Douglas, 1990; Grefner et al., 1998), but as far as we know 
any published studies on effects from phone antennae on 
their natural habitat. 

Address correspondence to Alfonso Balmori, Junta 
Cortejoso, 14, Vallado1id 47071, Spain; E-mail: aoaLlffi()r 
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32 Balmori 

Balmori (2006) suggested that microwaves from phone masts might be 
responsible along with other factors in the decline of some populations of 
amphibians. 

The objective of this research was to investigate the possible effects of phone 
mast radiation on exposed tadpoles (Rana temporaria) in a real situation. 

Materials and Methods 

The experiment has been made in Valladolid (Spain) exposing eggs and tadpoles of 
the commoJ:l frog (Rana temporaria) obtained from an anonymous supplier to 
several mobile (cell) phone antennae. 

The tadpoles were placed in two tanks with oxygen and food -every day, which 
were set out in the fifth floor terrace at a distance of 140 meters from four base 
stations located opposite. The base stations are on the roof of an eight story high 

- building (see· the picture at http:/ jwww .hese-project.org/hese-ukjenjissuesjnature. 
php?id =frogs). 

In both experimental and control groups (n = 70 in e~ch) the experiment lasted 
two months, from the egg phase until an advanced phase of tadpole prior to 
metamorphosis. The control group was inside a Faraday cage (metallic shielding 
component: EMC-reinforcement fabrics 97442 Marburg Technic). 

According to official database (Ministerio de Industria Turismo y Comercio, 2009), 
the type and frequency range of emissions was: 

• Vodafone: GSM 948.0-959.8 MHz. 
• Vodafone: DCS 1,830.2-1,854.8 MHz. 
• Vodafone: UMTS 1,905-1,910; 1,950-1,965; 2,140-2,155MHz. 
• Amena (Orange): DCS 1,855.2-1,879.8 MHz. 

However, as we shall see later, in reality there exist more frequencies than this, 
which do not correspond with the frequencies contained in the database official. 

The measurements of electric field intensity (radiofrequencies and microwaves in 
V /m) in the two tanks containing the tadpoles were made with the following meters: 

• Nuova Elettronica device Model LX 1435 with lOo/o sensitivity, with 
unidirectional probe (range: 1 MHz-3 GHz). 

• PCE-EM 29 device with an isotropic probe and calibration certificate (range: 
50MHz-3.5 GHz). Resolution: 0.1 mV/m. Absolute error: ± l.OdB. 

• Spectrum analyzer Advantest R-3272 (range: 9 KHz-26 GHz), probe Rhode & 
Schwarz HE-200 (Official measurements of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology from Spain). 

Results 

The results of electric field intensity to which the tadpoles were exposed with the 
different devices were: 

• LX 1435: Electromagnetic field intensity 2.5-3.5 Vjm. 
• PCE-EM 29: Electromagnetic field intensity 1,847-2,254 Vjm. 
• Advantest R-3272: Results in decibels (Table 1). 

AJ_Q f'l __ r 8_li_N &<~} 
"i-~t·•!-·~r.o.- ·.~·~f·.t 4 r.'!'t- • ~~-·~ 
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Mobile Phone Mast Effects on Tadpoles 

Table 1 
Results of spectrum analyzer ad van test R-3272 (official measurements of the 

ministry of science and technology from Spain) 

VODAFONE VODAFONE AMEN A 

Frequency Frequency Frequency 
(MHz) Decibels (MHz) Decibels (MHz) Decibels 

88,5 69 93,1 67 98,1 67 
104,5 64 487,25 43 671,25 43,9 
727,25 37 751,25 37 949,2 81 
953,8 77 957,2 76 958,8 57 
935 57 1875,4 63 1875,6 61 

1873,6 60 1871,2 62 1869 61 

Note: The frequencies that exist in reality are several more and do not correspond with the 
frequencies contained in the database official. 

33 

Some observations on the tadpoles were as follows (Balmori, 2008; see the video 
clips at http:jjwww.hese-project.org/hese-uk/enjissuesjnature.php?id): 

• Experimental group (n = 70). 

Low coordination of movements, an asynchronous growth, resulting in both big 
and small tadpoles, and a high mortality (90%) was observed. Most of the deaths 
occurred after six weeks of continuous exposure. 

The tadpoles' tails waved only slowly. Only about half of them reacted to 
a sudden stimulus in the form of a stroke on the wall of the aquarium. Some 
remained sideways or tilted and swam describing closed circles (Balmori, 2008; 
http:/ Jwww .hese-project.org/hese-ukjenjissuesjnature. php ?id). Generally, their move
ments were uncoordinated. They showed low interest and few tadpoles reacted to the 
food. For lack of resources, we could not investigate the anatomical or physiological 
reasons for the problems observed. 

• Control group (n = 70, under the same conditions but inside a Faraday cage). 

The coordination of movements was normal, the development was synchronous, 
and a mortality of 4.2o/o was obtained. No deaths occurred at a particular time. 

The tail moved fast and they reacted quickly to a sudden stimulus (a stroke on 
the wall of the aquarium). No tadpoles remained sideways or tilted and the direction 
of swimming was correct. Their movements were coordinated. When food was 
supplied most of them reacted quickly. 

Discussion 

The literature contains much data hinting at an important role for bioelectromagnetic 
phenomena as a mediator of morphogenetic information in many contexts relevant 
to embryonic development (Levin, 2003). The underlying mechanism by which an 

----------------------............ _ 
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endogenous electrical field may exert an influence on development remains to be 
discovered. Most prevailing hypotheses suggest that a field acts to directionally guide 
the growth and migration of some embryonic cells (Hotary and Robinson, 1992). 

Strong magnetic fields (1.74--16.7 T) disrupt cell division of exposed frog eggs 
(Xenopus laevis) (Denegre et al., 1998). Valles (2002) proposed a model to explain 
their influence. 

Several studies on effects of electromagnetic fields on amphibians have been 
conducted in laboratories. When amphibian eggs and embryos of Ambystoma 
macula tum and Rana sylvatica were exposed to high magnetic fields (6.3 x 10

3 
G), a 

brief treatment of early embryos produced several types of abnormalities, incuding 
microcephaly, retarded (abnormal) growth, edema, and scoliosis (Levengood, 1969). 

Adult newts (Notophthalmus viridescens) exposed to a pulsed electromagnetic 
field (1 T and 0.15V/m, approx.) for the first 30 days post forelimbs were amputated 
and produced more abnormalities in their skeletal patterns than the native limbs or 
the normal regenerates. Twelve percent exhibited unique abnormalities not observed 
in either the native or regenerate limb population. These forelimbs demonstrated one 
or more of the following gross defects: acheiria (lack of carpus and digits), 
aphalangia, or oligodactylia (loss of digits) as well as carpal bone and long bone 
(radius and ulna) abnormalities (Landesman and Douglas, 1990). 

Exposed frog tadpoles (Rana temporaria) developed under electromagnetic field 
(50 Hz, 260 A/m) show an increase in mortality. Exposed tadpoles developed more 
slowly and less synchronously than control tadpoles and remained at the early stages 
for longer. Tadpoles developed allergies and EMF caused changes in their blood counts 
(Grefner et al., 1998). These results are consistent with the observations of this work. 

Deformities and disappearance of amphibians and other organisms is part of the 
global biodiversity crisis (Blaustein and Johnson, 2003). Some authors consider that the 
electromagnetic pollution is destroying nature (Warnke, 2007; Firstenberg, 1997). 
Balmori (2006) proposed that electromagnetic pollution (in the microwave and 
radiofrequency range) along with other environmental factors is a possible cause for 
decline and deformations of some wild amphibian populations exposed. The results of 
this experiment conducted in a real situation in the city of Valladolid (Spain) indicate 
that the tadpoles that live near such facilities, exposed to relatively low levels of 
environmental electromagnetic fields (1.8-3.5V/m) may suffer adverse effects (low 
coordination of movements, asynchronous growth, and high mortality), and this may be 
a cause (together with other environmental factors) of decline of amphibian populations. 
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Appendix G: Statement by Dr. Jonathan Samet, World Health Organization International Agency 
for Research on Cancer 

Dr. Jonathan Samet, UC California, was a member of the IARC working group. In a press 
conference following the IARC announcement that radio-frequency electromagnetic fields is a 2b 
carcinogen he states, " The designation for group 2b is radio frequency electromagnetic fields that 
is unspecified as to source, so the group 2b classification would have broad applicability to 
sources with this type of emissions." 

Starts at 2:44-3:30 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4E2i5XFX9M 
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January 18, 2012 

Board of Supervisors 
County of Santa Cruz 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Dear Members ofthe Board: 

0249 

County of Santa Cruz 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 

701 OCEAN STB.EET,. SUITE 520, SANTA CRUZ,CA 95060-4073 

(831)454-2100 ... FAX: (831) 454-3420 TOO: (831)454.;.2123 

SUSAN MAURIELLO, J.D., COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

SmartMeter Moratorium 

RECEIViED 
MAY24 Z012 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAl COMMlSSfON 
Qrl\ttRAt. OOAST AAGJ\ .. 

On December 13 ~ .. 2011, your Boa.rd directed this office to return today with a report on issues 
associated with the current SmartMeter moratorium ordinance:- and information on the possible 
extension of the moratorium for an additional year~ Your Board also directed the Public Health 
Officer to return with an analysis of the research on the health effects of Sn1artMeters, and 
directed County Counsel to return with a report regarding the legality ofa public utility refusing 
service to custotners who are willing to pay for service and are willing to have an analog meter. 

As your Board is aware, the California Public Utility Commission is considering PG&E~s 
~pplication for modification to PG&E~s SmartMeter proposal to include an option for residential 
customers who do not wish to have a wireless SmartMeter. The item was scheduled on the 
January 12, 201 2 agenda, but the comtniss.ion anticipates that a vote on the proposal will not 
happen prior to February 1~ 2012. 

Moratorium Ordinance 

Your Board has heard significant amounts oftestimony regarding SmartMeters and concerns 
about their possible in1pact on health~ questions about their accuracy, their inability to recover 
real-time data, privacy concerns, and the lack ofsafety standards for chronic Iong-tenn exposure 
to electrotnagnetic frequency radiation. In addition, PG&E has not presented studies to support 
their primary justification that the.SmartMeter program will encourage customers to more 
effective I y manage their utilization of electricity. 

Given the broad concern about SrnartMeter technology and your Board's desire to go on record, 
this office and County Counsel believe that notwithstanding the enforcen1ent challenges, that it is 
in the best interest of public health~ safety~ and welfare for your Board to.-adopt the attached 
ordinance (Attachn1ent A) impletnenting a temporary moratorium on the installation of 
Sn1artMeters in or on any home, apartment, condominium or business within the unincorporated 
area of the County. The purpose of the moratoriutn is to allow additional time to educate the 
CPUC about these concerns and allow time for adequate study of the impacts resulting from the 
SmartMeter technology. 

SERVING THE COMMUNITY- WORKING FOR THE FUTURE 
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Ordimmce lmposing Temporary Moratorium on Installation ofSmartMeters 0250 
Agenda: January 24~ 20012 

··.··· .· ··.·.·.·. ····-·.·.·· ... . . 

PG&E, assertingJbatlocillgqver-niT1~nts do nothavejurisdiction on the installation qfthe meters~ 
has ignored the preyiousS(lpta Crp~ SQU{ltyordinance as w.ell as similar ordinancesad~pted in 
other jurisdictions. PG&E belieyesthato~ly the CalifomiaPublic Utilities Commission (CPUC) 

. has the authority to stop ·installation of the meters. Elected representatives, including the· Board 
ofSupervisorsofMarih Ggutlty~ haveacknowledgedtheHmits of their ordinar1ces to actually 
stop the· installation of the meters.· However, jurisdictions have adopted their ordinances with 
statements that such ordinances play an important role by informing the CPUCof significant 

thePuhlicHea1thOffi2~~~srepo1tisprovidedasAttachment B. Tht! report discusses the health 
risks associated withSmartMeters~ the scientific reports·andactionsthe public might take to 
mitigate potential· ham1. 

PG&EShutoff Update 

At th~ D~cember 13, 2Ql1.11leeting, your Board questioned the PG.&E representative aboutthe 
utility~ompany's decision to sh1,1t off power to the homes qfresidents wh() .removed their 
SrnartMeters. Subsequenttothatfl1(!eti11g, PG&E restored power to those residences with the. 
intent .. ofeharging them·basedon past electrical bills. 

Petition 

At your January .1 0, • 2012 meeting~ your Board was presented with a petition to the California 
Public Utilities Commissionregardi~gP(J&E S111artMeter Opt~outApplication, (Petition A.ll ~ 
03-Ql4). The petition provi~esthe ()PPOrtunityfor local electedofficialsto urge.the Colllll1ission 
to continue J?etition A.ll~03-01-4for further public hearings .. The petition is provided as 
Attachment -C.Jti~reco!l1Il1el1d(!dthat.yourBoard.direct.the Chair to sign the.petition on behalf 
of the Board and stibmitittothePUC. 

ITIS THEREFORE RECOMMENDED THAT YOUR BOARD: 

41 

( 1} Direct the Chair to send a letter to the PlJC calling for • independent testing and 
monitoringofSmartMeters in place to determine dutycycles and frequency, especially 
in the following circumstances 

• Wht!re both gas and electric rneters are located closely·together 

• Where there is abank of SmartMeters such as on a multi-family residential 
building or apartment building 

• Wherethereisa co11ector lneter·on ahomethatserves the home, plus as many 
aS·5000 otherresidential unitsin tnearea 

• Where.aSmartMeter on a home acts as a relay for other local neighborhood 
meters 
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Ordinance I mposiJ1gTer1lporary Moratorium on Installation of SmartMeters 
Agenda: January 24, ·200 12 

p g 1 13 

(2) Direct the Chair to send a letter to the PUC and PG&E allowing any Santa Cruz 
(:ounty reside11t to request· removal of a previously installed SmartMeterand the 
replace1ll(!nt With an. £Ulalog meter · 

(3} Accept.artd.file.the report ·fr<Jm th5 Publicl-Iealth.Officer 

0251 

( 4) Direct the <(hair t(_) si~t11e petition tothe Calif()mia Public Utilities Corrirllissioii On 
behalf()fthe Boardu~ging the Commission to delay consideration of a prelimipary 
de~ision on P9&E' s Smal"{Met~r applic(ltion until further public hearing andin,pt~tare 
completed,<aijq 

( 5) Adopt the. attaChed ordinance impOsing a ieinpOrary · morai:Qrium on the installation of 
Smartl\lt.eters within the unincorporated areaofSanta·Cruz County and.direct the Clerk 
ofth .... e .... ·.··.B .... oar.d .. topla. cetheordinanc .• e onthe·Febru.ary7, 2012 agendaforfinal .. "• ...... . 

consideration. 

County Administrative Officer 
Attachments: 

A. Proposed Ordinance 
B~ Report from Public Health Officer 
C~ Petition to CPUC 

cc: PG&E 
California Public Utilities Commission 
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Attachment.A 

0252 

ORDINANCE NO. ___.,.__ 

AN UNCODIFIED ORDINANCE OF THE COUNTY OF SA.NTA CRUZ 
IMPOSING A TEMPORARY MORATORIUM. ON THE INSTALLATION 

()F S:t\'IARTME'fERS A~D ~E-tAT~D EQUIPMENT IN, ALONG, 
••··.··•· A~ROSS, IJPON, <lJNDER AND OVER THE Pl]BLlC STREETS AND 

.·OTHER PLACES WITHIN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF SANTA 
CRUZ COUNTY 

The Board ofSupervisors ofthe CountyofSanta<Cruz. find as· follows: 

WHEREAS, the County ()fSanta Cruz (the "County"), through its police 
powers granted by Article XIofthe California Constitution, retains broad 
discretion to legislate for public purposes and for the general welfare, including 
but not limited to matters ofpublic health, safety and consumer protection; and 

WHEREA-S, the County of Santa Cruz has a franchise agreement with 
PG&E that has been in effect sinceJ955; and 

WHEREAS, in addition, the County retains authority under Article XII, 
Section 8 ofthe Constitution to grant franchises for public utilities; and pursuant to 
California Public>Utilities Code section 6203, "may in such a franchise impose 
such other arid additional tenns and conditions ... , whether governmental. or 
contractual in character, as in the judgn1ent of the legislative body are to the public 
interest;~' and 

WHEREAS, Public Utilities Code section 2902 reserves the County's right 
to supervise and regulate public utilities ·in matters affecting the health, 
convenience and safety ofthe general public, "such as the use and repair of public 
streets by any public utiJity, the location of the poles, wires, mains, or conduits of 
any public utility, on, under, or above any public streets, and the speed of common 
carriers operating within the limits of the municipal corporation;" and 

WHEREAS, Pacific Gas & Electric Cotnpany ("PG&E") is now installing 
SmartMeters in Central and Northern California and is installing these meters 
within the County of Santa Cruz;· and 

WHEREAS, concerns about the impact and accuracy of SmartMeters have 
been raised nationwide, leading the Maryland Public Service Commission to deny 
permission on June 21, 2010 for the deployment of SmartMeters in that state. The 
State ofHawaii Public Utility Commission also recently declined to adopt a smart 
grid system in that state. The CPUC currently has pending before it a petition from 
the City and County of San Francisco, and other municipalities, seeking to delay 
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the implen1entation ofSn1artMeters until the questions about their accuracy can be 
evaluated; and 

. WHEREAS, major problems and deficiencies with SmartMet~rs in 
California have been brought to the attention of the Board of Supervisors of the 
County of Santa Cruz, including PG&E's confirmation that SmartMeters have 
provided incorrect readings costing ratepayers untold thousands of dollars in 
overcharges and PG&E' s records outlined "risks'' and ''issues'-' including an 
ongoing inability to recover real-time data because of faulty hardware origina~ing 
with PG&E vendors; and 

WHEREAS, the ebb and flow ofgas and electricity into hotnes discloses 
detailed information about private details ofdaily life. Energy usage data, 
measured motnent by moment, allows the reconstruction of a household's 
activities: vvhen people wake up, when they come hotne, whenthey goon 
vacation, and. even when they take a hot bath. SmartMeters represent a, newforin 
oftechnology. that relays detailed hitherto confidential informationr~flectingth~ 
thnes and amounts oftheuse of electrical power without adequatelyprotecting' 
that data from being ac'cessed b)' unauthorized persons or entities and as suchp()se 
an unreasonable intrusion of utility customers' privacy rights and security interests. 
Indeed, the factthat the CPUC has not established safeguards for privacyjnits 
regulatory approvals may violate the principles set forth by the U.S. Supreme 
Court in Kyllo v. United States (2001)~ 533 U.S. 27; and 

WHEREAS, significant health questions have been raised concerning the 
increased electromagnetic frequency radiation (EMF) emitted by the wir~less . 
technology in SrnartMeters, which vvillbe in every house, aparttnent and busi11es~, 
thereby adding additional hurnan~made EMF to our environment around the clQck 
to the already existing EMF from utility poles, individual meters and telephone 
poles; and 

WHEREAS, FCC safety standards do not exist for chronic long-term 
· exposure to EMF or from multiple sources, and reported adverse health effects 
frotn electrotnagnetic pollution include sleep disorders, irritability, short tenn 
memory loss, headaches, anxiety, nausea, DNA breaks, abnormal cell growth; 
cancer,.pretnature aging, etc. Because· of untested technology, international 
scientists, environmental agencies, advocacy groups and doctors are calling.forthe 
use of caution in \Vireless technologies; and 

WHEREAS, the pritnary justification given for the StnartMeters program 
is the assertion that it will encourage custo1ners to tnove sotne of their electricity 
usage frotn daytime to evening hours; ho"vever, PG&E has conducted no actual 
pilot projects to determine whether this assumption is in fact correct. Non
transtnitting time-of-day meters are already available for customers who desire 

2 . '41 
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0254 

them, and enhanced<customer education is a viable non-technological alternative· 
to encourage electricity use time shifting. Further, ·some engineers and energy 
conservation experts believe that the SmartMeters progratn--in totality--could well 
actually increase total electricity consumption and therefore the carbon footprint; 
and 

WHEREAS, this.·Board ofSupervisors· sent a letter to.the CPUC·•on 
September 1 5, 20 1 0 expressing concern· ab~l1t reports that SmartMeter technology 
was interfering.with the proper functioning ofcommon household devices and 
requesting a response from the CPUC; and 

WHEREAS, there has been no response by the CPU C to the letter sent by 
the Board of Supervisors; and 

WHEREAS, because the potential risks to the health, S(lfety and Welfare of 
County residents are so great, the Board of Supervisors wishes to adopt a 
moratorium on the installation bfStnartMeters and related. eq).lipment within the 
unincorporated area oftheCounty of Santa Cruz. The Inoratorium·period·will 
allow the Council on Science and Technology and legislative process referenced 
above to be completed and for additional information to be collected and analyzed 
regarding potential problems with SmartMeters; and 

WHEREAS, there.is.a current and.itnmediatethreat to public.health,safety 
and welfare because, without this urgency ordinance, SmartMeters or~upporting 
equipmen.t will be installed or constructed or modified in the County without 
PG&E's complying with·the CPUC process for consultation with the local 
jurisdiction, the County'sCode requirements, and subjecting residents ofSanta 
Cruz County to the privacy, security, health,. accuracy arid consumer fraud risks of 
the unproven SmartMeter technology; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors hereby finds that it can be seen with 
certainty that there is no possibility that the adoption and implementation ofthis 
Ordinance may have a significant effect on the environtnent. This Ordinance does 
not authorize construction or installation of any facilities and, in fact, imposes 
greater restrictions on such construction· and installation in order to protect the 
public health, safety and general welfare. This Ordinance is therefore exempt 
from the environmental· review· requirements of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 1506l(b)(3)ofTitle 14 ofthe California 
Code of Regulations; and 

WHEREAS, there is no feasible alternative to satisfactorily study the 
potential impact identified· above as well· or better with a less burdensome or 
restrictive effect than the adoption of this interim urgency moratorium ordinance; 
and 
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WHEREAS, based on the foregoing it is in the best interest of public 
health, safety and welfare toallow adequate study_ of the impacts resulting from 
the SmartMeter technology; therefore it is appropriate to.adopt aternporary 
moratorium that would remain ineffectfromthe date of its adoption until 
December 31 ,··2012; unless your Board acts to repeal it prior•to that date. 

0255 

NOW,TJJ:EREFORE llE lT ORDAIN"l~:D .. bythe Board ofSupervisors of 
the County of Santa Cruz as follows: 

SECTION I 

Moratorium. From and after the effective date ofthis Ordinance~-no 
StnartMeter tnay be installed in or on any home, apartn1ent, condominium or 
business of any type \vithin th~ unincolJ>or~ted area of the County of Sanffl Cruz, 
and no.equipment rel~ted_to __ .smartMet(!~S maybe installed in, on,_ under,·.or above 
any public street or public right of way within the unincorporated areaofthe 
County of Santa Cruz; 

SECTION II 

Violations of the Moratorium may be charged as infractions or 
misderneanors assetforthinChapter 1.12 ofthe Santa Cruz County Code. In 
addition, violation~1naybedeem~d public nuisances,.with enforce1nentby 
injunction or any other ren1edy authorized by law. 

SECTION III 

This BoardpfSupervisors~nds anddetermines that: (a)_·there.is.acurrent 
and immediate threat t() t~e publicpeace, health, or safety; (b) t~e moratori~m 
1nust be itnposed in order to protect and preserve the public interest, health, safety, 
comfort and convenience and to preserve the public \Vel fare; and {c) it is necessary 
to preserve the public health and safety of all residents or landowners adJacent to 
such uses as are affectedbythis interim ordinance as well as to protect all of the 
citizens· of Santa Cruz Cdurityby_preserving and.hnproving the_aesthetic· and 
economic conditions oftheCourity. 

SECTION IV 

If any provision Of this interim ordinance is held to be unconstitutional, it is 
the intent of the Board of Supervisors that such portions of such ordinance are 
severable from the remainder and the remainder is given full force and effect. 
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SEC.TIGNV 

This interim ordinance is not subject to the California Environmental · 
Quality Act (CEQA)pursuantto Section 15060(c) (2) --the activity wilL not result 
in a ·direct or reason8;bly fores~eable indirect physical9hange .. in th~ environment 
and Section 15060(c}{3)-theactivityisnot a project as defined in Section 15378 
of the CEQA. Guidelines, because ithas. no potential forresulting.·in physical 
change to the envirotunent; directly or indirectly. 

SECTION VI 

This ordinance shall take effect on the 31st d.ay after the date of final 
passage. 

PASSEDANDADOPTEDTHIS dayof< ,2012,by 
the Board ofStipervisors ofthe County .of Santa Cruz by the·.fqllo\ying vote: 

A YES: SUPERVISORS 
NOES: SUPERVISORS 
ABSENT: SUPERVISORS 
ABSTAIN: SUPERVISORS 

Chairperson oftheBoard·.ofSupervisors 

Attest: --------------------
Clerk of the Board 
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. Attachment B 

County of Santa Cruz azs1 

HEALTH SERVICES AGENCY 

POST OFFICE BOX 962, 1060 EMELINE AVE., SANTA CRUZ, CA. 95061-0962 

TELEPHONE: {831) 454--4114 FAX: (831)454-5049 TOO: (8Jt)4544t23 

PoklStewartNamkung, M.D.; M.P.H. 
Health Officer 
PubUc Health Division 

Overview 

Memorandum 

January 13, 2012 

Santa Cruz CounPj. Board ofSupe .. rv. iso:;··.s······· -A.·· .. {. 

Poki Stewart Namkung, M.D., M.P.H. {fZ'~V 
Health Officer 

Health Risks Associated With SmartMeters 

On December 13, 2011, Santa Cruz County. Board ·of Supervisors directed the f>ublic· 
Health Officer to return on January 24, 2012, with an analysis ofthe resea'tch ·all the health 
effects of SmartMeters. 

Background 

In order to analyze the potential health risks associated with SmartMeters, the following 
questions should be asked: ' 

1 ) What is. the SmartMeter system and what is the potential 
radiation exposure from the system? 

2) What scientific evidence exists about the potential health risks 
associated with SmartMeters? 

3) Are there actions that the public might take to mitigate any potential harm 
from SmartMeters? 

SmartMeters are a new type of electrical meter that will measure consumer energy usage 
and send the information back to the utility by ~ wireless signal in th~JorrT] ofpulsed 
frequencies within the 800 MHzto 2400MHzrange, contained in the micrOwave portion of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. Smart Meters are considered part of'smart grid' technology 
that includes: a) a mesh network or series of pole-mounted wireless antennas. fjtthE:} 
neighborhood level to collect and transmit wireless information from all SrriartMeters inthat 
area back to the utility; b) collectormeters, which are a special typeofSmartMeter that 
collects the radiofrequency or microwave radiation signals from many surrounding 
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buildings (500-5000 homes orbuildings}ancj.sends the information backtotheutility; •. and. 
c) propos~d for the future, Ci pow~r trG~nsmitter to measure the energy use ofindiyidual 
appliances (e.g. washing machines, clothes dryers1 dishwasher, etc).and send• inforlllation 
via wireless radio frequency signal back to the SmartMeter. The primary rationale for 
SmartMeters and grid networks is to more accurately rnonitor and direct energy usage. 

The PLJblic health issue of concern in regard to SmartMeter~ is the inypl~ntacy<expbsur€(of 
individuals and households to electromagnetic field (EMF) radiation. EMFs are 
everywhere, coming from both natural and man-made sources. The three broad Classesqf 
EMF are: 
• extremely low frequency, ELF (from the sun or powerlines) 
• radio frequency, RF(from communicationcjevices, wireless devices, and SmartMet~rs) 
• extremely high frequency, known as ionizing radiation (x-rays and gamma rays) 

Much· of this· exposure is.beyond ourcontrof.and is .. a matter of personal .• choice; ho\1{erver,· .• · ••...... 
public exposure to RF fields is growing exponentially due to the proliferation of cell phones, · ·· 
and wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) technology. To understand the relationship between ~MF frofl1 
SmartMeters·and other sources, it is helpful to view the electromagnetic spectrum: · 

~ . . NON ··IONIZING -~)I'M-l(-. IONIZING~ 

WAVE~NGrn.,j~~~+=~==~==~~~~=s~w=s=1=a=10==~~12. 
{METERS) r-

X ..flAYS 

GAMMA RAYS 

Fig.l: The eledromcgneticspairum, showing therectfonsbetween ELF and RFfieJds, waveength 
frequency, .. •ald the ioniZing end non-ionizing portionsofthespa::trum. 

The Federal C()f11munications Commission (FCC) h<)s adopted limits for Maximum 
Permissable Exposure (MPE) that are based on exposure guidelines .published by thtr 
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP). The limits vary With 
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the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation and are expressed in units of microwatts per 
centimeter squared. , A Smartf'J1eterqof1tains two antennas whose combin~d time
averaged public safety lirnit of exposure is 655J.JW/cm2 (Sage, 2011 ). According to ~he 
California Council on Science and Jechnolpgy (CCST} Report (2011 ), within distances of 
tt.ree to ten feet, SmartMeterswoyJdnot~x~eed this limit. However, CCST di.d not. 
accour~t for the frequencyoftral}!)fl'lissions,r:efJection factors, banks of Smart~ettprs firjf1g 
si.multaneou~ly, and .. distances 9lo~~rthan three feet.· There are numerous ~itllation~ in 
which the distance between the.SmartM~tersand humans is less thanthreefeetonan 
ongoing basis, e.g. a S~~rtMeter mollnted on the external wall• to a bedro()m with the bed 
pl~ced adjacenttqthatmquntirig next to the internal waiL Thatdistance is estimatedtobe 
one foot..The. CCSTReportalso .• stett~s·that SmartMeters will generally··transmit data once 
every four hours, and once the grid isfullyJunctional, may transmit "rnore frequef1tly." It 
has been aptly demonstrated by computer modeling and real measurementofexisting 
meters thatSmartMeters emit frequencies almost continuously, day and night, seven days 
a.week .. Furtherm.ore, .• itjs not :possible to program them to ·not·operate atl09o/o of a duty 
cycl~ (continuously) and therefore3 it should not be.· possible to state that Srnartfv1eters do 
nqt exceed the time~e3veraged exposureJimit. Additionally, exposure is additive and . 
cQnsumers rnay have already .if1crea$ed.their exposures to. radiofrequency radiation in the 
homethroughthe.voluntary useofwireless devices such.as cell and cordless phones, 
personatdigital.assistants{PDAs),.routers for internet.access, home security systems, 
wireless baby surveille~nce (baby monitors) and other emerging devices.lt vvould be 
·;mpos~ibleto know hovv.clo~e ·a ~onsumer might be to their limit, .making safety·· a 
uncertainty with the installation of a mandatorySmartMeter. 

This report will focus on the ?ocumented health risks of EMF _in general, therelevance of 
that .data to SmgrtMeter~ .exposurel the established guidelines for RF safety to the public 

. at large, and then provide recommenciationsto ameliorate the risk to the public's health. 

Evidence-based· Health Risks of EMFs 

Tht?re is noscientific literature onthehealthrisks of SmartMeters in particular as they are 
a new technology. Howe veri there is a Jarge body of research on the health risks of EMFs. 
Much of the data is concentrated on cell phone usage and as SmartMeters occupy the 
same energyspectrurn as ceU phones and depending on conditions, can exceed the whole 
body radiation exposure ofcell phones phones (see Attachment 81, Figure 4). In terms of 
health.risks, the causal factor understudy is RF radiation whetherit·be from cell phones~ 
Wi-Fi routers, cordless phones, or SmartMeters~ Therefore all.available, peer~reviewed, 
scientific research data can be extrapolated to apply to SmartMeters, taking into 
consideration the magnitude and the intensity of the exposure. 

Since the mid-1990's the< use of cellular and wireless devices has increased exponentially 
exposing the public to massively increased levels· of RF ~ There is however, debate 
regarding the health risks posed to the public given these increased levels of radiation. It 
must be noted that there is little basic science funding for this type of research and it is 
largely funded by industry., An intriguing divide, noted by Genuis, 2011 is that most 
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·research ~rried out by independent non~overnment or non-industry affifiatedresearchers 
suggests potentially serious effects from many non-ionizing radiation exposures; •most 
research carried out by· independent n()n-government or non~industry affiliated researchers 
suggestspotenti~llyserious effects fr()m many.·non-ionizing radiation exposures. research 

· funded by industryand some. governm.ents seems to. cast doubt .on th~ potential· for hann. 
Elem~nts ofthe controversy.stemfrom inability to replicate findings· consistently. in 
laboratory animal. studies. ·However,·.· analysis of many •of the con~icting·· studies is· not valid 
as the methodology • used. is notcornparable. ··· Despite this controversy, evide~~ is 

··accumulating· on the· results of.exposure to RF at non-thermal levels includingif'lcrea~ed 
permeability ofthe blood-brain .barrier·· in the head (Eberhardt,. 2008), ·harmful effects on 
spern1,double strand breaks in DNA which could lead to cancer genesis (Phillip~, 2011)f 
stress gene activation indicating an exposure to a toxin (Blank, 2011 ), and alterations in 
brain glucose metabolism (Volkow; 2011}. 

1n.term~of meta-analyzed. epidemiological studies, all. ca~e-control epidemiologi?al 
studies covering.> 1 0 years of cell phone use have reported an increased risk of brain 
tumors from the use·of mobile phones{Hallberg, ·.2011} •. Otherstudies·have pointed to an 
increasing risk otacoustic hellroma, salivary gland tumors, and eye cancer after several 
years ofcell phone use and the tumors occur predominantly on the same side of the head 
as the phone is used. The analysis of brain cancer statistics since the mid 201

h century in 
several countries reveals that brain tumor formation has a long latency time, an average of 
over 30years to develop from initial damage.(Hallberg, 2011). Therefore using studies 
such as the lnterphone Study which looked as shorter latency periods for the development 
of specific brain c;;~ncers will result in inconclusive data. 

Anotherpotential health risk related to EMF.exposure,whose.legitimacy as aphenomE!n 
remains contentious, is.electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS). lnthe·1950's, various 
centers in Eastern Europe began to describe and treat thousands of workers, generally 
employed in jobs involving microwave transmission. The afflicted individuals often · 
presented with symptoms such as headaches, weakness, sleep disturbance, emotional 
instability, dizziness, memory impairment fatigue, and heart palpitations. Clinical research 
to verify the physiological nature of this condition did not begin in earnest until the 1990's 
and found thatthe EMF involved was usually within the non-ionizing range of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. In the early 2000's, estimates of the occurrence of EHS began 
to swell with studies estimating the prevalence of this condition to be about 1.5o/o of the 
population ofSweden (Hilleert et al., 2002), 3.2o/o in California (levallios et al., 2002), and 
8% in Germany (infas lnstitut fur angewandte Sozialwissenschaft<GmbH, 2003). 

In 2004, WHO declared EHS "a phenomenon where individuals experience adverse health 
effect while using or being in the vicinity of devices emanating electric, magnetic, or 
~lectromagnetic fields (EMFs) ... Whatever its cause, EHS is a real and sometimes 
debilitating problem for the affected persons (Mild et al., 2004)." 

Currently, research has demonstrated objective evidence to support the EHS diagnosis, 
defining pathophysiological mechanisms including immune dysregulation in vitro, with 

1_._. ...... ------------------------
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increased production of selected cytokines and disruption and dysregulation of 
catecholamine physiology (Genuis, 2011). · 

Until recently, the diagnosis of EHS has not received much support from the medical 
community due to lack of objective evidence. In an effort to determine the legitimacy e>f 
EHS as a neurological disorder, ho\AI~ver, a collection of scientists and phy~icians r~cently 
conducted a d.ouble-blinded re!)~arch study.t~at. copcluded .that •'EMF hypers~r"}sitiyity qar1 
occur as a bona fide environrnentally-inducible neurological syndrome (McCartyf:!taL; 
2011). 

Safety ·Guidelines 
........ 

The guidelines.currently used by the FCC.were a~opted.•in.t996, are then11aUybased, and 
are believed to protect a~ainstinjury that may be. c~used by acute exposures that result in . 
tissue·heating or electric shock. FCC guid~li~es havea·much lowerc~rtainty·of$afetythan · 
standards. ·Meeting the current FC(; guidelines only assures that one should~()t ~~\'~ 
heat damage from SmartMeterexposure. Jt says nothing aboutsafetyJr()rn the risk of 
many chronic diseases thatthE3public is most concerned about such as<canc~r, 
miscarriage, birth defects, semen.quality, autoimmune.diseases, etc. Therefore~ when it 
comes to nonthermal effects ofRF, FCC guidelines are irrelevant and cannotbe used for 
any claims of SmartMetersafety unless heatdamage is involved (Li, 2011). 

There are no current, relevant public safety standards for pulsed RF involving phrenic 
exposure of the public, norof sensitive populations, nor of people with metal and medicc.d 
implants that can be affected both by localized heating and by electromagnetic 
interference (EM I) for medical wireless irilplant~d· devices. Many other countries (9}have 
significantly lower RF/MW exposure standards ranging from 0.001 tq f)O 1JW/crn2 as 
compared with the US guideline of200-1000 JJW/cm2

• Note that the§erecqmmended 
levels are considerably:Jower.tbafthe approximate.ly 600 .. 1JW/cm2

; (tirne-av~rag~d) §lllo'l\(ed 
for the RFR from SmartMeters operating in the low 900 MHz band mandated by the FCC 
based on only thermal consideration .. 

In summary, there is no scientific data to determine if there is a safe RF exposure level 
regarding its non-thermal effects. The question for governmental agencies is thatgiven 
the uncertainty of safety, the evidence of existing and potential harm, should we err on the 
side of safety and take the precautionary avoidance measures? The two unique features 
of SmartMeter exposure are: 1) universal exposure thus far because of mandatory 
installation ensuring that virtually every household is exposed; 2) involuntary exposure 
whether one has a SmartMeter on their home or not due to the already ubiquitous 

. saturation of installation in Santa Cruz County. Governmental agencies for protecting 
public health and safety should be much more vigilant towards involuntary environ111ental 
exposures because governmental agencies are the only defense against such involuntary 
exposure. Examples of actions that the public might take to limit exposure to 
electromagnetic radiation can be found in Attachment 82. 
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Frequency Exposure from Smart Meters. u {2011). 
Tell~ richard. ~~summary Discussion of RF Fields and the PG&E SmartMeter 
System (2005 .report and 2008 report)." {2009). 
VolkOW1 N. D et aLP "Effects of cell phone radiofrequency signal exposure on 
bra;n glucose metabolism."JAMA (2011): 305:808-13. 
Yakemenko, I et al.,. tflong Term Exposure to Microwaves Provokes Cancer 
Growth: Evidences from Radar and Mobile Communications systems.~~ 
Experiemental Oncology (2011). 
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Figure 4 from Hirsch; 2011 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Radio~Frequency levels to the Whole Body from Various Sources in iJ 
W/cm2over' time[corrected for assumed duty cycle and whole body exposure extrapolated fro 
m EPRI/CCST SmartMeter estimated levels at 3 feet]. 
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AttachmenfB2 

Examples of strategies to reduce electromagnetic radiation. ( Genuis SJ, 2011) 

Sources of adverse EMR 

Cell phones and cordless phones 

Wireless internet 

Computers releasing high EMR 

Handheld electronics (electric toothbrush, 
hair dryer, Sn1art phone~ electronic tablets~ 
etc.) 

Fluorescent lights 

Household power 

High voltage power lines 
substations, transmission towers~ 
and en1 itters (cell phone tower~ 
radar, etc.) 

Utility neutral-to-ground bonded to 
water pipes 

Considerations to reduce EMR exposure 

• Minimize use of cell and cordless phones and 
use spe~e{phones when possible 

• Leave •• cell .or cordless phone· away from 
th(! bodyrathertim in pocket or attached 
attht! hip. 
• Use Wired internet 
• Turhoffthe internet router when not in use 
(e.g~hight~time) 
• Use power line network kits to achieve 
int¢met access by usingexisting·wiring and 
avoiding>wireless emissions. 

• Lirilit the amount of time spent working 
on a computer 
• Avoid setting a laptop computer on the lap 
• Increase the distance from the 
transformer. 
• Stay a reasonable distance awayfr()mthe 
computer 
• ·Limit the use of electronics and/or revert to 
using power~ free devices 
• Tum· devicesoffbefore going to sleep 
• Minimize electronics in bedrooms 

• Consider using alternate lighting such as 
incandescent (Uncertainty exists about" the 
safety of LED lights) 
• Rely on natural sunlight for reading 

• Measure leveJsofEMR and modify 
exposures as possible 
• Avoid sleeping near sites. ofelevated EMR 
• Filters can be used to mitigate dirty power 

• Consider relocating to an area not inclose 
proximity to high voltage power lines 

• Maintain considerable distance from 
emitters 

• Consider.·forms ofshielding(shielding 

paints; grounded metal sheets) 
• Increase size of neutral-wire to substation and 
install dielectric coupling in water pipe. 
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Attachment C 

Petition to the california Public Utilities Commission Re:.PG&E·SmartMeter Opt-out AppUcation, Aqt-03;. 
014 

0267 

We the undersigned elected officials urgethe Con)mission to delay considerationpf. President 
Peevey's preliminary decision until further public hearing and input are completed~ The decision, Which 
calls for charging fees to gustomerswho electtooptoutof the SmartMeter·program, conflicts with local 
planning authority, does notprotectthe health or safety of all residents and imposes a prej~dicial 
financial burden on ratepayers who chose to opt out oftheprogram. We therefore urge theCommission 
to continue consideration of this matter until further public hearings are completedtoensure thedue 
process rights of all stakeholders. 

. .. ·····.. . 
. · .. · ....... ···· ··.···. 

)"he order does not·providea~ ernpirical·basis fortheamountofthe feestob~charg~to optout 
customers nor does itconsider the netfin~pcial impact of PG&E's latest proposal to permit ~.u~()r)'ler 
retention of analoguetl'leters.Jience the order effectively eliminates a fuiJ and fair hearing Pr<:>c:e~sJpr 
these contested issues of fact to be considered and resolved. · · · 

Historically, telecommunications tarriersthroughoutthis state have complied with local planning codes 
which provide notice to residents as to tt:Je construction of transmission facilities. Pacifi~ Gas and Electric 
Company.·ignored such codes in the deployment·of the Smart Meter telecommunications network. 
Currently many ofourjurisdictions·havepassed ordinances which impose a moratorium on.wireless 
SrnartMeters and • hayep~titionedto opt out one3 jurisdictional basis. The current order is sUt!nt oq these 
issues and effectively discards them vvitbout q>nsideration. . I 

Jhededsion. also ighor~s the longstanding. controversy and concern about the health impa$ 
associated with eiectrp~magneticfields~ A••1998. california· .Departffient of· Health Services study 
commissioned by the California P~blic Utility Cort1mission itself. found that· 3.2°/o ofCalifor.,.ians rePC>rte:ci 
hypersensitivity to electro--magnetic fields. A ~a~ 2011 study released. by the World· Health... · .. · .·. ·.· .... ··· ........ ·-
Organization/International .Agency forResei)rch 011 c:ancer reclassified RF f~diatipn ·.of the type emitted by 
wireless. equipment throughoutth~ Smart ryt~t~rsystem·as."possibly carcinogenic" to fiurng~~· Pre~i9en~ 
Peevey's order ·effectively irnPO!i~s ~ differentr9te on .. many utility cusb)mers who n~ecl to avoid exposure 
in violation ofCaliforoiaPubliclJtili~ie!i S()qe SE!ction 453(b) ~hich states in pertinent partthat l\l'J() Pl1~1ic; 
utility shall .. prejudi~e1 disadv~nta~e~ orr~quiredifferent .rates ·or deposit amounts from a person j)~au~e 
ofancestry, medical condition;marital status or change in marital status/ occupation .. /'.· · 

·: >· ·-.. :.:-.:-:: .·. :-::: _ .... ·: . . . ·. . :< _:_ ::·:·: :-":-::·_: :-: .. ::_: -.:-:- --~_-: -.:::::·_:·. __ · > ·-·· .. 

President Peevey~s decision does not address thes~ concerns nor does it the financial viability ofwired 
equipment alternatives. In so doing, itelimir19tes (l ml.Jchanticipated public hearing process. 

For allofthe·foregoing reasons,we·respettfully·urge the· Commission to continue PetitionA.1l,.;03-
014 matter for further hearings. 

Signature Jurisdiction 

Signature Jurisdiction 

Signature Jurisdiction 

Signature Jurisdiction 

Signature Jurisdiction 

Signature Jurisdiction 
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.· .· .. ·· Maureen McCarty 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mark Stone [BDS050@co,santa-cruz.ca.us] 
Monday, January09,20121:30PM 
Maureen MqCarty · · 
FW: smart.l11eteropt-{)utletterand moratorium on smart meters 

From: theodora kerryfSMTP:THEKERRY@COMCAST.NET) 
·· Sent: Monday~ January09, 20121:30:14PM 

To: Mark Stone .· ....... ·· .· .. · · .•••.•.•• ·.· •• .. > · .......... . 
Subject: re; sme~rtmeter opkout letter and mO@toriurl) on .smart meters 
Auto forwarded by a Rule · · 

0268 

This letter is dir~cted to the whole Boardof$upervisors, and, a8 such, should be incl udedin the public record~ 

· ])ear Chairperson Stone, 

z:aving attendedthe board meetingotrbec.l3, and w~tness~ t~e Board's. active interrogatip~ ofthtJ t.G.&E. 
rep's woeful defenseofher employer's shutting offofelectricityto customers who daredto prptect thpir health 
and that· of their children })y ren1oYii1gth~irsmart meters, I'111 •. very ciisappointed to read, the a~~edttfor 
tom~rrow's meeting only to tin4tht1t the expected follow-through re: smart meters was no w~ere to b~i.found. 
While you diti approve a letter·to. th~ GPUC expressing your opposition to opt-out charges, many of~s qeed you 

·.to gO.furtherandprotect•ourriglltto at(alqg meters; as manyhealth problems have b~e~linked to·snuutn1e~ers 
that have their wireless compO!lt?nt:tufl.ledo~ Despite PG&E's crying "public safety concerns'f, the analog 
meters ~ave proven .to be safe f()r cl.ec~dt!~, .u11Iikethe re?en.tlyinstalled smart meters which have alre~y hee.n 
linked to.}}~alth.problems~ fires, .. ~t:l qyercharging, Unfortunately,the.CPUC is supposed to decid~tlllsiss11e as 
early as Jan.J 2, leavi~g you notim~t() ~tea stronger Je.tter. to the CPU C given that the. issue is 11ot9I1the 
agenda.\Vhile lapplaudth~ stro!lg sta11.ce?'o11took with the PG&E's rep at the last meeting; thatinitselfdoes 
little to protectus, your constitue.nts. Even the smart meter moratorium ·as been little more than window 
dressing ~s the Sheriffconti~ues ~o l}se his powerto protect PG&E contractors, instead of the local citizerrry. I 
reiterate my. call for you, the Boarg of SupF""isors, to use your power of the purse strings· to make it clear to the 
Sheriff that he is e~pected.ro support the moratorhJJn/citizens, not the profiteering corporations. 

Regardless of what you eventually decide, you, like the rest of us, are equally at the mercy of these meters. 
What you allow to be done unto us byPG&E is also being done unto you. 

Theodora Kerry 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

1 
1 
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Decision Proposed Decision of Commissioner Peevy (Mailed 11/22/2011) 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
On the proposed decision 11-03-014 

Dear Commissioners: 

The Board of the American Academy of Environmental Medicine opposes the 
installation of wireless "smart meters" in homes and schools based on a scientific 
assessment of the current medical literature (references available on 
request). Chronic exposure to wireless radiofrequency radiation is a preventable 
environmental hazard that is sufficiently well documented to warrant immediate 
preventative public health action. 

As representatives of physician specialists in the field of environmental medicine, 
we have an obligation to urge precaution when sufficient scientific and medical 
evidence suggests health risks which can potentially affect large populations. The 
literature raises serious concern regarding the levels of radio frequency (RF- 3KHz 

-300 GHz) or extremely low frequency (ELF- 300Hz) exposures produced by 
"smart meters" to warrant an immediate and complete moratorium on their use 
and deployment until further study can be performed. The board of the American 
Board of Environmental Medicine wishes to point out that existing FCC guidelines 
for RF safety that have been used to justify installation of "smart meters" only look 
at thermal tissue damage and are obsolete, since many modern studies show 
metabolic and genomic damage from RF and ELF exposures below the level of 
intensity which heats tissues. The FCC guidelines are therefore inadequate for use 
in establishing public health standards. More modern literature shows medically 
and biologically significant effects of RF and ELF at lower energy densities. These 
effects accumulate over time, which is an important consideration given the 
chronic nature of exposure from "smart meters". The current medical literature 
raises credible questions about genetic and cellular effects, hormonal effects, male 
fertility, blood/brain barrier damage and increased risk of certain types of cancers 
from RF or ELF levels similar to those emitted from "smart meters~~. Children are 
placed at particular risk for altered brain development, and impaired learning and 
behavior. Further, EMF/RF adds synergistic effects to the damage observed from a 
range of toxic chemicals. Given the widespread, chronic, and essentially 
inescapable ELF/RF exposure of everyone living near a "smart meter", the Board of 
the American Academy of Environmental Medicine finds it unacceptable from a 
public health standpoint to implement this technology until these serious medical 
concerns are resolved. We consider a moratorium on installation of wireless 
"smart meters" to be an issue of the highest importance. 
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CPUC 

The Board of the American Academy of Environmental Medicine also wishes to note that the US 
NIEHS National Toxicology Program in 1999 cited radiofrequency radiation as a potential 
carcinogen. Existing safety limits for pulsed RF were termed "not protective of public health" by 
the Radiofrequency Interagency Working Group (a federal interagency working group including 
the FDA, FCC, OSHA, the EPA and others). Emissions given off by "smart meters" have 
been classified by the World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(JAR C) as a Possible Human Carcinogen. 

Hence, we call for: 

• An immediate moratorium on "smart meter" installation until these serious public 
health issues are resolved. Continuing with their installation would be extremely 
irresponsible. 

• Modify the revised proposed decision to include hearings on health impact in the 
second proceedings, along with cost evaluation and community wide opt-out. 

• Provide immediate relief to those requesting it and restore the analog meters. 

Members of the Board 
American Academy of Environmental Medicine 
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ABSTRACT 

Objective: We sought direct evidence that acute exposure to environmental-strength electromagnetic fields 
10 (EMFs) could induce somatic reactions (EMF hypersensitivity). Methods: The subject, a female physician self

diagnosed with EMF hypersensitivity, was exposed to an average (over the head) 60-Hz electric field of 300 V/m 
(comparable with typical environmental-strength EMFs) during controlled provocation and behavioral studies. 
Results: In a double-blinded EMF provocation procedure specifically designed to minimize unintentional sen
sory cues, the subject developed temporal pain, headache, muscle twitching, and skipped heartbeats within 

15 100 s after initiation of EMF exposure (p < .05). The symptoms were caused primarily by field transitions (off-on, 
on-off) rather than the presence of the field, as assessed by comparing the frequency and severity of the effects 
of pulsed and continuous fields in relation to sham exposure. The subject had no conscious perception of the 
field as judged by her inability to report its presence more often than in the sham control. Discussion: The subject 
demonstrated statistically reliable somatic reactions in response to exposure to subliminal EMFs under condi-

20 tions that reasonably excluded a causative role for psychological processes. Conclusion: EMF hypersensitivity 
can occur as a bona fide environmentally inducible neurological syndrome. 

KEYWORDS: electromagnetic fields, evoked potentials, hypersensitivity, provocation study, sensory transduction, sleep study 

INTRODUCTION 

Man-made electromagnetic fields (EMFs) such as those 
produced by cell phones, powerlines, or computers are 

25 ubiquitous in the general and workplace environments. 
About 3%-5% of the population subjectively associates 
acute or subacute exposure to EMFs with departures 
from normal function or feeling (EMF hypersensitiv
ity) (Levallois, Neutra, Lee, & Hristova,2002; Schreier, 

30 Huss, & R66sli, 2006). The prevalence of self-reported 
EMF hypersensitivity has usually been attributed to 
somatization disorders (Rubin, Das Munshi, & Wessely, 
2005; Rubin, Nieto-Hernandez, & Wessely, 2010). 

A possible nonpsychological basis for EMF hyper-
35 sensitivity was provided by the discovery of the abil-

Received 25 May 2011 

Address correspondence to Andrew A. Marino, Ph.D., Deparnnent of 
Neurology, LSU Health Sciences Center, P.O. Box 33932, Shreveport, lA 
71130-3932, USA. E-mail: amarino@lsuhsc.edu 

ity of human beings to detect weak EMFs, as evi
denced by the occurrence of field-onset and field-offset 
brain potentials (Carrubba, Frilot, Chesson, & Marino, 
2007), and the induction of steady-state changes in 
brain electrical activity that persisted during the pres- 40 

ence of the field (Marino, Carrubba, Frilot, Chesson, 
& Gonzalez-Toledo, 2010). The underlying mechanism 
of field sensory transduction appears to be an electric
force-sensitive ion channel (Marino, Carrubba, Frilot, 
& Chesson, 2009). Animal studies suggest that the elec- 45 

troreceptor cells and/or afferent processing cells are lo
cated in the brain stem (Frilot, Carrubba, & Marino, 
2009, 2011). 

Despite the physiological and biophysical evidence 
that could explain at least some cases of human somatic so 
responses to EMFs without invoking psychological 
processes (Carrubba et al., 2007; Frilot et al., 2009, 
2011; Marino et al., 2009, 2010), direct evidence 
of nonpsychological EMF hypersensitivity is lacking. 
Our purpose was to determine whether EMFs could ss 
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produce symptomatic responses in a putatively hyper
sensitive subject while appropriately controlling for 
chance, confounders, and somatization. 

METHODS 

oo Subject 

In the context of ongoing human, animal, and bio
physical studies involving EMF sensory transduction 
in our laboratory, we were contacted by a 35-year-old 
female physician with multiple neurologic and somatic 

ss symptoms including headaches, hearing and visual 
disturbances, subjective sleep disturbances and non
restorative sleep, and musculoskeletal complaints, all of 
which she reported could be ·precipitated by exposure 
to environmental EMFs and abated by withdrawal 

10 from the fields. Among the environmental triggering 
sources she identified were cell phones, computers, 
powerlines, and various common electrical devices. 
During extensive interviews she credibly explained 
the reasons for her belief that EMFs from common 

75 environmental sources could provoke her symptoms. 
After she agreed to medical tests appropriate for eval

uating her medical condition, she was admitted as a 
patient on the neurology service and underwent a physi
cal exam including a comprehensive neurologic exam, a 

80 clinical electroencephalogram (EEG) exam, a noncon
trast magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the brain, an 
overnight sleep study (with video and expanded EEG 
montage) in which the resulting polysomnogram was 
scored in accordance with standardized rules (Amer-

85 ican Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2007), a standard 
laboratory evaluation of serum electrolytes and blood 
chemistries, liver function tests, serum fasting cortisol, 
and complete blood count, and direct evaluations of her 
EMF sensitivity in a series of EMF provocation and 

go behavioral studies (see below). The institutional review 
board at the LSU Health Sciences Center approved all 
experimental procedures, and the subject gave her writ
ten informed consent. 

EMF Exposure 

95 The subject sat in. a comfortable wooden chair with her 
eyes closed, and uniaxial 60-Hz (unless noted otherwise) 
sinusoidal electric fields were generated by applying a 
voltage to parallel49-cm square metal plates spaced 36 
em apart (Figure 1). The equipment that controlled the 

100 field was located outside the subject's view and emitted 
no visual or auditory stimuli. The background electric 
field (the field present irrespective of whether or not a 
voltage was applied to the parallel plates) was about 1 
VIm throughout the region occupied by the subject (HI-

FIGURE 1. Spatial distribution of the external electric field (E) 
in the mid-sagittal plane. E was generated by applying VAc = 100 

4C/A 

volts to parallel metal plates while the subject was electrically iso- Ql 
lated (insert), and calculated at all points in the subject's environ-
ment. Average E surrounding the head was about 300 V/m. 

3603, Holaday, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The plate ar- 105 

rangement did not produce magnetic fields. The con
tinuously present background 60-Hz magnetic field was 
0.1 mG, and the geomagnetic field was 599.8 mG, 68.4° 
below the horizontal component (component along the 
direction of the applied field, 360.5 mG) (MAG-03, 110 

Bartington, GMW, Redwood City, CA, USA). High
frequency signals from cell-phone towers and other dis-
tant antennae (1-10 GHz) were less than 0.1 ~-tW/cm2 

(the background fields in the sleep-study room were 
similar; (Spectran, Aaronia, Euscheid, Germany). 11s 

In the provocation studies the electric field was ap
plied for 1 00-s intervals with a duty cycle of 50% and 
a repetition rate of 1 0 Hz, which resulted in alternating 
field-on and field-off pulses of 100 ms (pulsed field); a 
continuous field (100% duty cycle) was used in one of 120 

the provocation studies. Duty cycle, pulse structure, and 
interval length were regulated by a microcontroller pro
grammed to produce the desired signals. When the duty 
cycle was 50%, the actual EMF stimuli consisted of (1) 
10 onset stimuli per second x 1 00 s = 1,000 field-onset 125 

stimuli per interval; (2) an equal number of field-offset 
stimuli; and (3) the presence of the EMF for a total of 
50 s. When the duty cycle was 100%, there was only 
one field-onset stimulus and one field-offset stimulus, 
and the EMF was present for 100 s. In the behavioral 130 

studies, the electric field was applied in trials consisting 
of a 2-s epoch when a pulsed field was applied (50% 
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duty cycle, 10-Hz repetition rate) and a 10-s field~free 
control epoch. 

135 Field Strength 

The applied electric field was significantly distorted by 
the subject's body, resulting in strong inhomogeneities 
in the field surrounding the subject. To overcome 
the problem of measuring the external field, we used 

140 Maxwell's laws to calculate it at every point in the sub
ject's Vicinity. The subject was modeled as an electrically 
isolated composite of rectangular solids representing the 
trunk and lower extremities and an ellipsoid represent
ing the head. The assumed conductivity was 1 S/m. The 

145 to~l electric field at every point was determined for VAc 
= 100 V using finite-element analysis consisting of ap
proximately 106 elements; a more detailed mesh was au
tomatically generated in the head region (Multiphysics, 
Comsol, Los Angeles, CA, USA). The peak exter-

150 nal electric field was about 1,000 V/m (see Figure 1); 
the average field was about 300 V/m around the head 
and less than 50 V/m around the body. The peak and 
average field strength and duration of exposure were 
far below the levels ·generally recognized as capable of 

155 producing physiological effects in human subjects (In
ternational Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation 
Protection, 1998). 

The external electric field resulted in an induced in
ternal electric field in the brain in accordance with phys-

160 icallaw. The strength of the induced brain electric field 
was comparable with that induced by environmental
strength· power-frequency electric and magnetic 
fields (Carrubba, Frilot, Chesson, & Marino, 201 0; 
Carrubba, Frilot, Hart, Chesson, & Marino, 2009). 

1ss Somatic Responses 

A pulsed field (50% duty cycle) was applied for 100 sin 
10 independent field-exposure intervals. The controls 
were ten 1 00-s sham-exposure. intervals during which 
a field was not applied. The order of the field and 

110 sham intervals was determined randomly. The environ
mental conditions during the field-exposure and sham
exposure intervals were identical except that the wires 
carrying the plate voltage were disconnected during the 
sham-exposure intervals. At the end of each interval 

175 the subject was questioned by an interviewer blinded 
to whether or not the field had. been applied and asked 
to describe any symptoms she developed during the in
terval, whether or not the symptoms had persisted into 
the interview period. She was queried using descriptive 

1so terms she had employed. Whenever she reported symp
toms, commencement of the next interval was delayed 
until she reported that they had abated. 

<0 2011 lnforma Healthcare USA, Inc. 

Electromagnetic Sensitivity 3 

We used a pulsed field because we expected it would 
result in a stronger symptomatic response compared 
with a continuous field (Carrubba, Frilot, Chesson, & 185 

Marino, 2008; Frilot et al., 2011). To test this reason-
ing, we performed a second study to assess whether the 
subject developed a differential symptomatic response 
to the pulsed and continuous fields. The subject was 
exposed or sham exposed for 1 00-s intervals and im- 100 

mediately after each interval was interviewed as de
scribed above. A sham (S) field, continuous (C) field 
(100% duty cycle), and pulsed (P) field (50% duty cy-
cle, 10 Hz) were applied, and the SCP pattern was 
repeated five times. The subject was blinded regard- 195 

ing the use of different EMFs; from her perspective, 
the laboratory procedures were identical to those fol
lowed in the first study. The interviewer was aware 
that the effects of C and P fields were being compared 
but was blinded regarding the actual sequence of the 200 

fields. 

Behavioral Responses 

We considered the possibility that any symptomatic re
sponse might be a result of the combined processes of 
conscious awareness of the EMF followed by a somati- 205 

zation reaction based on a fear that EMFs were harmful. 
We approached the issue by determining whether the 
subject could consciously perceive a field when it was 
presented in multiple independent trials. A field hav-
ing the same strength and spatial distribution as previ- 210 

ously (Figure 1) was applied in a series of trials each of 
which consisted of a 2-s epoch during which a pulsed 
field (50% duty cycle, 10-Hz repetition rate) was ap
plied and a 1 0-s field-free control epoch. Eight indepen-
dent sequences were employed, each with 30-50 trials. 215 

In three sequences, the frequency was 60 Hz; in two, it 
was 1 kHz; and in three others, the respective frequen-
cies were 10, 100, and 500 kHz. 

The subject held a small plastic box that housed a 
buzzer, a button labeled YES and another button la- 220 

beled NO. In the middle of each on and off epoch the 
buzzer emitted a 4-kHz tone at 60 dB that lasted 100 ms, 
and she was instructed to press the YES or NO button 
whenever she heard the tone, depending on whether or 
not she had any conscious sensation _<;>fa field at that mo- 225 

ment. Employing a custom-designed virtual instrument 
(Lab View, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), we 
determined the number ofYES and NO responses in the 
presence and absence of the field in each sequence. In 
addition, four sham sequences (minimum of 30 trials in 230 

each) were conducted in which a field was not applied. 
The subject had no knowledge that an off-on pattern 
was being used in the field sequences or that some se
quences consisted of sham exposure. 
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TABlE 1. Polysomnography results. Comparison with usual night, per patient: "Same as usual." No epileptiform activity noted 
during arousals associated with unintended gross motor activity. Normal REM-related atonia 

Subject Normal range 

Sleep latency 
Stage Nl sleep 
Stage N2 sleep 
Stage N3 sleep 
Stage R sleep 
REM latency 
WASOindex 
WASOtotal 
Total sleep time 
Sleep efficiency 
Arousal index 
PLMindex 
AHindex 

6min 
13.8% 
51.8% 
23.6% 
10.7% 

13.4 ± 10.1 (Hirshkowirz, Moore, Hamilton, Rando, & Karacan, 1992) 

150.5 min 
6/hr 

40.5 min 
340.5 min 

88% 
34.2/hr 
7.8/hr 
0.2/hr 

3%-8% (Chokroverty, Thomas, & Bhatt, 2005) 
44%-55% (Chokroverty et al., 2005) 
10%-15% (Chokroverty et al., 2005) 
20%-25% (Chokroverty et al., 2005) 

57%-66 min (Press~an, 2002) 
1.3 ± 0.8 (Hirshkowitz et al., 1992) 

10.7 ±11 min (Naifeh, Severinghaus, & Kamiya, 1987) 
340.0 ± 70 (Hirshkowitz et al., 1992) 

86.4% _ ± 11.6% (Hirshkowitz et al., 1992) 
16.8 ± 6.2 (Bonnet & Arand, 2007) 

< 5/hr (Nicolas, Michaud, Lavigne, & Montplaisir, 1999) 
< 5/hr (American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2005) 

Note; REM, rapid eye movement; WASO, wake after sleep onset; PLM, periodic limb movement; AH, apnealhypopnea. 

235 Statistics 

Tite frequencies of the somatic and behavioral re
sponses in the presence and absence of the field were 
evaluated using the chi-square test (2 x 2 tables) 
or the Freem~n-Halton extension of the Fisher exact 

240 probability test (2 x 3 tables; Freeman & Halton, 
1951). 

RESULTS 

Clinical Studies 

The patient's physical examination was unremarkable. 
245 The presence of frequent subjective awakenings from 

sleep, sometimes with unintended gross motor activ
ity such as muscle twitching and leg jerking, prompted 
clinical concern for a sleep-related movement disorder, 
parasomnia, or nocturnal epilepsy. The polysomnogram 

250 revealed significant sleep fragmentation and disconti
nuity (Table 1) but no evidence of significant sleep
disordered breathing, nocturnal epilepsy, or abnormal 
rapid-eye-movement-related (REM-related) atonia. Pe
riodic limb movements were noted but did not appear 

255 to be a major sleep-disrupting force. 
Standard and 24-hr video-accompanied EEG 

recordings revealed normal-appearing background 
rhythms and no epileptiform activity. EEG performed 
in the presence of active cellular telephone use provoked 

260 a right-sided headache, but produced no unusual EEG 
waveforms. The MR image revealed evidence of cortical 
dysplasia in the right temporal lobe, and right parietal 
polygyria, both without interval change when compared 
with a study performed 19 months earlier. I...abo-

265 ratory evaluation for common metabolic/endocrine 
problems and blood count abnormalities was 
unremarkable. 

Somatic Responses 

The sequence and characteristics of the symptomologi-
cal and behavioral experiments are shown in Table 2. 210 

The question of a relation between the presence of 
the field and the occurrence of symptoms was directly 
addressed by interviewing the subject immediately fol
lowing 1 00-s field-exposure or sham-exposure intervals; 
both the interviewer and the subject were blinded re- 275 

garding the exposure condition. During the interviews, 
the subject reported a range of symptoms including lo
calized pain in her jaw, ear, or the side of her head, a 
more diffuse head pain, and muscle pain or twitching 
in the hip, neck, and back. Sometimes she qualified the 2ao 

symptom as "strong" or "mild," and sometimes she de-
nied all symptoms. We grouped the symptoms related 
to localized head pain as "temporal pain," those related 
to diffuse head pain as "headache," and those related 
to muscle effects as "muscle pain/twitching." Symptoms 285 

reported more rarely were indicated explicitly (see Ta-
ble 3a). The subject consistently reported pronounced 
symptoms that occurred during the field intervals, par
ticularly in intervals 7, 13, 14, 15, and 18. In the sham 
intervals, she reported no symptoms in intervals 4, 6, 8, 290 

16, and 20; weak temporal pain in intervals 2, 3, and 

TABLE 2. Sequence and characteristics of experiments 

Electric field Trial 
Experiment Condition No. oftrials Duration (sec) Response 

1 Pulsed 10 100 Symptoms 
Sham 10 100 

2 Pulsed 5 100 Symptoms 
Continuous 5 100 
Sham 5 100 

3 Pulsed 300 I Behavior 
Sham 150 1 
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TABLE 3. Evaluation of the relation between presentation of 
a pulsed electric field and the development of symptoms. (a) 
Results from the individuallOO-s exposure intervals. (b) 
Summary table 

(a) Interval no. Condition Result 

1 Pulsed field Temporal pain 
2 Sham Mild temporal 

pain 
3 Sham Mild temporal 

pain 
4 Sham No symptoms 
5 Pulsed field Temporal pain; 

headache 
6 Sham No symptoms 
7 Pulsed field Skipped 

heartbeats; 
feeling unease 

8 Sham No symptoms 
9 Pulsed field Headache 

10 Sham Mild headache 
11 Pulsed field Temporal pain 
12 Sham Mild headache 
13 Pulsed field Muscle twitch; 

feeling unease 
14 Pulsed field Strong headache 
15 Pulsed field Strong headache 
16 Sham No symptoms 
17 Pulsed field Stiff neck 
18 Pulsed field Muscle twitch; 

temporal pain 
19 Sham Mild temporal 

pain 
20 Sham No symptoms 

Sym_Qtoms 

(b) Field condition None Mild 2: Mild 
Sham 5 5 0 
Pulsed field* 0 0 10 

*p < .05. 

19; and a weak headache in intervals 10 and 12. The 
field and sham distributions of symptoms differed sig
nificantly (p < .05; see Table 3b). 

295 In a second study, the relative role of EMF changes 
(number of onsets and offsets) and steady-state presence 
of the EMF were directly addressed by interviewing the 
subject immediately following 1 00-s exposure int~rvals 
in which either a pulsed field or a continuous fieid was 

aoo presented. She was queried regarding her symptoms as 
previously and reported symptoms in both field intervals 
(see Table 4a). The symptoms triggered by the pulsed 
field were more intense compared with the sham control 
(p < .05; see Table 4b); the symptoms triggered by the 

305 continuous field did not differ from the sham control 
(p = .16). The subject reported no symptoms in four of 
five sham intervals (intervals 1, 4, 10, 13). 

<0 2011 lnforma Healthcare USA, Inc. 
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TABLE 4. Evaluation of the comparative effect of continuous 
and pulsed fields relative to a sham field on the development of 
symptoms. (a) Resulrs from individuallOO-s exposure intervals. 
(b) Summary table 

(a) Interval no. Condition Result 

1 Sham No symptoms 
2 Continuous field No symptoms 
3 Pulsed field Temporal pain 
4 
5 

Sham No symptoms 
Continuous field No symptoms 

6 Pulsed field Mild headache 
7 sham Mild headache 
8 Continuous field Muscle twitch 
9 Pulsed field Severe pain 

10 Sham No symptoms 
11 Continuous field Temporal pain 
12 Pulsed field Headache; 

muscle 
twitch 

13 Sham No symptoms 
14 Continuous field Mild temporal 

pain 
15 Pulsed field Mild temporal 

pain 

Symptoms 

(b) Condition 
Sham 
Continuous field 
*Pulsed field 

*p < .05; 

Behavioral Responses 

None 
4 
2 
0 

Mild ?:Mild 
1 0 
0 3 
2 3 

The possible influence of conscious awareness of the 
EMF on the development of symptoms was investigated 310 

by assessing whether the subject could c_onsciously per
ceive the field. A total of 300 independent trials involv-
ing carrier frequencies of 60 Hz to 500 kHz were used; 
the controls consisted of 150 sham trials. The results did 
not depend on the carrier frequency, and consequently 315 

the data were combined for analysis (see Table 5). 
The subject failed to respond to the tone seven times 

while the field was on and seven times while it was off, 
resulting in a total of 293 responses for each of the two 
conditions. There were no missed responses in the sham 320 

trials. The overall YESresponse rate in the field trials 
was (51/586) x 100 = 8.7%. The occurrence of a YES 
response was significantly associated with the presence 
of the field (p < .05; see Table Sa), but the sensitiv-
ity of the YES responses was low ([32/(32 + 261)] x 325 

100 = 11%). The YES response rate in the sham tri-
als was slightly higher than that seen in the field trials 
([27/273 = 9.9%]) (see Table 5b). 
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Table 5. Evaluation of conscious perception of a pulsed 
electric field. The subject's responses during the presence (on) 
and absence (off) of the field, respectively 

Pulsed field 

(a) Response On Off 

Yes* 32 19 
No 261 274 

Sham 

(b) Response On Off 

Yes 15 12 
No 135 138 

*p < .05. 

DISCUSSION 

330 Appropriately controlled provocation studies are re
quired to establish the existence of EMF hypersensitiv
ity and to understand the relative importance of psy
chological and nonpsychological processes in mediating 
any observed symptoms. A working laboratory defini-

335 tion of EMF hypersensitivity formulated in symptomo
logical terms is therefore needed to permit recognition 
of hypersensitivity reactions when they occur. In previ
ous provocation studies, the assumption was made that 
true hypersensitive subjects would exhibit more or less 

340 the same symptoms in response to repeated provoca
tions. The assumption led to experimental designs that 
involved averaging across exposed and control groups, 
which is an inherently insensitive statistical procedure 
for detecting real but variable responses (Rubin et al., 

345 2005, 2010). The assumption is particularly inapplica
ble to EMF hypersensitivity because intrasubject and in
tersubject variabilities are its salient features (Levallois 
et al., 2002; Schreier et al.) 2006). We defined EMF 
hypersensitivity as the occurrence of any medically rec-

3so ognized symptom in response to provocation using an 
environmentally relevant EMF; there was no require
ment that the same symptom must reoccur when the 
EMF provocation was repeated. This definition avoided 
the problem of masking real effects and more appropri-

355 ately matched .the laboratory procedure to the known 
characteristics of EMF hypersensitivity (Levallois et al., 
2002; Schreier et al., 2006). We focused on a single self
reported subject and employed a procedure in which she 
served as her own control. "While controlling for arti-

360 facts, chance, and somatization, the question whether 
she reliably exhibited any symptomatic responses to an 
EMF was addressed; the alternative hypothesis was that 
she did not exhibit EMF-triggered symptoms. The lab
oratory conditions were controlled in such a way that 

a putative role of psychological processes could reason- 365 

ably be identified. 
The subject developed symptoms in association with 

the presentation of a pulsed electric field significantly 
(p < .05) more often than could reasonably be explained 
on the basis of chance (see Table 3). Several consid- 370 

erations suggested that the statistical link was a true 
causal association with a subliminal EMF. First, the sub
ject's environment was carefully controlled to avoid pu
tative confounding factors. The testing took place in 
an acoustically quiet environment, and the presence of 375 

uncontrolled environmental · EMFs was nil. The en
vironmental conditions during the field-exposure and 
sham-exposure intervals were identical except that dur-
ing the sham-exposure intervals, at a point far re
moved from the subject's field of view, the wires car- 380 

rying the plate voltage were disconnected. A key as-
pect of our laboratory. procedure was the elimination 
of sensory cues that could serve as conscious markers 
of the electric field leading to a somatization reaction. 
All appropriate precautions were taken to eliminate po- 385 

tential confounders. Second, the occurrence of symp
toms was significantly associated With the type of EMF 
(see Table 4). The symptomatic response was associ-
ated with the pulsed EMF, which maximized occur
rence of the .number of transient changes in the EMF 390 

(off...,..on and on-off), not with the presence of the field, 
as expected on the basis of prior animal studies where 
the issue of somatization was irrelevant (Frilot et al., 
20 11). Finally, in a behavioral study specifically de
signed to assess awareness of the field, YES response 395 

rates were 8. 7% and 9. 9% in the field and sham con
ditions, respectively, which provided no evidence for 
a psychological role in the development of the sub
ject's symptoms. We therefore conclude with a reason-
able level of certainty that the causal association we 400 

found between the presence of the EMF and the sub
ject's symptoms was mediated by a subconscious neu-
ral process. Although chance was an unlikely explana-
tion for the association, that possibility could not be 
excluded. The existence of the neurological syndrome 405 

reported here was previously suspected but not docu
mented. 

The mechanism for the subject's symptoms of 
headache, visual disturbances, and somatic muscu
loskeletal discomfort following exposure to EMFs is un- 410 

known. On the basis of clinical evaluation, intermittent 
seizure activity is not a credible explanation, although a 
deeper epileptic focus with partial seizure activity may 
have escaped the detection of surface EEG electrodes. 
The abnormal findings in the subject's medical workup 415 

included the abnormal MR image (cortical dysplasia 
and polygyric changes) and extensive sleep disconti
nuity and fragmentation manifested in the overnight 
polysomnogram; the possible association of these 
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42o findings with the subject's syndrome of EMF hypersen
sitivity is unknown. 

Our aim here was to concentrate on the previously 
unaddressed question whether acute exposure to weak 
EMF could produce real but not precisely predictable 

425 somatic effects mediated by nonpsychological processes. 
Within the limitations of the study, we concluded that 
we demonstrated the neurological syndrome in the sub
ject we studied. The question of whether EMF hyper
sensitivity is a significant public-health problem was not 

430 addressed here. The ·EMF we employed was equiva
lent in strength and pulse structure to EMFs perva
sively present in the environment (Levallois et al., 2002; 
Schreier et al., 2006), and our results were consistent 
with the possibility that environmental EMFs can di-

435 rectly trigger clinical symptoms. Nevertheless resolution 
of the public-health issue depends on a deeper under
standing of how internal EMFs caused by environmen
tal EMFs -are related to physiological process and of the 
role of psychological factors and co morbidities in the ex-

440 posed population in exacerbating the processes resulting 
in disease. 
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Applicable LCP Policies - Protection of Visual Resources 

LUP Objective 5.10.a (Protection of Visual Resources). To identify, protect, and restore 
the aesthetic values of visual resources.  

LUP Objective 5.10.b (New Development in Visual Resource Areas). To ensure that 
new development is appropriately designed and constructed to have minimal to no 
adverse impact upon identified visual resources. 

LUP Policy 5.10.2 (Development Within Visual Resource Areas). Recognize that visual 
resources of Santa Cruz County possess diverse characteristics…. Require projects to be 
evaluated against the context of their unique environment and regulate structure height, 
setbacks and design to protect these resources consistent with the objectives and policies 
of this section. Require discretionary review for all development within the visual 
resource area of Highway One… 

LUP Policy 5.10.3 (Protection of Public Vistas). Protect significant public vistas…from 
all publicly used roads and vistas points by minimizing disruption of landform and 
aesthetic character caused by grading operations,… inappropriate landscaping and 
structure design.  

LUP Policy 5.10.5 (Preserving Agricultural Vistas). Continue to preserve the aesthetic 
value of agricultural vistas. Encourage development to be consistent with the agricultural 
character of the community. Structures appurtenant to agricultural uses on agriculturally 
designated parcels shall be considered to be compatible with the agricultural character 
of surrounding areas. 

LUP Policy 5.10.6 (Preserving Ocean Vistas). Where public ocean vistas exist, require 
that these vistas be retained to the maximum extent possible as a condition of approval 
for any new development. 

LUP Policy 5.10.7 (Open Beaches and Blufftops). Prohibit the placement of new 
permanent structures which would be visible from a public beach, except where allowed 
on existing parcels of record, or for shoreline protection and for public beach access. 
Use the following criteria for allowed structures: (a) Allow infill structures (typically 
residences on existing lots of record) where compatible with the pattern of existing 
development. (b) Require shoreline protection and access structures to use natural 
materials and finishes to blend with the character of the area and integrate with the 
landform. 

LUP Policy 5.10.10 (Scenic Roads). The following roads and highways are valued for 
their vistas. The public vistas from these roads shall be afforded the highest level of 
protection… Route 1 – from San Mateo County to Monterey County… Swanton Road – 
from Route 1 at Davenport Landing to Route 1 at Greyhound Rock. 

LUP Policy 5.10.11 (Development Visible from Rural Scenic Roads). In the viewsheds 
of rural scenic roads, require discretionary development, including development 
envelopes in proposed land divisions, to be sited out of public view, obscured by natural 
landforms and/or existing vegetation. Where proposed structures on existing lots are 
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unavoidably visible from scenic roads, identify those visual qualities worthy of protection 
(see policy 5.10.2) and require the siting, architectural design and landscaping to 
mitigate the impacts on those visual qualities. 

LUP Policy 5.10.12 (Development Visible from Urban Scenic Roads). In the viewsheds 
of urban scenic roads, require new discretionary development to improve the visual 
quality through siting, architectural design, landscaping, and appropriate signage. 

LUP Policy 5.10.15 (Designation of Coastal Special Scenic Areas). Designate the 
following as Coastal Special Scenic Areas (see Visual Resources maps) and require 
development to comply with design criteria set forth in the Coastal Zone Regulation 
ordinance… (b) The area enclosed by Swanton Road and Highway 1 scenic roads. 

LUP Policy 5.10.17 (Swanton Road Coastal Special Scenic Area). In the Swanton Road 
Coastal Special Scenic area (north of Last Chance Road toward Highway 1), require new 
development to be hidden from public view. Utilize parcel recombinations and other 
techniques as appropriate to accomplish this; and at a minimum, require dense 
landscape screening when it would be impossible to locate otherwise permissible 
development so as to place it in public view. Vegetative screenings shall be consistent 
with patterns and types of existing vegetation and comprised of indigenous species. 

Applicable LCP Policies & Standards -  Agricultural Resources 

LUP Policy 2.22.1 Priority of Uses within the Coastal Zone. Maintain a hierarchy of 
land use priorities within the Coastal Zone:  

First Priority: Agriculture and coastal-dependent industry 
Second Priority: Recreation, including public parks; visitor serving commercial uses; 
and coastal recreation facilities.  
Third Priority: Private residential, general industrial, and general commercial uses.  

LUP Policy 2.22.2 Maintaining Priority Uses. Prohibit the conversion of any existing 
priority use to another use, except for another use of equal or higher priority.  

LUP Objective 5.13 Commercial Agricultural Land. To maintain for exclusive 
agricultural use those lands identified on the County Agricultural Resources Map as best 
suited to the commercial production of food, fiber, and ornamental crops and livestock 
and to prevent conversion of commercial agricultural land to non-agricultural uses. To 
recognize that agriculture is a priority land use and to resolve policy conflicts in favor of 
preserving and promoting agriculture on designated commercial agricultural lands.  

LUP 5.13.5 Principal Permitted Uses on Commercial Agricultural (CA) Zoned Land. 
Maintain a Commercial Agricultural (CA) Zone District for application to commercial 
agricultural lands that are intended to be maintained exclusively for long-term 
commercial agricultural use. Allow principal permitted uses in the CA Zone District to 
include only agricultural pursuits for the commercial cultivation of plant crops, including 
food, flower, and fiber crops and raising of animals including grazing and livestock 
production. 
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LUP 5.13.6 Conditional Uses on Commercial Agricultural (CA) Zoned Lands. All 
conditional uses shall be subject to standards which specify siting and development 
criteria; including size, location and density. Allow conditional uses on CA zoned lands 
based upon the following conditions: (a) The use constitutes the principal agricultural 
use of the parcel; or (b) The use is ancillary incidental, or accessory to the principal 
agricultural use of the parcel; or (c) The use consists of an interim public use which does 
not impair long term agricultural viability; and (d) The use is sited to avoid conflicts with 
principal agricultural activities in the area; and (e) The use is sited to avoid, where 
possible, or otherwise minimize the removal of land from agricultural production. 

LUP 5.13.7 Agriculturally Oriented Structures. Allow only agriculturally oriented 
structures or dwellings on Commercial Agricultural Land; prohibit non-agricultural 
residential land use when in conflict with the fundamental objective of preserving 
agriculture. 

IP Section 13.10.311(a) Purposes of Agricultural Districts, “CA” Commercial 
Agriculture. The purposes of the “CA” Commercial Agriculture Zone District are to 
preserve the commercial agricultural lands within Santa Cruz County which are a limited 
and irreplaceable natural resource, to maintain the economic integrity of the economic 
farm units comprising the commercial agricultural areas of the County, to implement the 
agricultural preservation policy of Section 16.50.010 of the Santa Cruz County Code, 
and to maintain and enhance the general welfare of the county as a whole by preserving 
and protecting agriculture, one of the County’s major industries. Within the “CA” 
Commercial Agriculture Zone District, commercial agriculture shall be encouraged to 
the exclusion of other land uses which may conflict with it. 
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS ORDINANCE 

13.10.660 Regulations for the siting, design, and construction of wireless communication 

facilities. 

(A)    Purpose. The purpose of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, is to establish regulations, 

standards and circumstances for the siting, design, construction, major modification, and operation of 

wireless communication facilities in the unincorporated area of Santa Cruz County. It is also the purpose 

of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, to assure, by the regulation of siting of wireless 

communications facilities, that the integrity and nature of residential, rural, commercial, and industrial 

areas are protected from the indiscriminate proliferation of wireless communication facilities, while 

complying with the Federal Telecommunication Act of 1996, General Order 159A of the Public Utilities 

Commission of the State of California and the policies of Santa Cruz County. It is also the purpose of 

SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, to locate and design wireless communication 

towers/facilities so as to minimize negative impacts, such as, but not limited to, visual impacts, agricultural 

and open space land resource impacts, impacts to the community and aesthetic character of the built and 

natural environment, attractive nuisance, noise and falling objects, and the general safety, welfare and 

quality of life of the community. It is also the purpose of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, to 

provide clear guidance to wireless communication service providers regarding the siting of and design of 

wireless communication facilities. 

(B)    Findings. 

(1)    The proliferation of antennas, towers, satellite dishes, and other wireless communication 

facility structures could create significant, adverse visual impacts. Therefore, there is a need to 

regulate the siting, design, and construction of wireless communication facilities to ensure that the 

appearance and integrity of the community is not marred by unsightly commercial facilities, 

particularly in residential, historically significant, scenic coastal areas, and other environmentally 

sensitive areas. 

(2)    General Order 159A of the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) of the State of California 

acknowledges that local citizens and local government are often in a better position than the PUC 

to measure local impact and to identify alternative sites. Accordingly, the PUC will generally defer to 

local governments to regulate the location and design of cell sites, wireless communication facilities 

and mobile telephone switching offices (MTSOs) including (a) the issuance of land use approvals; 

(b) acting as lead agency for purposes of satisfying the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA); and (c) the satisfaction of noticing procedures for both land use and CEQA procedures. 

(3)    While the licensing of wireless communication facilities is under the control of the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) and Public Utilities Commission (PUC) of the State of 

California, local government must address public health, safety, welfare, zoning, and environmental 

concerns where not preempted by Federal statute or regulation. 
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(4)    In order to protect the public health, safety, and the environment, it is in the public interest for 

local government to establish rules and regulations addressing certain land use aspects relating to 

the construction, design, siting, major modification, and operation of wireless communication 

facilities and their compatibility with surrounding land uses. 

(5)    Commercial wireless communication facilities are commercial uses and as such are generally 

incompatible with the character of residential zones in the County and, therefore, should not be 

located on residentially zoned parcels unless it can be proven that there are no alternative 

nonresidential sites from which can be provided the coverage needed to eliminate or substantially 

reduce significant gaps in the applicant carrier’s coverage network. 

(C)    Applicability. Activities and development regulated by this chapter include the siting, design, 

construction, major modification, and operation of all wireless communication facilities, including Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) regulated dish antennas, antennas used for multi-channel, multi-

point distribution services (MMDS) or “wireless cable” and personal wireless service facilities (e.g., 

cellular phone services, PCS—personal communication services, wireless paging services, wireless 

Internet services, etc.). The regulations in this chapter are intended to be consistent with State and 

Federal law, particularly the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, in that they are not intended to: (1) 

be used to unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent services; (2) have the 

effect of prohibiting personal wireless services within Santa Cruz County; or (3) have the effect of 

prohibiting the siting of wireless communication facilities on the basis of the environmental/health effects 

of radio frequency emissions, to the extent that the regulated services and facilities comply with the 

regulations of the Federal Communications Commission concerning such emissions. 

(D)    Definitions. 

“Antennas” means any system of wires, poles, rods, reflecting discs, dishes, flat panels, or similar 

devices, including “whip antennas,” attached to a telecommunications tower, mast or other structure, 

which in combination with the radio-frequency radiation generating equipment associated with a base 

station are used for the transmission or reception of electromagnetic waves. 

“Available space” means the space on a tower or structure to which antennas of a telecommunications 

provider are both structurally and electromagnetically able to be attached. 

“Base station” means the primary sending and receiving site in a wireless telecommunications network, 

including all radio-frequency generating equipment connected to antennas. More than one base station 

and/or more than one variety of telecommunications providers can be located on a single tower or 

structure. 

“Cellular service” means a wireless telecommunications service that permits customers to use mobile 

telephones and other communication devices to connect, via low-power radio transmitter sites, either to 

the public-switched telephone network or to other fixed or mobile communication devices. 
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“CEQA” means the California Environmental Quality Act. 

“Channel” means the segment of the radiation spectrum from an antenna which carries one signal. An 

antenna may radiate on many channels simultaneously. 

“Co-location” or “co-located facility” means when more than one wireless service providers share a single 

wireless communication facility. A co-located facility can be comprised of a single tower, mast/pole or 

structure that supports two or more antennas, dishes, or similar wireless communication devices, that are 

separately owned or used by more than one public or private entity. Co-location can consist of additions 

or extensions made to existing towers so as to provide enough space for more than one user, or it can 

involve the construction of a new replacement tower with more antenna space that supplants an older 

tower with less capacity. Placing new wireless communication facilities/antennas upon existing or new P. 

G.& E. or other utility towers or poles (e.g., “microcell” sites) is also considered co-location. 

“Communication equipment shelter” means a structure located at a base station designed principally to 

enclose equipment used in connection with telecommunication transmissions. 

“dBm” means the unit of measure of the power level of an electromagnetic signal expressed in decibels 

referenced to one milliwatt. 

“Dish antenna” means any device incorporating a reflective surface that is solid, open mesh, or bar 

configured that is shallow dish, cone, horn, or cornucopia-shaped and is used to transmit and/or receive 

electromagnetic signals. 

“Equipment building, shelter or cabinet” means a cabinet or building used to house equipment used by 

wireless communication providers at a facility. 

“FAA” means the Federal Aviation Administration. 

“Facility site” means a property, or any part thereof, which is owned or leased by one or more wireless 

service providers and upon which one or more wireless communication facility(s) and required 

landscaping are located. 

“FCC” means the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal government agency responsible for 

regulating telecommunications in the United States. 

“GHz” means gigahertz, or 1,000,000,000 hertz. 

“Ground-mounted wireless communication facility” means any antenna with its base placed directly on the 

ground, or that is attached to a mast or pipe, with an overall height of not exceeding 16 feet from the 

ground to the top of the antenna. 

Hertz. One hertz is a unit of measurement of an electric or magnetic field which reverses its polarity at a 

frequency of once per second (i.e., one cycle or wavelength per second). 
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“Least visually obtrusive,” with regard to wireless communication facilities, shall refer to technically 

feasible facility site and/or design alternatives that render the facility the most visually inconspicuous 

relative to other technically feasible sites and/or designs. It does not mean that the facility must be 

completely hidden, but it may require screening or other camouflaging so that the facility is not 

immediately recognizable as a wireless communication facility from adjacent properties and roads used 

by the public. 

“Macrocell site” means a radio transceiver (i.e., transmits and receives signals) facility that is comprised of 

an unmanned equipment shelter (above or below ground) approximately 300 square feet per licensed 

provider, omni-directional whip, panel or microwave dish antennas mounted on a support structure (e.g., 

monopole, lattice tower) or building. A macrocell site typically includes 60 radio transmitters. 

“Major modification to power output” means any of the following resulting in an increase in the wireless 

communication facility’s power output and/or increase in the intensity or change in the directionality of 

NIER propagation patterns: increase or intensification, or proposed increase or intensification, in power 

output or in size or number of antennas; change in antenna type or model; repositioning of antenna(s); 

change in number of channels per antenna above the maximum number previously approved by the 

County of Santa Cruz, including changes to any/all RF-generating equipment/componentry that are 

attached to antennas (e.g., conversion of wireless communication to wireless Internet that requires 

continuous transmitting at full power). 

“Major modification to visual impact” means any increase or intensification, or proposed increase or 

intensification, in dimensions of an existing and/or permitted wireless communications facility (including, 

but not limited to, its telecommunications tower or other structure designed to support 

telecommunications transmission, receiving and/or relaying antennas and/or equipment) resulting in an 

increase of the visual impact of said wireless communications facility. 

“MHz” means megahertz, or 1,000,000 hertz. 

“Microcell site” means a small radio transceiver facility comprised of an unmanned equipment cabinet with 

a total volume of 100 cubic feet or less that is either under or aboveground, and one omni-directional whip 

antenna with a maximum length of five feet, or up to three small (approximately one foot by two feet or 

one foot by four feet) directional panel antennas, mounted on a single pole, an existing conventional utility 

pole, or some other similar support structure. 

“Minor antenna” or “minor wireless communication facility” means any of the following: 

(1)    A ground- or building-mounted receive-only radio or television antenna that is: (a) six inches 

or less in diameter or width; and (b) 10 feet or less in height as measured from existing grade 

(including mast or pipe) or, for building mounted antennas, not exceeding the height limit for 

noncommercial antennas in the zoning district; 
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(2)    A ground- or building-mounted citizens band radio antenna that is: (a) six inches or less in 

diameter or width; and (b) 10 feet or less in height as measured from existing grade (including mast 

or pipe) or, for building mounted antennas, not exceeding the height limit for noncommercial 

antennas in the zoning district; 

(3)    A ground- or building-mounted satellite receiving dish that: (a) is not more than one meter in 

diameter for a residential zoned parcel, or is not more than two meters in diameter for a commercial 

or industrial zoned parcel; and (b) does not exceed the height limit for noncommercial antennas in 

the zoning district; or 

(4)    A ground-, building-, or tower-mounted antenna operated on a noncommercial basis by a 

Federally licensed amateur radio operator as part of the amateur radio service, the height of which 

(including tower or mast) does not exceed the height limit for noncommercial antennas in the 

zoning district. 

“MMDS” means multi-channel, multi-point distribution services (also known as “wireless cable”). 

“Monitoring” means the measurement, by the use of instruments in the field, of radio-frequency/non-

ionizing radiation exposure at a site as a whole, or from individual wireless communication 

facilities/towers/antennas/repeaters. 

“Monitoring protocol” means an industry accepted radio-frequency (RF) radiation measurement protocol 

used to determine compliance with FCC RF radiation exposure standards, in accordance with the 

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements Reports 86 and 119 and consistent with the 

RF radiation modeling specifications of OET Bulletin 65 (or any superseding reports/standards), which is 

to be used to measure the emissions and determine radio-frequency radiation exposure levels from 

existing and new telecommunications facilities. RF radiation exposure measurements are to be taken at 

various locations, including those from which public RF exposure levels are expected to be the highest. 

“Monopole” means a single pole-structure erected on the ground to support one or more wireless 

communication antennas. 

“MTSOs” means mobile telephone switching offices. 

“Non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIER)” means radiation from the portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum with frequencies of approximately 1,000,000 GHz and below, including all frequencies below 

the ultraviolet range, such as visible light, infrared radiation, microwave radiation, and radio frequency 

radiation. 

“Nonmajor modification or maintenance activity” means a modification that is not a major modification to 

power output and is not a major modification to visual impact, or a maintenance activity that does not 

result in a major modification to power output or a major modification to visual impact. 
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“PCS” or “personal communications services” means digital wireless communications technology such as 

portable phones, pagers, faxes and computers. Also known as personal communications network (PCN). 

“Personal wireless services” means commercial mobile services, unlicensed wireless services, and 

common carrier wireless exchange access services. These services include: cellular services, personal 

communication services, specialized mobile radio services, and paging services. 

“PUC” or “CPUC” means the California Public Utilities Commission. 

“Radio-frequency (RF) radiation” means radiation from the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with 

frequencies below the infrared range (approximately 100 GHz and below), including microwaves, 

television VHF and UHF signals, radio signals, and low to ultra low frequencies. 

“Repeater” means a small receiver/relay transmitter of relatively low power output designed to provide 

service to areas which are not able to receive adequate coverage directly from a base or primary station. 

“Significant gap” means a gap in the service provider’s (applicant carrier’s) own personal wireless 

services network within the County of Santa Cruz, as defined in Federal case law interpretations of the 

Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, including Sprint Spectrum v. Willoth (1999) 176 F.3d 630 and 

Cellular Telephone Company v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the Borough of Ho-Ho-Kus (1999) 197 

F.3d 64. 

“Stealth technology/techniques” means camouflaging methods applied to wireless communication towers, 

antennas and/or other facilities, which render them visually inconspicuous. 

“Structurally able” means the determination that a tower or structure is capable of carrying the load 

imposed by the new antennas under all reasonably predictable conditions as determined by professional 

structure engineering analysis. 

“Structure-mounted wireless communication facility” means any immobile antenna (including panels and 

directional antennas) attached to a structure, such as a building facade or a water tower, or mounted 

upon a roof. 

“Technically feasible” means capable of being accomplished based on existing technology compatible 

with an applicant’s existing network. 

“Telecommunication tower (tower)” means a mast, pole, monopole, guyed tower, lattice tower, 

freestanding tower, or other structure designed and primarily used to support antennas. 

Viable. Primarily in reference to the alternatives analysis, an alternative site for which there is a property 

owner/manager interested in renting, leasing, selling, or otherwise making available, space for one or 

more wireless communication facilities upon said site on reasonable terms commensurate with the market 

in Santa Cruz County. 
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“Visual impact” means an adverse effect on the visual and/or aesthetic environment. This may derive from 

blocking of a view, or introduction of elements that are incompatible with the scale, texture, form or color 

of the existing natural or human-made landscape, including the existing community character of the 

neighborhood. 

“Wireless communication (or “telecommunications”) facility” means a facility, including all associated 

equipment, that supports the transmission and/or receipt of electromagnetic/radio signals. Wireless 

communication facilities include cellular radio-telephone service facilities; personal communications 

service facilities (including wireless Internet); specialized mobile radio service facilities and commercial 

paging service facilities. These types of facilities can include, but are not limited to, the following: 

antennas, repeaters, microwave dishes, horns, and other types of equipment for the transmission or 

receipt of such signals, telecommunication towers or similar structures supporting said equipment, 

equipment buildings, parking areas, and other accessory development. 

“Wireless communication facilities GIS map” means a map maintained by the County in Geographic 

Information System (GIS) format that includes location and other identifying information about wireless 

communication facilities in the County. 

(E)    Exemptions. The types of wireless communications facilities, devices and activities listed below are 

exempt from the provisions of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, except that SCCC 

13.10.663(A)(1) through (A)(8) shall continue to apply if the facility, device and/or activity requires a 

Coastal Zone approval pursuant to Chapter 13.20 SCCC. This exemption is not intended to limit or 

expand the scope of other Federal, State and local policies and regulations, including but not limited to 

the General Plan/Local Coastal Program, which apply to these facilities, devices and/or activities. 

(1)    A ground- or building-mounted citizens band or two-way radio antenna including any mast that 

is operated on a noncommercial basis. 

(2)    A ground-, building- or tower-mounted antenna operated on a noncommercial basis by a 

Federally licensed amateur radio operator as part of the amateur or business radio service. 

(3)    A ground- or building-mounted receive-only radio or television antenna which does not exceed 

the height requirements of the zoning district, and which, for a television dish antenna, does not 

exceed three feet in diameter if located on residential property within the exclusive use or control of 

the antenna user. 

(4)    A television dish antenna that is no more than six feet in diameter and is located in any area 

where commercial or industrial uses are allowed by the land use designation. 

(5)    Temporary mobile wireless services, including mobile wireless communication facilities and 

services providing public information coverage of news events, of less than two weeks’ duration. 

Any mobile wireless service facility intended to operate in any given location for more than two 

weeks is subject to the provisions of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive. 
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(6)    Handheld devices such as cell phones, business-band mobile radios, walkie-talkies, cordless 

telephones, garage door openers and similar devices. 

(7)    Wireless communication facilities and/or components of such facilities to be used solely for 

public safety purposes, installed and operated by authorized public safety agencies (e.g., County 

911 emergency services, police, sheriff, and/or fire departments, first responder medical services, 

hospitals, etc.). Unless otherwise prohibited by law or exempted by action of the Board of 

Supervisors, public safety agencies shall be required to provide a map of facility locations for 

inclusion in the County’s wireless communication facilities GIS map. If a wireless communication 

facility approved for an authorized public safety agency is not or ceases to be operated by an 

authorized public safety agency, and if a nonpublic safety agency operator proposes to use the 

approved facility, then the change in operator shall require that the new operator submit an 

application for the wireless communication facility to be evaluated as if it were a new facility subject 

to SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, and the General Plan/Local Coastal Program. 

The facility shall not be operated by the new operator until a final decision has been rendered on 

the application. 

(8)    Any “minor” antenna or facility described under subsection (D) of this section. 

(9)    Any “nonmajor” modification or maintenance activities, as defined by subsection (D) of this 

section, carried out as part of the routine operation of existing permitted wireless communication 

facilities. 

(10)    Small scale, low powered, short-range and visually inconspicuous, wireless Internet 

transmitter/receivers (e.g., “wi-fi hotspots”). [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 

§ 2, 2003]. 

13.10.661 General requirements for wireless communications facilities. 

All wireless communications facilities shall comply with all applicable goals, objectives and policies of the 

General Plan/Local Coastal Program, area plans, zoning regulations and development standards, are 

subject to Level V review (Zoning Administrator public hearing pursuant to Chapter 18.10 SCCC), are 

subject to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and shall comply with the following 

requirements: 

(A)    Required Permits. All new wireless communication facilities shall be subject to a commercial 

development permit, and also a coastal development permit if in the Coastal Zone. Additionally, a building 

permit will be required for construction of new wireless communication facilities. 

(B)    Prohibited Areas. 

(1)    Prohibited Zoning Districts. Wireless communication facilities are prohibited in the following 

zoning districts, unless a Telecommunications Act exception is approved pursuant to SCCC 

13.10.668: 
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(a)    Single-Family Residential (R-1); 

(b)    Multifamily Residential (RM); 

(c)    Single-Family Ocean Beach Residential (RB); 

(d)    Commercial Agriculture (CA); and 

(e)    The combining zone overlays for: 

(i)    Mobile Home Parks (MH). 

(2)    Prohibited Coastal Areas. Wireless communication facilities are prohibited in areas that are 

located between the sea and the seaward side of the right-of-way of the first through public road 

parallel to the sea, unless a Telecommunications Act exception is approved pursuant to SCCC 

13.10.668. 

(3)    Prohibited School Grounds. Wireless communication facilities are prohibited on all public and 

private K—12 school sites, unless a Telecommunications Act Exception is approved pursuant to 

SCCC 13.10.668. 

(4)    Exceptions to Prohibited Areas Prohibition. If a Telecommunications Act exception is 

approved pursuant to SCCC 13.10.668 that allows for siting a wireless communications facility 

within any of the above-listed prohibited areas, then such facility shall comply with the remainder of 

SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, and shall be co-located. Applicants proposing new 

wireless communication facilities in any of the above-listed prohibited areas must submit as part of 

their application an alternatives analysis, as described in SCCC 13.10.662(C). Non-co-located 

wireless communication facilities may be sited in the prohibited areas listed above only in situations 

where the applicant can prove that: 

(a)    The proposed wireless communication facility would eliminate or substantially reduce 

one or more significant gaps in the applicant carrier’s network; and 

(b)    There are no viable, technically feasible, and environmentally (e.g., visually) equivalent 

or superior potential alternatives (i.e., sites and/or facility types and/or designs) outside the 

prohibited areas identified in subsection (B) of this section that could eliminate or substantially 

reduce said significant gap(s). 

Any wireless communications facility and any associated development allowed in a prohibited area: (i) 

shall be sited and designed so that it is not visible from public vantage points to the maximum extent 

feasible; or (ii) where some portion or all of such a facility and/or any associated development is 

unavoidably sited and/or designed in a manner that makes it visible from public vantage points (and 

cannot be sited and/or designed to not be visible), that portion shall be screened and/or camouflaged so 

that it is inconspicuous and designed to blend seamlessly into the existing public view. 
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(C)    Restricted Areas. 

(1)    Restricted Zoning Districts. Non-co-located wireless communication facilities are discouraged 

in the following zoning districts, subject to the exceptions described in subsection (C)(3) of this 

section and/or unless a Telecommunications Act exception is approved pursuant to SCCC 

13.10.668: 

(a)    Residential Agricultural (RA); 

(b)    Rural Residential (RR); 

(c)    Special use (SU) with a residential General Plan designation; and 

(d)    The combining zone overlays for: 

(i)    Historic Landmarks (L); and 

(ii)    Salamander Protection Areas (SP). 

(2)    Restricted Coastal Right-of-Way Area. Wireless communications facilities are discouraged in 

the right-of-way of the first through public road parallel to the sea, subject to the exceptions 

described in subsection (C)(3) of this section. If a wireless communications facility is allowed within 

said right-of-way pursuant to subsection (C)(3) of this section, then the wireless communications 

facility shall, in addition to complying with the remainder of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, 

inclusive, comply with all of the following: 

(a)    The facility shall be of the microcell site type (as defined in SCCC 13.10.660(D)) and: 

(i)    Shall be mounted upon an existing or replacement utility pole (where “replacement” 

means that there exists a utility pole in that location and it is immediately replaced with a 

pole that has the same or a reduced visual impact, and has the same or lesser 

dimensions as the existing utility pole); and 

(ii)    Shall have antennas no larger than one foot by two feet that are flush mounted and 

of a color that blends with that of the supporting utility pole; and 

(iii)    Shall have an equipment cabinet that is no more than 24 inches high, 18 inches 

wide, and 10 inches deep if mounted upon the utility pole or on the ground, or is located 

in an underground vault; and 

(iv)    Shall be fully camouflaged through stealth techniques to render the facility as 

visually inconspicuous as possible. 
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(b)    The facility shall be located on the inland side of the right-of-way unless a location on the 

seaward side of the right-of-way would result in less visual impact; and 

(c)    The facility shall only be allowed in the coastal right-of-way provided the applicant’s 

agreement(s) with the owner and operator of the right-of-way and the utility pole specifies that 

the facility shall be removed and the site restored by the applicant if informed by the owner 

and operator that the utility pole is to be removed because the utilities the pole supports are to 

be relocated underground. 

(3)    Exceptions to Restricted Area Prohibition. Wireless communication facilities (WCFs) that are 

co-located upon existing wireless communication facilities/towers or other utility towers/poles (e.g., 

P.G.&E. poles), and which do not significantly increase the visual impact of the existing 

facility/tower/pole, are allowed in the restricted zoning districts listed in subsection (C)(1) of this 

section. Proposed new wireless communication facilities at co-location/multi-carrier sites that would 

result in more than nine total individual antennas, and/or more than three above-ground equipment 

enclosures/shelters, located on the same parcel are considered to result in significant visual 

impacts and are prohibited, unless the applicant can prove that the proposed additional 

antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or otherwise made inconspicuous such that additional 

visual impacts are not created. Existing legal co-location/multi-carrier WCF sites that exceed these 

limits are allowed to retain their current number of antennas and equipment shelters/enclosures. 

Applicants proposing new non-co-located wireless communication facilities in the restricted areas 

must submit as part of their application an alternatives analysis, as described in SCCC 

13.10.662(C). In addition to complying with the remainder of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, 

inclusive, non-co-located wireless communication facilities may be sited in the restricted zoning 

districts listed above only in situations where the applicant can prove that: 

(a)    The proposed wireless communication facility would eliminate or substantially reduce 

one or more significant gaps in the applicant carrier’s network; and 

(b)    There are no viable, technically feasible, and environmentally (e.g., visually) equivalent 

or superior potential alternatives (i.e., sites and/or facility types and/or designs) outside the 

prohibited and restricted areas identified in subsections (B) and (C) of this section that could 

eliminate or substantially reduce said significant gap(s). 

(D)    Compliance with FCC Regulations. Wireless communication facilities shall comply with all Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) rules, regulations, and standards. Inhabitants of the County shall be 

protected from the possible adverse health effects associated with exposure to harmful levels of NIER 

(non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation) by ensuring that all wireless communication facilities comply with 

NIER standards set by the FCC. 
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(E)    Compliance with FAA Regulations. Wireless communication facilities shall comply with all applicable 

criteria from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and shall comply with adopted airport safety 

regulations for Watsonville Municipal Airport (Chapter 13.12 SCCC). 

(F)    Site Selection—Visual Impacts. Wireless communication facilities shall be sited in the least visually 

obtrusive location that is technically feasible, unless such site selection leads to other resource impacts 

that make such a site the more environmentally damaging location overall. 

(G)    Co-Location. Co-location of new wireless communication facilities into/onto existing wireless 

communication facilities and/or existing telecommunication towers is generally encouraged if it does not 

create significant visual impacts. Proposed new wireless communication facilities at co-location/multi-

carrier sites that would result in more than nine total individual antennas, and/or more than three above-

ground equipment enclosures/shelters, located on the same parcel are considered to result in significant 

visual impacts and are prohibited, unless the applicant can prove that the proposed additional 

antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or otherwise made inconspicuous such that additional visual 

impacts are not created. Existing legal co-location/multi-carrier WCF sites that exceed these limits are 

allowed to retain their current number of antennas and equipment shelters/enclosures. Co-location may 

require that height extensions be made to existing towers to accommodate additional users, or may 

involve constructing new multi-user capacity towers that replace existing single-user capacity towers. 

Where the visual impact of an existing tower/facility must be increased to allow for co-location, the 

potential increased visual impact shall be weighed against the potential visual impact of constructing a 

new separate tower/facility nearby. Where one or more wireless communication tower/facilities already 

exist on the proposed site location, co-location shall be required if it will not significantly increase the 

visual impact of the existing facilities, or result in more than nine total individual antenna panels and/or 

three above-ground equipment enclosures/shelters located on the same parcel, unless the applicant can 

prove that the proposed additional antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or otherwise made 

inconspicuous such that additional visual impacts are not created. This may require that the existing 

tower(s) on the site be dismantled and its antennas be mounted upon the new tower, particularly if the 

new tower would be less visually obtrusive than the existing tower(s). If a co-location agreement cannot 

be obtained, or if co-location is determined to be technically infeasible, documentation of the effort and 

the reasons why co-location was not possible shall be submitted. 

(H)    Public Notification. Public hearing notice shall be provided pursuant to SCCC 18.10.223. However, 

due to the potential adverse visual impacts of wireless communication facilities the neighboring parcel 

notification distance for wireless communication facility applications is increased from the normal 300 feet 

to 1,000 feet from the outer boundary of the subject parcel. To further increase public notification, on-site 

visual mock-ups as described in SCCC 13.10.662(D) are also required for all proposed wireless 

communication facilities, except for co-located and microcell facilities that do not represent a major 

modification to visual impact as defined in SCCC 13.10.660(D). 

(I)    Major Modification to Power Output. Any proposed major modification that would increase the power 

output of a wireless communication facility, as defined in SCCC 13.10.660(D), shall require the 
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submission of an affidavit by a professional engineer registered in the State of California that the 

proposed facility improvements will not result in RF exposure levels to the public in excess of the FCC’s 

NIER exposure standard. In addition, within 90 days of commencement of operation of the modified 

facility, the applicant shall conduct RF exposure level monitoring at the site, utilizing the monitoring 

protocol, and shall submit a report to the Planning Department documenting the results of said 

monitoring. 

(J)    Major Modification to Visual Impact. Any proposed major modification that would increase the 

visual impact of a wireless communication facility, as defined in SCCC 13.10.660(D), shall be 

subject to all requirements of SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive. 

(K)    Transfer of Ownership. In the event that the original permittee sells its interest in a wireless 

communication facility, the succeeding carrier shall assume all responsibilities concerning the project and 

shall be held responsible to the County for maintaining consistency with all project conditions of approval, 

including proof of liability insurance. A new contact name for the project shall be provided by the 

succeeding carrier to the Planning Department within 30 days of transfer of interest of the facility. [Ord. 

5020 §§ 1, 2, 2008; Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 § 2, 2003]. 

13.10.662 Application requirements for wireless communication facilities. 

All new wireless communication facilities must be authorized by a commercial development permit, and 

also by a coastal development permit if located in the Coastal Zone, and are subject to the following 

permit application requirements: 

(A)    Preapplication Meeting. All applicants for proposed wireless communication facilities are 

encouraged to apply for the development review group process, pursuant to Chapter 18.10 SCCC, in 

order to allow Planning Department staff to provide feedback to the applicant regarding facility siting and 

design prior to formal application submittal. 

(B)    Submittal Information—All Applications. For all wireless communication facilities, in addition to the 

submittal requirements for Level V projects as specified in SCCC 18.10.210(B), the information listed 

below must accompany each application (for the purpose of permit processing, the Planning Director or 

his/her designee may release an applicant from having to provide one or more of the pieces of 

information on this list upon a written finding that in the specific case involved said information is not 

necessary to process or make a decision on the application being submitted): 

(1)    The identity and legal status of the applicant, including any affiliates. 

(2)    The name, address, and telephone number of the officer, agent or employee responsible for 

the accuracy of the application information. 

(3)    The name, address, and telephone number of the owner, and agent representing the owner, if 

applicable, of the property upon which the proposed wireless communication facility is to be built 

and title reports identifying legal access. 
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(4)    The address and assessor parcel number(s) of the proposed wireless communication facility 

site, including the precise latitude/longitude coordinates (NAD 83) in decimal degree format, of the 

proposed facility location on the site. 

(5)    A description of the applicant service provider’s existing wireless communication facilities 

network, and the provider’s currently proposed facilities and anticipated future facilities for all 

proposed sites for which an application has been submitted, and for all proposed sites for which 

site access rights or agreements have been secured by the provider. This must include a map, and 

a table (in hardcopy and digital formats) listing facility situs/addresses, site names/identification, 

facility types, and precise latitude/longitude coordinates (NAD 83) in decimal degree format, for all 

of the applicant carrier’s existing and proposed facilities, within both the unincorporated and 

incorporated areas of Santa Cruz County, for inclusion on the County’s wireless communication 

facility GIS map. In lieu of submitting this information with multiple applications, if this information 

has been previously submitted by the applicant, the applicant alternatively may certify in writing that 

none of the submitted information has changed. Information regarding proposed network 

expansions will be kept confidential by the County if identified in writing as trade secrets by the 

applicant. 

(6)    A description of the wireless communication services that the applicant intends to offer to 

provide, or is currently offering or providing, to persons, firms, businesses or institutions within both 

the unincorporated and incorporated areas of Santa Cruz County. 

(7)    Information sufficient to determine that the applicant has applied for and/or received any 

certificate of authority required by the California Public Utilities Commission (if applicable) to 

provide wireless communications services or facilities within the unincorporated areas of the 

County of Santa Cruz. 

(8)    Information sufficient to determine that the applicant has applied for and/or received any 

building permit, operating license or other approvals required by the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) to provide services or facilities within the unincorporated areas of the County of 

Santa Cruz. 

(9)    Compliance with the FCC’s non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIER) standards or other 

applicable standards shall be demonstrated for any new wireless communication facility through 

submission of a written opinion submitted, by a professional engineer registered in the State of 

California, at the time of application. 

(10)    A plan for safety/security considerations, consistent with SCCC 13.10.664. A detailed 

description of the proposed measures to ensure that the public would be kept at a safe distance 

from any NIER transmission source associated with the proposed wireless communication facility, 

consistent with the NIER standards of the FCC or any potential future superseding standards, must 

be submitted as part of the application. The submitted plans must also show that the outer 
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perimeter of the facility site (or NIER hazard zone in the case of rooftop antennas) will be posted 

with bilingual NIER hazard warning signage that also indicates the facility operator and an 

emergency contact. The emergency contact shall be someone available on a 24-hour-a-day basis 

who is authorized by the applicant to act on behalf of the applicant regarding an emergency 

situation. For the protection of emergency response personnel, each wireless communication 

facility shall have an on-site emergency shut-off switch to de-energize all RF-related 

circuitry/componentry at the base station site (including a single shut-off switch for all facilities at a 

co-location site), or some other type of emergency shut-off by emergency personnel acceptable to 

the local Fire Chief, unless the applicant can prove that the FCC public exposure limits cannot be 

exceeded in the vicinity of the proposed facility, even if firefighters or other personnel work in close 

proximity to the antenna(s) or other RF radiation emitting devices/components. 

(11)    A detailed visual analysis, including computer photo simulations of the proposed wireless 

communication facility, shall be provided along with a written description from the installer. Photo 

simulations shall be submitted of the proposed wireless communication facility from various 

locations and/or angles from which the public would typically view the site. All photo simulations 

shall include a site map indicating the location from which the photo was taken, and a description of 

the methodology and equipment used to generate the simulation. More in-depth visual analyses 

shall be required for facilities proposed in visual resource areas designated in Section 5.10 of the 

County General Plan/LCP. The visual analysis shall identify and include all potential mitigation 

measures for visual impacts, consistent with the technological requirements of the proposed 

telecommunication service. 

(12)    Detailed maps of proposed wireless communication facility site and vicinity, in full-size and 

eight-and-one-half-inch by 11-inch reduction formats. Reduced plans shall include a graphic scale 

to allow for direct measurement from them. The following maps are required at the time of 

application submittal: 

(a)    Topographic/Area Map. Copy a portion of the most recent U.S.G.S. Quadrangle 

topographical map (with 20-foot contour intervals), at a scale of 1:24,000, indicating the 

proposed wireless communication facility site, and showing the area within at least two miles 

from the proposed site. 

(b)    Proximity Map and Aerial Photo. Prepare a map and an aerial photo at a scale of 

approximately one inch equals 200 feet (1:2,400), with contour intervals (for map only) no 

greater than 20 feet, showing the entire vicinity within a 1,500-foot radius of the wireless 

communication facility site, and including topography (map only), public and private roads, 

driveways on the subject parcel, buildings and structures, bodies of water, wetlands, 

landscape features, and historic sites. Draw a 1,500-foot radius circle on the map and aerial 

photo with the proposed facility at its center and indicate all structures within 1,500 feet of the 

proposed tower/antennas. Indicate property lines of the proposed tower/facility site parcel and 

of all parcels and rights-of-way abutting the tower/facility site parcel. 
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(13)    Detailed plans and cross sections of proposed wireless communication facility and site, in 

full-size and eight-and-one-half-inch by 11-inch reduction formats. Reduced plans shall include a 

graphic scale to allow for direct measurement from them. Full-size plans shall be on 24-inch by 36-

inch sheets, on as many as necessary, and at scales which are no smaller than those listed below. 

Each plan/cross section sheet shall have a title block indicating the project title, sheet title, sheet 

number, date, revision dates, scale(s), and signature(s) of the professional(s) who prepared the 

plan. The following plans and cross sections are required at the time of application submittal: 

(a)    Proposed Site Plan. Proposed wireless communication facility site layout, grading and 

utilities at a scale no smaller than one inch equals 40 feet (1:480) with topography drawn at a 

minimum of 10-foot contour intervals, showing existing utilities, property lines, existing 

buildings or structures, walls or fence lines, existing trees, areas with natural vegetation, 

existing water wells, springs, and the boundaries of any wetlands, watercourses and/or 

floodplains. 

(i)    Proposed tower/facility location and any associated components, including supports 

and guy wires, if any, and any accessory building (communication equipment shelter or 

other). Indicate property boundaries and setback distances from those boundaries to the 

base(s) of the tower/mast and to each facility-related structure and/or component. 

Include dimensions of all proposed improvements. 

(ii)    Indicate existing and proposed grade elevations where the existing and proposed 

grade intersects the proposed tower/mast, any guy wires, and all facility-related 

structures and/or components. 

(iii)    Proposed utilities, including distance from source of power, sizes of service 

available and required, locations of any proposed utility or communication lines, and 

whether underground or above ground. 

(iv)    Limits of area where vegetation is to be cleared or altered, and justification for any 

such clearing or alteration. 

(v)    Any direct or indirect alteration proposed to environmentally sensitive habitat areas, 

including wetlands and riparian corridors. Note that such alteration is only allowed under 

very specific circumstances and subject to specific requirements governed by the LCP’s 

environmentally sensitive habitat area, wetland, riparian corridor, and other similar 

resource protection requirements; these requirements are not suspended in any way by 

this section. 

(vi)    Detailed drainage plans designed to control and direct all site runoff, including 

specific measures to control erosion and sedimentation, both during construction and as 

a permanent measure. The plan shall incorporate structural and nonstructural best 
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management practices (BMPs) designed to control the volume, velocity and pollutant 

load of stormwater and other runoff leaving the site. 

(vii)    Plans indicating locations and descriptions of proposed screening, landscaping, 

ground cover, irrigation systems, fencing, and any exterior lighting or signs. For any 

vegetation proposed to be used for screening purposes, the plans shall identify the 

expected dimensions and other characteristics of each individual species over time 

(including, at a minimum, on a yearly basis until maturity and/or maximum size is 

reached), and the expected dimensions and other characteristics of any overall 

vegetation screen over time (including, at a minimum, on a yearly basis until maturity 

and/or maximum size is reached). All species to be planted shall be non-invasive 

species native to Santa Cruz County, and specifically native to the project location. See 

also SCCC 13.10.663(B)(9). 

(viii)    Plans of proposed access driveway or roadway and parking area at the facility 

site. Include grading, drainage, and traveled width. Include a cross section of the access 

drive indicating the width, depth of gravel, paving or surface materials. 

(ix)    Plans showing any changes to be made to an existing facility’s landscaping, screening, fencing, 

lighting, drainage, wetlands, grading, driveways or roadways, parking, or other infrastructure as a result of 

a proposed modification of the facility. Note that changes to wetlands and other sensitive habitat areas 

are only allowed under very specific circumstances and subject to specific requirements governed by the 

General Plan/LCP environmentally sensitive habitat area, wetland, and other similar resource protection 

requirements; these requirements are not suspended in any way by this section. 

(b)    Proposed Tower/Facility and Related Structures and/or Components. 

(i)    Plans, elevations, sections and details at appropriate scales, but no smaller than 

one inch equals 10 feet. 

(ii)    Two cross sections through proposed tower/facility drawn at right angles to each 

other, and showing the ground profile to at least 100 feet beyond the limit of any 

vegetation clearing or beyond the fall zone of the tower/mast, whichever is greater, and 

showing any guy wires or supports. Dimension the proposed height of the tower/mast 

above average grade at tower/mast base. Show all proposed antennas including their 

location on the tower/facility. 

(iii)    Detail proposed exterior finish of the tower/facility. Provide precise depictions, 

photo examples, and/or detail drawings for all stealth features (such as “monopine” 

branches). 

(iv)    Indicate relative height of the tower/facility as compared to the tops of surrounding 

trees as they presently exist, and to existing and proposed finished grades. 
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(v)    Illustration of the modular structure of the proposed tower/facility indicating the 

heights of sections which could be removed or added in the future to adapt to changing 

communications conditions or demands (including potential future co-location). 

(vi)    A structural professional engineer’s written description of the proposed 

tower/facility structure and its capacity to support additional antennas or other 

communication facilities at different heights and the ability of the tower to be shortened if 

future communication facilities no longer require the original height. 

(vii)    A description of the available space on the tower, providing illustrations and 

examples of the type and number of co-located wireless communication facilities which 

could be mounted on the structure. 

(viii)    Photographs precisely depicting the tower/facility type to be installed. 

(c)    Proposed Communications Equipment Shelter. Including (i) floor plans, elevations and 

cross sections at a scale of no smaller than one-quarter-inch equals one foot (1:48) of any 

proposed structural component, (ii) representative elevation views, indicating the roof, 

facades, doors and other exterior appearance and materials, and (iii) a description of all 

equipment to be contained therein, including number, make and model of each 

electromagnetic and radio-frequency apparatus to be installed. 

(d)    Proposed Equipment Plan. 

(i)    Plans, elevations, sections and details at appropriate scales but no smaller than one 

inch equals 10 feet. 

(ii)    Number of antennas and repeaters, as well as the exact locations, of antenna(s) 

and all repeaters (if any) located on a map as well as by degrees, minutes and seconds 

of latitude and longitude (in decimal degree format). 

(iii)    Mounting locations on tower or structure, including height above existing and 

proposed finished grades. 

(iv)    A recent survey of the facility site at a scale no smaller than one inch equals 40 

feet (1:480) showing horizontal and radial distances of antenna(s) to nearest point on 

property line, and to the nearest dwelling unit. 

(v)    For applications for new wireless communication facilities in any of the prohibited or 

restricted areas, as set forth in SCCC 13.10.661(B) and (C), the applicant must also 

disclose: 

A.    Number, type(s), manufacturer(s) and model number(s) for all antennas and 

other RF-generating equipment. 
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B.    For each antenna, the antenna gain and antenna radiation pattern. 

C.    Number of channels per antenna, projected and maximum. 

D.    Power input to each antenna. 

E.    Power output, in normal use and at maximum output for each antenna and all 

antennas as an aggregate. 

F.    Output frequency of the transmitter(s). 

(vi)    For modification of an existing facility with multiple emitters, the results of an 

intermodulation study to predict the interaction of the additional equipment with existing 

equipment. 

(14)    If co-location is not proposed, the applicant shall provide information pertaining to the 

feasibility of joint-use antenna facilities, and discuss the reasons why such joint use is not a viable 

option or alternative to a new facility site. Such information shall include: 

(a)    Whether it is feasible to locate proposed sites where facilities currently exist; 

(b)    Information on the existing structure that is closest to the site of the applicant’s proposed 

facility relative to the existing structure’s structural capacity, radio frequency interface, or 

incompatibility of different technologies, which would include mechanical or electrical 

incompatibilities; and 

(c)    Written notification of refusal of the existing structure owner to lease space on the 

structure. 

(15)    For any application that involves a major modification to, or replacement of, an applicant’s 

wireless communication facility, the applicant shall submit a brief narrative description and any 

supporting graphics (such as plans, photos, relevant literature, etc.) detailing any changes in 

wireless communication facility technologies that would allow the existing facility to be modified to 

provide for the same or increased level of service with less environmental impact, including less 

visual resource impact, as technically feasible. 

(C)    Alternatives Analysis. For applications for wireless communication facilities proposed to be located 

in any of the prohibited areas specified in SCCC 13.10.661(B) and non-co-located wireless 

communication facilities proposed to be located in any of the restricted areas specified in 13.10.661(C), 

an alternatives analysis must be submitted by the applicant, subject to independent RF engineering 

review, which shall at a minimum: 

(1)    Identify and indicate on a map, at a minimum two viable, technically feasible, and potentially 

environmentally equivalent or superior alternative locations outside the prohibited and restricted 
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areas which could eliminate or substantially reduce the significant gap(s) in the applicant carrier’s 

network intended to be eliminated or substantially reduced by the proposed facility. If there are 

fewer than two such alternative locations, the applicant must provide evidence establishing that 

fact. The map shall also identify all locations where an unimpaired signal can be received to 

eliminate or substantially reduce the significant gap(s). For all non-co-located wireless 

communication facilities proposed in a restricted/prohibited area, the applicant must also evaluate 

the potential use of one or more microcell sites (i.e., smaller facilities often mounted upon existing 

or replacement utility poles), and the use of repeaters, to eliminate or substantially reduce said 

significant gaps in lieu of the proposed facility. For each alternative location so identified, the 

applicant shall describe the type of facility and design measures that could be used at that location 

so as to minimize negative resource impacts (e.g., the use of stealth camouflaging techniques). 

(2)    Evaluate the potential for co-location with existing wireless communication facilities as a 

means to eliminate or substantially reduce the significant gap(s) in the applicant carrier’s network 

intended to be eliminated or substantially reduced by the proposed facility. 

(3)    Compare, across the same set of evaluation criteria and to similar levels of description and 

detail, the relative merits of the proposed site with those of each of the identified technically feasible 

alternative locations and facility designs. Such comparison analysis shall rank each of the 

alternatives (i.e., the proposed location/facility and each of the technically feasible location/design 

alternatives) in terms of impacts (i.e., from least to most environmentally damaging), and shall 

support such ranking with clear analysis and evidence. 

(4)    Include photo-simulations of each of the alternatives (i.e., the proposed location/facility and 

each of the technically feasible location/design alternatives). 

(5)    Document good faith and diligent attempts to rent, lease, purchase or otherwise obtain the 

use of at least two of the viable, technically feasible alternative sites which may be environmentally 

equivalent or superior to the proposed project site. The decision-making body may determine that 

an alternative site is not viable if good faith attempts to rent, lease, purchase or otherwise obtain 

the site have been unsuccessful. 

The Planning Director (or his/her designee) or the decision-making body may also require an alternatives 

analysis for proposed wireless communication facility projects that are located in environmentally 

sensitive areas other than those set forth in SCCC 13.10.661(B) and/or (C), such as visual resource 

areas as identified in General Plan/LCP Section 5.10. 

(D)    On-Site Visual Demonstration Structures (Mock-Ups). On-site visual demonstration structures (i.e., 

mock-ups) shall be required for all proposed wireless communication facilities, except for co-located and 

microcell facilities that do not represent a major modification to visual impact as defined in SCCC 

13.10.660(D). For proposed rooftop or ground-mounted antennas, a temporary mast approximating the 

dimensions of the proposed facility shall be raised at the proposed antenna/mast location. For proposed 
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new telecommunications towers the applicant will be required to raise a temporary mast at the maximum 

height and at the location of the proposed tower. At minimum, the on-site demonstration structure shall be 

in place prior to the first public hearing to consider project approval, on at least two weekend days and 

two weekdays between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., for a minimum of 10 hours each day. A 

project description, including photo simulations of the proposed facility, shall be posted at the proposed 

project site for the duration of the mock-up display. The Planning Director or his/her designee may 

release an applicant from the requirement to conduct on-site visual mock-ups upon a written finding that 

in the specific case involved said mock-ups are not necessary to process or make a decision on the 

application and would not serve as effective public notice of the proposed facility. 

(E)    Amendment. Each applicant/registrant shall inform the County within 30 days of any change of the 

information required pursuant to SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive. 

(F)    Technical Review. The applicant will be notified if an independent technical review of any submitted 

technical materials is required. The Planning Director or his/her designee shall review and, in his or her 

discretion, procure additional information and data as may assist him/her in reviewing the following: (1) 

reports concerning conformance with the FCC RF radiation exposure levels; (2) reports concerning the 

need for a facility; and/or (3) reports concerning availability or suitability of alternatives to a proposed 

facility. The Planning Director may employ, on behalf of the County, an independent technical expert or 

experts to review any technical materials submitted including but not limited to those required under this 

section, and in those cases where a technical demonstration of unavoidable need or unavailability of 

alternatives is required. The review and procurement of such additional information/data shall be 

undertaken for all applications that seek approval of a facility in a prohibited or restricted area, unless the 

Planning Director, his/her designee, or the approving body determines in writing that such review is 

unnecessary to inform the decision-making process. In addition, the review and procurement of 

information for applications in other areas may be required if the Planning Director determines that such 

review is necessary to inform the decision-making process. The applicant shall pay all the costs of said 

review and may be required to deposit funds in advance to cover the estimated costs of said review. If 

clearly marked as such by the applicant, any trade secrets or proprietary information disclosed to the 

County, the applicant, or the expert hired shall remain confidential and shall not be disclosed to any third 

party. 

(G)    Technical Feasibility. For any technical infeasibility claims made, the applicant shall be required to 

conclusively demonstrate, including submitting adequate evidence to that effect, the reasons for the 

technical infeasibility. 

(H)    Fees for review of all commercial development permits for wireless communication facilities shall be 

established by resolution of the Board of Supervisors. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 

4714 § 2, 2003]. 

13.10.663 General development/performance standards for wireless communication facilities. 
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(A)    Site Location. The following criteria shall govern appropriate locations and designs for wireless 

communication facilities, including dish antennas and multi-channel, multi-point distribution services 

(MMDS)/wireless cable antennas, and may require the applicant to select an alternative site other than 

the site shown on an initial permit application for a wireless facility: 

(1)    Visual Character of Site. Site location and development of wireless communications facilities 

shall preserve the visual character, native vegetation and aesthetic values of the parcel on which 

such facilities are proposed, the surrounding parcels and road rights-of-way, and the surrounding 

land uses to the greatest extent that is technically feasible, and shall minimize visual impacts on 

surrounding land and land uses to the greatest extent feasible. Facilities shall be integrated to the 

maximum extent feasible to the existing characteristics of the site, and every effort shall be made to 

avoid, or minimize to the maximum extent feasible, visibility of a wireless communication facility 

within significant public viewsheds. Utilization of camouflaging and/or stealth techniques shall be 

encouraged where appropriate. Support facilities shall be integrated to the existing characteristics 

of the site, so as to minimize visual impact. 

(2)    Co-Location. Co-location is generally encouraged in situations where it is the least visually 

obtrusive option, such as when increasing the height/bulk of an existing tower would result in less 

visual impact than constructing a new separate tower in a nearby location. However, proposed new 

wireless communication facilities at co-location/multi-carrier sites that would result in more than 

nine total individual antennas, and/or more than three above-ground equipment 

enclosures/shelters, located on the same parcel are considered to result in significant visual 

impacts and are prohibited, unless the applicant can prove that the proposed additional 

antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or otherwise made inconspicuous such that additional 

visual impacts are not created. Existing legal co-location/multi-carrier WCF sites that exceed these 

limits are allowed to retain their current number of antennas and equipment shelters/enclosures. 

(3)    Ridgeline Visual Impacts. Wireless communication facilities proposed for visually prominent 

ridgeline, hillside or hilltop locations shall be sited and designed to be as visually unobtrusive as 

possible. Consistent with General Plan/LCP Policy 8.6.6, wireless communication facilities should 

be sited so the top of the proposed tower/facility is below any ridgeline when viewed from public 

roads in the vicinity. If the tower must extend above a ridgeline the applicant must camouflage the 

tower by utilizing stealth techniques and hiding it among surrounding vegetation. 

(4)    Site Disturbance. Disturbance of existing topography and on-site vegetation shall be 

minimized, unless such disturbance would substantially reduce the visual impacts of the facility. 

(5)    Exterior Lighting. Any exterior lighting, except as required for FAA regulations for airport 

safety, shall be manually operated and used only during night maintenance checks or in 

emergencies. The lighting shall be constructed or located so that only the intended area is 

illuminated and off-site glare is fully controlled. 
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(6)    Aviation Safety. No wireless communication facility shall be installed within the safety zone or 

runway protection zone of any airport, airstrip or helipad within Santa Cruz County unless the 

airport owner/operator indicates that it will not adversely affect the operation of the airport, airstrip 

or helipad. In addition, no wireless communication facility shall be installed at a location where 

special painting or lighting will be required by the FAA regulations unless the applicant has 

demonstrated to the Planning Director that the proposed location is the only technically feasible 

location for the provision of personal wireless services as required by the FCC. 

(7)    Coastal Zone Considerations. New wireless communication facilities in any portion of the 

Coastal Zone shall be consistent with applicable policies of the County Local Coastal Program 

(LCP) and the California Coastal Act. No portion of a wireless communication facility shall extend 

onto or impede access to a publicly used beach. Power and telecommunication lines servicing 

wireless communication facilities in the Coastal Zone shall be required to be placed underground. 

(8)    Consistency with Other County Land Use Regulations. All proposed wireless communication 

facilities shall comply with the policies of the County General Plan/Local Coastal Plan and all 

applicable development standards for the zoning district in which the facility is to be located, 

particularly policies for protection of visual resources (i.e., General Plan/LCP Section 5.10). Public 

vistas from scenic roads, as designated in General Plan Section 5.10.10, shall be afforded the 

highest level of protection. 

(9)    Visual Impacts to Neighboring Parcels and Public Schools. To minimize visual impacts to 

surrounding residential uses and public primary or secondary schools, the base of any new 

freestanding telecommunications tower or building/roof-mounted wireless communication facility 

shall be set back from the property line of any residentially zoned parcel, or the property line for any 

public primary or secondary school, a distance equal to five times the height of the tower if mounted 

upon a telecommunications tower, or a minimum of 300 feet, whichever is greater. This 

requirement may be waived by the decision-making body if the applicant can prove that the 

wireless communication facility will be camouflaged or otherwise made inconspicuous such that 

visual impacts are not created, or if the applicant can prove that a significant area proposed to be 

served would otherwise not be provided personal wireless services by the subject carrier, including 

proving that there are no viable, technically feasible, environmentally equivalent or superior 

alternative sites outside the prohibited and restricted areas designated in SCCC 13.10.661(B) and 

(C). 

(10)    Setbacks. All components of new wireless communication facilities must comply with the 

setback standards for the applicable zoning district. Depending upon specific site constraints and 

circumstances, this requirement may not apply to antennas proposed to be co-located on existing 

towers or utility poles (e.g., microcell sites), nor to underground equipment shelters, if it would 

prohibit use of the proposed facility site. 

(B)    Design Review Criteria. The following criteria apply to all wireless communication facilities: 
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(1)    Nonflammable Materials. All wireless communication facilities shall be constructed of 

nonflammable material, unless specifically approved and conditioned by the County to be otherwise 

(e.g., when a wooden structure may be necessary to minimize visual impact). 

(2)    Tower Type. All telecommunication towers shall be self-supporting monopoles except where 

satisfactory evidence is submitted to the appropriate decision-making body that a nonmonopole 

(such as a guyed or lattice tower) is required or environmentally superior. All guy wires must be 

sheathed for their entire length with a plastic or other suitable covering. 

(3)    Support Facilities. The County strongly encourages all support facilities, such as equipment 

shelters, to be placed in underground vaults, so as to minimize visual impacts. Any support facilities 

not placed underground shall be located and designed to minimize their visibility and, if appropriate, 

disguise their purpose to make them less prominent. These structures should be no taller than 12 

feet in height, and shall be designed to blend with existing architecture and/or the natural 

surroundings in the area or shall be screened from sight by mature landscaping. 

(4)    Exterior Finish. All support facilities, poles, towers, antenna supports, antennas, and other 

components of communication facilities shall be of a color approved by the decision-making body. If 

a facility is conditioned to require paint, it shall initially be painted with a flat (i.e., nonreflective) paint 

color approved by the decision-making body, and thereafter repainted as necessary with a flat paint 

color, unless it is determined that flat paint color would lead to more adverse impact than would 

another type of paint color. Components of a wireless communication facility which will be viewed 

against soils, trees, or grasslands shall be of a color or colors consistent with these landscapes. All 

proposed stealth tree poles (e.g., “monopines”) must use bark screening that approximates natural 

bark for the entire height and circumference of the monopole visible to the public, as technically 

feasible. 

(5)    Visual Impact Mitigation. Special design of wireless communication facilities may be required 

to mitigate potentially significant adverse visual impacts, including appropriate camouflaging or 

utilization of stealth techniques. Use of less visually obtrusive design alternatives, such as 

“microcell” facility types that can be mounted upon existing utility poles, is encouraged. 

Telecommunication towers designed to look like trees (e.g., “monopines”) may be favored on 

wooded sites with existing similar looking trees where they can be designed to adequately blend 

with and/or mimic the existing trees. In other cases, stealth-type structures that mimic structures 

typically found in the built environment where the facility is located may be appropriate (e.g., small-

scale water towers, barns, and other typical farm-related structures on or near agricultural areas). 

Rooftop or other building mounted antennas designed to blend in with the building’s existing 

architecture shall be encouraged. Co-location of a new wireless communication facility onto an 

existing telecommunication tower shall generally be favored over construction of a new tower. 

Owners/operators of wireless communication towers/facilities are required to maintain the 

appearance of the tower/facility, as approved, throughout its operational life. Public vistas from 
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scenic roads, as designated in General Plan/LCP Section 5.10.10, shall be afforded the highest 

level of protection. 

(6)    Height. The height of a wireless communication tower shall be measured from the existing 

undisturbed ground surface below the center of the base of said tower to the top of the tower itself 

or, if higher, to the tip of the highest antenna or piece of equipment attached thereto. In the case of 

building-mounted towers the height of the tower includes the height of the portion of the building on 

which it is mounted. In the case of “crank-up” or other similar towers whose height can be adjusted, 

the height of the tower shall be the maximum height to which it is capable of being raised. All 

towers shall be designed to be the shortest height possible so as to minimize visual impact. Any 

applications for towers of a height more than the allowed height for structures in the zoning district 

must include a written justification proving the need for a tower of that height and the absence of 

viable alternatives that would have less visual impact, and shall, in addition to any other required 

findings and/or requirements, require a variance approval pursuant to SCCC 13.10.230. 

(7)    Lighting. Except as provided for under subsection (A)(5) of this section, all wireless 

communication facilities shall be unlit except when authorized personnel are present at night. 

(8)    Roads and Parking. All wireless communication facilities shall be served by the minimum 

sized roads and parking areas feasible. 

(9)    Vegetation Protection and Facility Screening. 

(a)    In addition to stealth structural designs, vegetative screening may be necessary to 

minimize wireless communication facility visibility within public viewsheds. All new vegetation 

to be used for screening shall be compatible with existing surrounding vegetation. Vegetation 

used for screening purposes shall be capable of providing the required screening upon 

completion of the permitted facility (i.e., an applicant cannot rely on the expected future 

screening capabilities of the vegetation at maturity to provide the required immediate 

screening). 

(b)    Because Santa Cruz County contains many unique and threatened plant species and 

habitat areas, all telecommunications facilities to be located in areas of extensive natural 

vegetation shall be installed in such a manner so as to maintain the existing native vegetation. 

Where necessary, appropriate mature landscaping can be used to screen the facility. 

However, so as to not pose an invasive or genetic contamination threat to local gene pools, all 

vegetation proposed and/or required to be planted that is associated with a wireless 

communication facility shall be noninvasive species native to Santa Cruz County, and 

specifically native to the project location. Nonnative and/or invasive species shall be 

prohibited (such as any species listed on the California Exotic Pest Plant Council “Pest Plant 

List” in the categories entitled “A,” “B,” or “Red Alert”). Cultivars of native plants that may 

cause genetic pollution (such as all manzanita, oak, monkey flower, poppy, lupine, paintbrush 
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and ceanothus species) shall be prohibited in these relatively pristine areas. All wireless 

communication facility approvals in such areas shall be conditioned for the removal of 

nonnative invasive plants (e.g., iceplant) in the area disturbed by the facility and replanting 

with appropriate non-invasive native species capable of providing similar or better vegetated 

screening and/or visual enhancement of the facility unless the decision-making body 

determines that such removal and replanting would be more environmentally damaging than 

leaving the existing nonnative and/or invasive species in place (e.g., a eucalyptus grove that 

provides over wintering habitat for Monarch butterflies may be better left alone). All 

applications shall provide detailed landscape/vegetation plans specifying the non-invasive 

native plant species to be used, including identification of sources to be used to supply seeds 

and/or plants for the project. Any such landscape/vegetation plan shall be prepared by a 

qualified botanist experienced with the types of plants associated with the facility area. For 

purposes of this section, “mature landscaping” shall mean trees, shrubs or other vegetation of 

a size that will provide the appropriate level of visual screening immediately upon installation. 

All nursery stock, construction materials and machinery, and personnel shall be free of soil, 

seeds, insects, or microorganisms that could pose a hazard to the native species or the 

natural biological processes of the areas surrounding the site (e.g., Argentine ants or 

microorganisms causing sudden oak death or pine pitch canker disease). Underground lines 

shall be routed outside of plant drip lines to avoid damage to tree and large shrub root 

systems to the maximum extent feasible. 

(c)    No actions shall be taken subsequent to project completion with respect to the 

vegetation present that would increase the visibility of the facility itself or the access road and 

power/telecommunication lines serving it. All owners of the property and all operators of the 

facility shall be jointly and severally responsible for maintenance (including irrigation) and 

replacement of all required landscaping for as long as the permitted facility exists on the site. 

(10)    Fire Prevention/Emergency Response. All wireless communication facilities shall be 

designed and operated in such a manner so as to minimize the risk of igniting a fire or intensifying 

one that otherwise occurs. To this end, all of the following measures shall be implemented for all 

wireless communication facilities, when determined necessary by the Fire Chief: 

(a)    At least one-hour fire resistant interior surfaces shall be used in the construction of all 

buildings; 

(b)    Rapid entry (KNOX) systems shall be installed as required by the Fire Chief; 

(c)    Type and location of vegetation, screening materials and other materials within 10 feet of 

the facility and all new structures, including telecommunication towers, shall have review for 

fire safety purposes by the Fire Chief. Requirements established by the Fire Chief shall be 

followed; 
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(d)    All tree trimmings and trash generated by construction of the facility shall be removed 

from the property and properly disposed of prior to building permit finalization or 

commencement of operation, whichever comes first; and 

(e)    For the protection of emergency response personnel, at any wireless communication 

facility where there is the possibility that RF radiation levels in excess of the FCC public 

exposure limit could be experienced by emergency response personnel working in close 

proximity to antennas/RF-emitting devices, said facility shall have an on-site emergency 

power shut-off (e.g., “kill switch”) to de-energize all RF-related circuitry/componentry at the 

base station site, or some other method (acceptable to the local Fire Chief) for de-energizing 

the facility. For multi-facility (co-location) sites where there is a possibility that RF radiation 

levels in excess of the FCC public exposure limit could be experienced by emergency 

response personnel working in close proximity to antennas/RF-emitting devices, a single 

power shut off switch (or other method acceptable to the local Fire Chief) shall be installed 

that will de-energize all facilities at the site in the event of an emergency. 

(11)    Noise and Traffic. All wireless communication facilities shall be constructed and operated in 

such a manner as to minimize the amount of disruption caused to nearby properties. To that end all 

the following measures shall be implemented for all wireless communication facilities: 

(a)    Outdoor noise producing construction activities shall only take place on nonholiday 

weekdays between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. unless allowed at other times by the 

approving body; and 

(b)    Backup generators shall only be operated during power outages and for testing and 

maintenance purposes. If the facility is located within 100 feet of a residential dwelling unit, 

noise attenuation measures shall be included to reduce noise levels at the facility to a 

maximum exterior noise level of 60 Ldn at the property line and a maximum interior noise 

level of 45 Ldn within nearby residences. 

(12)    Facility and Site Sharing (Co-Location). New wireless communication towers should be 

designed to accommodate multiple carriers, and/or to be readily modified to accommodate multiple 

carriers, so as to facilitate future co-locations and thus minimize the need to construct additional 

towers, if it will not create significant visual impacts. Proposed new wireless communication 

facilities at co-location/multi-carrier sites that would result in more than nine total individual 

antennas, and/or more than three above-ground equipment enclosures/shelters, located on the 

same parcel are considered to result in significant visual impacts and are prohibited, unless the 

applicant can prove that the proposed additional antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or 

otherwise made inconspicuous such that additional visual impacts are not created. Existing legal 

co-location/multi-carrier WCF sites that exceed these limits are allowed to retain their current 

number of antennas and equipment shelters/enclosures. New telecommunications towers should 

be designed and constructed to accommodate up to no more than nine total individual antennas, 
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unless the applicant can prove that the additional antennas/equipment will be camouflaged or 

otherwise made inconspicuous such that additional visual impacts are not created. New wireless 

communication facility components, including but not limited to parking areas, access roads, and 

utilities, should also be designed so as not to preclude site sharing by multiple users, as technically 

feasible, in order to remove potential obstacles to future co-location opportunities. The decision-

making body may require the facility and site sharing (co-location) measures specified in this 

section if necessary to comply with the purpose, goals, objectives, policies, standards, and/or 

requirements of the General Plan/Local Coastal Program, including SCCC 13.10.660 through 

13.10.668, inclusive, and the applicable zoning district standards in any particular case. However, a 

wireless service provider will not be required to lease more land than is necessary for the proposed 

use. If room for potential future additional users cannot, for technical reasons, be accommodated 

on a new wireless communication tower/facility, written justification stating the reasons why shall be 

submitted by the applicant. Approvals of wireless communication facilities shall include a 

requirement that the owner/operator agrees to the following co-location parameters: 

(a)    To respond in a timely, comprehensive manner to a request for information from a 

potential co-location applicant, in exchange for a reasonable fee not in excess of the actual 

cost of preparing a response; 

(b)    To negotiate in good faith for shared use of the wireless communication facility by third 

parties; and 

(c)    To allow shared use of the wireless communication facility if an applicant agrees in 

writing to pay reasonable charges for co-location. 

(13)    Coastal Zone Design Criteria. In addition to the requirements set forth herein, all wireless 

communication facilities requiring a coastal development permit shall conform with the Coastal 

Zone design criteria requirements of SCCC 13.20.130. 

(14)    Signage. A notice shall be posted at the main entrance of all buildings or structures where 

structure-mounted or free-standing wireless communication facilities are located on the same 

parcel. The notice shall be 12 inches by 12 inches and shall inform the public that a wireless 

communication facility is located on the building, structure or property and shall be consistent with 

the requirements of Federal law. 

(15)    Existing Facilities. Where applications involve existing wireless communication facilities, 

modifications to the existing facilities to reduce environmental impacts, including visual impacts, 

shall be pursued as technically feasible. If such modifications would reduce impacts, then such 

modifications shall be made as feasible, technically and otherwise, provided the reduction in impact 

is roughly commensurate with the cost to make the modifications. 

(16)    Approved Project. Approvals of wireless communication facilities shall require that the 

facility, including, but not limited to, all stealth design measures and vegetation screening, be 
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maintained in its approved state for as long as it exists on the site. Approved facility plans, detailing 

the approved facility and all camouflaging elements, and including all maintenance parameters 

designed to ensure that camouflaging is maintained over the life of the project, shall be required for 

all approvals. 

(17)    Ongoing Evaluation. Wireless communication service providers are encouraged to evaluate 

their wireless communication facilities on a regular basis to ensure that they are consistent with the 

goals, objectives, policies, and requirements of the General Plan/Local Coastal Program, including 

specifically siting and design standards meant to minimize any negative impacts to visual resources 

and the character of the built and natural environment. Wireless service providers are encouraged 

to individually and collectively pursue modifications to their networks and/or individual facilities to 

reduce environmental impacts, including visual impacts; particularly over time as new technologies 

may be developed that allow for less visually intrusive wireless communication facilities, and/or a 

lesser number of them, while still allowing for the same or better level of wireless communication 

service associated with both any individual wireless service provider’s facilities and the overall 

universe of wireless communication facilities in the County. [Ord. 5020 §§ 3—5, 2008; Ord. 4769 

§ 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 § 2, 2003]. 

13.10.664 Non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIER) safety and monitoring requirements for 

wireless communication facilities. 

Initial post-construction monitoring of wireless communication facility NIER/radio-frequency (RF) radiation 

exposures is required for all wireless communication facilities constructed under the auspices of SCCC 

13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, to prove that all new wireless communication facilities operate in 

compliance with the FCC RF radiation exposure standards. NIER monitoring is to be conducted utilizing 

the Monitoring Protocol described in SCCC 13.10.660(D). The County may require that the required 

NIER/RF radiation monitoring reports described below may be independently reviewed by a qualified 

telecommunications/RF engineer, at the applicant’s expense. The following applies to all wireless 

communication facilities: 

(A)    Public Health and Safety. No wireless communication facility shall be located or operated in such a 

manner that it poses, either by itself or in combination with other such facilities, a potential threat to public 

health. To that end, no telecommunication facility or combination of facilities shall produce at any time 

power densities in any area that exceed the FCC-adopted standard for human exposure, as amended, or 

any more restrictive standard subsequently adopted or promulgated by the Federal government. Areas in 

the immediate vicinity of all antennas or other transmitting devices in which the FCC RF radiation 

exposure standards could potentially be exceeded, especially near rooftop antennas, must be clearly 

demarcated and/or fenced off, with warning signs in English, Spanish and international symbols clearly 

visible. 

(B)    Non-Ionizing Electromagnetic Radiation (NIER) Measurements. 
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(1)    Consistent with SCCC 13.10.662(B)(9), all applications for new wireless communication 

facilities must include written certification by a professional engineer registered in the State of 

California that the proposed facility will comply with the FCC’s RF radiation exposure standard. 

(2)    Post-Construction NIER Measurement and Reporting. Monitoring of NIER/RF radiation to 

verify compliance with the FCC’s NIER standards is required for all new wireless communication 

facilities and for all wireless communication facilities proposing to undergo a major modification of 

power output (as defined in SCCC 13.10.660(D)). This requirement shall be met through 

submission of a report documenting NIER measurements at the facility site within 90 days after the 

commencement of normal operations, or within 90 days after any major modification to power 

output of the facility. The NIER measurements shall be made, at the applicant’s expense, by a 

qualified third-party telecommunications or radio-frequency engineer, during typical peak-use 

periods, utilizing the monitoring protocol described in SCCC 13.10.660(D). The report shall list and 

describe each transmitter/antenna present at the facility, indicating the effective radiated power of 

each (for co-located facilities this would include the antennas of all other carriers at the site). The 

report shall include field measurements of NIER emissions generated by the facility and also other 

emission sources, from various directions and particularly from adjacent areas with residential 

dwellings. The report shall compare the measured results to the FCC NIER standards for such 

facilities. 

The report documenting the measurements and the findings with respect to compliance with the 

established FCC NIER exposure standard shall be submitted to the Planning Director within 90 

days of commencement of facility operation. Failure to comply with this requirement may result in 

the initiation of permit revocation proceedings by the County. 

(3)    Failed Compliance. Failure to supply the required reports, or to remain in continued 

compliance with the NIER standard established by the FCC, or other regulatory agency if 

applicable shall be grounds for review of the use permit or other entitlement and other remedy 

provisions. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 § 2, 2003]. 

13.10.665 Required findings for wireless communication facilities. 

In order to grant any commercial development permit for a wireless communication facility and/or any 

coastal development permit if the facility is located in the Coastal Zone, the approving body shall make 

the required development permit findings (SCCC 18.10.230) and the required coastal development permit 

findings if in the Coastal Zone (SCCC 13.20.110) as well as the following findings: 

(A)    That either: (1) the development of the proposed wireless communications facility as conditioned will 

not significantly affect any designated visual resources, environmentally sensitive habitat resources (as 

defined in the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP Sections 5.1, 5.10, and 8.6.6.), and/or other 

significant County resources, including agricultural, open space, and community character resources; or 

(2) there are no other environmentally equivalent and/or superior and technically feasible alternatives to 

the proposed wireless communications facility as conditioned (including alternative locations and/or 
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designs) with less visual and/or other resource impacts and the proposed facility has been modified by 

condition and/or project design to minimize and mitigate its visual and other resource impacts. 

(B)    That the site is adequate for the development of the proposed wireless communications facility and, 

for sites located in one of the prohibited and/or restricted areas set forth in SCCC 13.10.661(B) and (C), 

that the applicant has demonstrated that there are not environmentally equivalent or superior and 

technically feasible: (1) alternative sites outside the prohibited and restricted areas; and/or (2) alternative 

designs for the proposed facility as conditioned. 

(C)    That the subject property upon which the wireless communications facility is to be built is in 

compliance with all rules and regulations pertaining to zoning uses, subdivisions and any other applicable 

provisions of this title and that all zoning violation abatement costs, if any, have been paid. 

(D)    That the proposed wireless communication facility as conditioned will not create a hazard for aircraft 

in flight. 

(E)    That the proposed wireless communication facility as conditioned is in compliance with all FCC and 

California PUC standards and requirements. 

(F)    For wireless communication facilities in the Coastal Zone, that the proposed wireless communication 

facility as conditioned is consistent with all the applicable requirements of the Local Coastal Program. 

Any decision to deny a permit for a wireless communication facility shall be in writing and shall be 

supported by substantial evidence and shall specifically identify the reasons for the decision, the evidence 

that led to the decision and the written record of all evidence. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; 

Ord. 4714 § 2, 2003]. 

13.10.666 Site restoration upon termination/abandonment of wireless communication facilities. 

(A)    The site shall be restored as nearly as possible to its natural or preconstruction state within six 

months of termination of use or abandonment of the site. 

(B)    Applicant shall enter into a site restoration agreement, consistent with subsection (A) of this section, 

subject to the approval of the Planning Director. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 

§ 2, 2003]. 

13.10.667 Indemnification for wireless communication facilities. 

Each permit issued pursuant to SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, inclusive, shall have as a condition 

of the permit a requirement that the applicant defend, indemnify and hold harmless the County and its 

officers, agents, and employees from and against any claim (including attorney’s fees) against the 

County, its officers, employees or agents to attack, set aside, void or annul the approval of the permit or 

any subsequent amendment of the permit. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 § 2, 

2003]. 
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13.10.668 Telecommunications Act exception procedure. 

If the application of the requirements or limitations set forth in SCCC 13.10.660 through 13.10.668, 

inclusive, including but not limited to applicable limitations on allowed land uses, would have the effect of 

violating the Federal Telecommunications Act as amended, the approving body shall grant a 

Telecommunications Act exception to allow an exception to the offending requirement or application. The 

applicant shall have the burden of proving that application of the requirement or limitation would violate 

the Federal Telecommunications Act, and that no alternatives exist which would render the approval of a 

Telecommunications Act exception unnecessary. [Ord. 4769 § 2, 2004; Ord. 4743 § 2, 2003; Ord. 4714 

§ 2, 2003]. 
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EXHIBJ.T _G 0 
0 

NextG Networks of California, Inc. 890 Tasman Drive, Milpitas, California 95035 
Telephone 408.468.5400 -Fax 408.434.6285 

NextG Networks 

VIA EMAIL 

October 24, 2011 

County of Santa Cruz 
Planning Department 
Attn: Frank Barron 
701 Ocean Street, 4th Floor 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: . Additional Telecommunications Act Exception & Alternative Analysis 
Application#: 111114 Assessor's Parcel#: N/A (Public Right ofWay) & 058-022-11 
Owners: Caltrans, County of Santa Cruz, Coast Dairies & Land Company 

Dear Frank: 

NextG Networks of California, Inc ("NextG") investigated several alternatives to the current 
proposed design for the application referenced above. The following is a summary analysis of 
the Telecommunications Act Exception and Alternatives Analysis under the Santa Cruz County 
Code 13 .16. 65 9 et seq. ("SCCC") for the project. · 

1. Telecommunications Act Exception (SCCC 13.10.668) 

According to the Telecommunications Act, section 47 U.S.C. § 253(a), a jurisdiction's 
management of the public rights-of-way may not "prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the 
ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service." To the 
extent N extG' s teleconnnunications infrastructure serves wireless communications, the County 
also must comply with section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II), which states that jurisdictions "shall not 
prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services." 

NextG does not currently have any facilities in this area. In order to provide its customer(s) with 
telecommunications services, it requires access to the public rights of way for its equipment 
boxes. In order to support its network, it also requires construction of a small 
telecommunications hub ( 12 feet by 16 feet) on a private property parcel zoned commercial 
agriculture ("CA''). 
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Under SCCC 13.10.661(c)(l)(D), wireless cormnunications facilities are prohibited in theCA 
zone. 1 That prohibition violates the Telecommunications Act sections 253 and 332 if it results in 
a prohibition of telecommunications, including wireless, services. Denial of access to the public 
right ofway for the wireless equipment ofDAV05 and denial of the telecommunications hub at 
25 Swanton Road would result in an absolute prohibition ofNextG's services because, as 
discussed further below, it does not have any alternatives to being in the public right of way. 

NextG's other wireless equipment is attached to existing utility poles located on the inland side 
ofCabrillo Highway in the coastal zone. As a telephone corporation, this equipment is a small 
part ofNextG's fiber optic cable network, which will facilitate telecommunications and 
broadband services to this underserved area of rural Santa Cruz County. Denial of access to this 
portion of the public right of way would also result in a violation of section 253 and 332 because 
N extG would be prohibited from providing its services. 

Additionally, section 253(c) ofthe Telecommunications Act requires that jurisdictions manage 
''use of public rights-of-way on a nondiscriminatory basis." If a jurisdiction has allowed the 
traditional telephone company {"ILEC") to operate in the public right-of-way, then it must allow 
competitive local exchange companies ("CLEC"), like NextG, to access utility poles for their 
equipment as well. See TCG New York, Inc. v. City of White Plains, 305 F.3d 67, 79-80 (2nd Cir. 
2002) (the City ofWhite Plains, New York ran afoul of the law when it treated the ILEC 
differently than a CLEC).2 

· 

The County has allowed different types of entities to access the public right of way along 
Cabrillo Highway and Swanton road in order to provide a variety of utility services. NextG has 
no facilities in this area, and these wireless facilities are necessary elements of its overall wired 
network to provide telecommunications services to its customers. Denial of these necessary 
elements of its network would violate the Telecommunications Act sections 253 and 332. 

2. Alternatives Analysis (SCCC 13.10.662(c)) 

As mentioned above, N extG is a telephone corporation with the right to operate in the public 
rights-of-way under state and federal law in order to provide its telecormnunications services. 
NextG's networks are essentially wired, fiber optic cable networks with the wire placed on 
existing utility poles in the public right away, similar to the traditional telephone company, 
power, and cable companies. It is not a wireless carrier, nor can it construct traditional wireless 
sites, such as towers and monopoles. It provides radio frequency signal transport over a wired 
network with small wireless elements, which must be directly attached to the wired network. 
Prohibiting NextG from attaching to existing utility poles would be like telling the power 
company it was not allowed to attach its transformers to the utility pole--it doesn't make sense. 

13.10.662(c)(l): NextG networks require seven locations with wireless and non-wireless 
equipment attached to existing utility poles. NextG designed the network so that its six locations 

1 This section of the code is inconsistent with SCCC 13.10.312(b) (Agricultural Uses Chart), which allows 
wireless communication facilities in the CA zone with a Level V application 
2 See also, Public Utilities Code section 7901.1(b) (stating that the control exercised by municipalities over access to 
the public rights-of-way "be reasonable~' and "at a minimum, be applied to all entities in an equivalent manner.'') 
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(DAVOl-04, 09, 10) along Cabrillo Highway are on the landward side of the road, rather than the 
seaward side. N extG presented the country with two different design alternatives
communications space antennas or pole top antennas. Both of these designs are limited to what is 
allowed under General Order ("GO") 95 Rule 94.4. 

The seventh location (DA V05) is on Swanton Road on the landward side of Cabrillo Highway, 
and NextG presented two antenna heights for this location since it is on a different type of utility 
pole. Photos of each of these designs are attached for comparison Exhibit A. At this time, the 
Planning Department has expressed a preference for the communication space antenna 
configurations and the lower height for DA V05. There are no poles along Cabrillo Highway in 
this area, which is why DA V05 is on Swanton Road. NextG would need the County to allow 
NextG to place a new utility pole along Cabrillo Highway, and at this point, the County has not 
been receptive to NextG placing any new poles. 

N extG requires a telecommunications hub to support its fiber optic _cable network. There is no 
wireless equipment at the hub location, but the hub was combined with ~he project in the same 
application for streamlining purposes. The hub requires a coastal development pennit, and 
NextG provided an alternatives analysis at the request of the Planning Department. NextG 
considered three locations. A list of the alternatives is attached as Exhibit B. The feasibility of a 
telecommunications hub is dependent on having a willing landowner. NextG contacted all three 
property owners and received finn rejections from the fire department and lumber mill 
candidates. The land owner of the Swanton Berry Farm was receptive. 

NextG met with the land owner regarding a location. The land owner instructed NextG to place 
its 16' x 12' telecommunications hub in a triangular portion of the parcel between existing 
outbuildings, which is not capable of supporting agricultural production. The location of the hub 
along with photo simulations is attached as Exhibit C. The photos simulations show the design of 
the hub to blend with the existing outbuildings. 

13.10.662(c)(2): There is potential for NextG·'s facilities to provide services to multiple 
customers, but traditional "co-location" may not be possible due to constructability issues on the 
utility pole. 

13.10.662(c)(3): As mentioned in 13.10.662(c)(l), the NextG may construct its DAVOl-04, 09, 
10 in two configurations-pole top or communications space antennas. DA VOS is on Swanton 
Road because the County will not support NextG placing a new pole in the right of way of 
Cabrillo Highway. The County has expressed an interest in the communications space design on 
the utility pole. NextG looked at other hub locations, but only one landlord was receptive to the 
hub. 

13.10.662(c)(4): Photo simulations ofthe two different designs are attached below. 

13.10.662(c)(5): NextG's rights to operate in the public right of way is equivalent on all utility 
poles. NextG may locate on a different utility pole according to the safety rules in GO 95, but 
the design would be equivalent to that being proposed. There are no superior poles from a 
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design or compliance perspective .. Many utility poles are located on the seaward side of Cabrillo 
Highway, and all ofthose were avoided in order to comply with SCCC 13.10.659 et seq. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or phone if you require any additional information or 
clarification. I can be reached at 408-409-6606 or by email at nemst@nextgnetworks.net. 

Best regards, 

~~~;~ 
N atasha Ernst 
Director of Government Relations 
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EXHIBIT B: ALTERNATE HUB LOCATION CANDIDATES 

CANDIDATE LOCATION 
DATA 

Candidate name or identifier: 

Is the candidate in the search 

ring? 

Street address or descriptive 

address: 

City, County, State, Zip: 

Ground Build, Roof-top, 
Collocate, Other: 

Latitude: 

Longitude: 

Ground Elevation (AMSL): 

Rad Center elevations 

available (in feet): 

Overall Tower Height: 

Zoning jurisdiction: 

Zoning required? 

Zoning Timeline: 

Other location comments: 

Access description: 

Location accessible for 
crane? 

Will compound footprint 

accommodate g~nerator? 
Current carriers if collocation 

(if known): 

Approximate distance to 
commercial power if known: 

Existing commercial power 

vendor and rating if known: 

Distance to existing telco 
pedestal if known: 

Existing Telco provider(s) if 
known: 

CANDIDATE A 

Davenport Fire Department 

Yes 

75 Marine View 

Davenport, Santa Cruz, CA 

Ground 

372 00' 44.31 11 N 

1222 11' 46.36 11 w 

89' 

N/A 

N/A _ 

County 

Yes 

60-90 days 

None 

No issues 

Yes 

Yes 

N/A 

10' 

200 Amps 

75' 

TBD 

-121-

DATE SUBMITTED: January 14, 2011 

CANDIDATE B CANDIDATE C 

Swanton Berry Farm Big Creek Lumber 

Yes Yes 

25 Swanton Road 3564 Highway 1 

Davenport, sa·nta Cruz, Davenport, Santa 
CA Cruz, CA 95017 

Ground Ground 

372 01' 49.6711 N 372 05'.18.99 11 N 

1222 13' 05.67 11 w 1222 16' 23.07" w 

118' 152' 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

County County 

Yes Yes 

60-90 days 60-90 days 

None None 

No issues No issues 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

N/A N/A 

50' 50' 

100 Amps Unknown 

75' Unknown 

TBD TBD 
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Zoning District: (P)- Public 
Location Comments: Facility -ALLOWED PER 

Zoning District: (AG) 
zone - ALLOWED PER 

WIRELESS ORO. 

Zoning District: (AG) 
zone ALLOWED PER 

WIRELESS ORO. 
(Adjacent to Existing 

Parks & Rec) 

,CANDIDATE LANDLORD 
DATA 

Tower Owner: 

Tower Contact Name: 

Tower Contact Address: 

Tower Contact Phone: 

Tower Contact Email: 

Ground Owner: 

Ground Contact Name: 

Ground Contact Address: 

Ground Contact Phone: 

Ground Contact Email: 

Is the candidate subject to a 
Master Lease Agreement 

(MLA)? 

Landlord Comments: 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Lease: 

Zoning: 

WIRELESS ORO. 

- ~ -- - - ~ - -~ ~ - - -

N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A 

Davenport Fire Department Swanton Berry Farm Big Creek Lumbar 

Janet Webb, 
Brendan Miele Sandy/Jim President 

75 Marine View, Davenport, ·22 Swanton Road, 3564 Highway 1, 
CA 95017 Davenport, CA 95017 Davenport, CA 95017 

831-238-0480 (831) 469-8804 (831) 457-5015 . 

daven portfi re@yahoo.com sandy@cruzio.com N/A 

No No No 
I have been in discussion 
with the master tenant, 
Swanton Berry Farm, 
however the property is This property owner 

I have reached out to the owned by an absentee has been elusive thus 
landlord, and hope to be owner, who I am far, I will keep 
able to discussing space. pursuing. pursuing. 

- - T - -- -

Overall, only (3) areas which provide a viable option. 

All (3) locations allow "wireless", and in this case, this is just the equipment HUB 
with a fiber feed, meaning the applicability may not be applicable, meaning 
planning would only need to take a "administrative!! look at our proposal, which 
would be over the counter. 

-122-
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Permitting: 

Environmental: 

Regulatory: 

Construction concerns: 

Fire or Police services: 

No permitting issues, other than clearing your compliance issues (see above, if 
any}. BP process takes approximately 6 weeks in Santa Cruz County. 

Candidate A- A gas tank exists on property. Candidate B- No none issues, other 
than standing water, and the facility is used as a farm, potential diesel issues, 
Candidate C- Lumber company, no known issues. 

Not aware of any issues. 

None. New Build type construction, 11Stealthing11 would be required, screening the 
equipment, blending in with the environment. 

Volunteer fire department in Davenport. County Sheriff covers Davenport area. 

-123-
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Introduction 

ENGINEERING REPORT 
RF EXPOSURE STUDY 

(VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10510) 

NextG Networks, Inc. (NextG), located in Milpitas, California has contracted Trott Communications 

Group, Inc. (Trott), an independent RF engineering consu1ting firm located in Irving, Texas to conduct 

a Radio Frequency Exposure (RFE) Study for the NextG Antenna Configuration referenced below. 

NextG Site Name: VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 1051 0 
Site Address: N/A 

City, State: N/A 
Structure Type: Pole 

Antenna Configuration: 1 omni antenna 

NextG has requested this RFE Study to analyze, using Roofview® predictions, the "worst-case" 

(highest possible) RF field levels that could exist at Ground-Level taking into account the NextG 

Antenna Configuration noted above installed atop/on a pole. In addition, NextG has informed Trott that 

at the time of this Study no co-located (non-NextG) antennas existed at any of the applicable NextG 

sites where this Antenna Configuration is installed. 

This RFE Study was performed using Roofview® predictions/calculations to determine if the analyzed 

area ofRF fields for the noted Antenna Configuration comply with the Maximum Permissible Exposure 

(MPE) Limits for human exposure to RF fields adopted by the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) and also recognized by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The 

technical RF data used in the Roofview® prediction analysis for the NextG Antenna Configuration 

noted above is provided in the Roofview® prediction data contained in Exhibit Trott-I. 

This Report describes the methodology used in this Study and documents the results of the Roofview® 

predictions. This Report also provides, if necessary, relevant RF compliance recommendations/options 

and RF safety procedures to mitigate and/or minimize human exposure to RF fields for a site(s) where 

the NextG Antenna Configuration analyzed in this Study is installed on a pole at the same mounting 

height above ground level. This Report also provides a list of general RF safety guidelines that should 

be followed by all persons when working at a communications site. 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. NextG Networks, Inc. 
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Methodology 

Appendix B of this Report contains information and links to websites that provide details about the 

FCC human exposure standards (MPE Limits), information on evaluating compliance with the FCC 

guidelines for human exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields , information on the biological 

effects and potential hazards of RF fields and answers to the most frequently asked questions received 

by the FCC concerning RF fields and their application. Also included in Appendix B is a list of vendors 

and distributors ofRF Signs, Barriers, power breaker and electrical plug lockout devices and Personal 

Protective Equipment (PPE). The PPE includes personal RF monitors and RF protective clothing. 

Roofview® Predictions 

The Roofview® prediction analysis performed for the noted NextG Antenna Configuration took into 

considering a "worst-case" scenario, which assumed that all of the analyzed transmitters associated 

with the Antenna Configuration are broadcasting all ofthe time (lOOo/o duty-cycle). The Roofview® 

prediction software provides a means of re-analyzing the Antenna Configuration in the future if changes 

are made at a VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10510 NextG site by NextG and/or if a new FCC Licensee is 

added to the site that could affect the RF field levels at a particular location. Roofview® is a Microsoft 

Excel®-based prediction and analysis program developed by Richard Tell Associates. Roofview® 

produces color prediction maps of the percentage levels of the selected FCC MPE Limits that exist on 

each analyzed location/area (Ground-Level in this case) using a near-field/far-field spatial 

averaging model. 

The Roofview® MPE Legend provided with the Roofview® prediction map contained in 

Exhibit Trott-2 of this Report specifies what each threshold color represents on the Roofview® 

prediction map with regards to the predicted RF field levels exceeding one or both of the FCC MPE 

Limits. All yellow areas shown on a Roofview® prediction map contained in this Report represent 

RF fields that have the potential to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit and 

all red areas shown on a Roofview® prediction map represent RF fields that have the potential to 

exceed both FCC MPE Limits (this includes the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit and 

the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit). The green areas depicted on a Roofview® prediction 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 2 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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map contained in this Report represent RF fields that are many orders of magnitude below each of the 

FCC MPE Limits. In addition, the blue areas depicted on a Roofview® prediction map represent RF 

fields that are below each of the FCC MPE Limits. However, please note that blue areas depicted on a 

Roofview® prediction map that are located near yellow or red areas or near an antenna could represent 

levels of RF fields that are approaching 100% of an FCC MPE Limit. 

The Roofview® prediction analysis performed as part of this Study utilized both the FCC General 

Population/Uncontrolled and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limits since members of each 

group could have access to Ground-Level areas at a NextG site. The NextG Antenna Configuration 

being analyzed in this Study along with the associated transmitters were considered in the Roofview® 

prediction analysis. 

If a Ground-Level area ofRF fields for this Antenna Configuration is predicted to be greater than 100% 

of an FCC MPE Limit then the RF fields in this area are considered as exceeding the respective 

MPE Limit. If a prediction reveals a level ofRF fields to be 90%-1 OOo/o of an FCC MPE Limit then the 

RF fields at this Ground-Levellocation could be considered as approaching the respective FCC MPE 

Limit for this Antenna Configuration. 

Sources of RF Data used in the Roofview® Predictions 

The RF data used in this Study was provided by the NextG RF Engineer noted below. 

The technical antenna/transmitter RF data used m the Roofview® predictions for this 

Antenna Configuration is contained in Exhibit Trott-I. 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 3 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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R-esultS-OiR-0-0-fXie_w® Predictions 

As stated previously, the Roofview® prediction analysis performed for this Antenna Configuration took 

into consideration the corresponding antenna(s) and each of the transmitters connected to them. The 

prediction analysis evaluated the "worst-case" (highest possible) RF field levels that could exist at 

Ground-Level for the corresponding antennas by utilizing the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. The Roofview® MPE Legend provided 

with the Roofview® prediction map contained in Exhibit Trott-2 specifies what each threshold color 

represents on the Roofview® prediction map with regards to the predicted RF field levels exceeding 

one or both of the FCC MPE Limits. A written description of what each Roofview® threshold color 

represents is also provided in the Methodology section of this Report. 

A Roofview® prediction analysis was performed for the noted Antenna Configuration for the 

elevation/area listed in the table below. This table contains where in Appendix A of this Report the 

Roofview® prediction map and Roofview® statistical summary are located for each analyzed 

location/area. 

Description of Analyzed Roofview® prediction Roofview® statistical 
Location/ Area map contained in: summary contained in: 
Ground-Level Exhibit Trott-2 Exhibit Trott-3 

Exhibit Trott-3 contains the Roofview® statistical summary in terms of the Occupational/Controlled 

MPE Limit for the analyzed elevation/area. Please note that the MPE Limit for General 

Population/UncontrolJed exposure is five times more stringent or greater than the MPE Limit for 

Occupational/Controlled exposure. For example, 1 Oo/o of the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit 

equates to 50% of the General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit. 

The highest predicted level ofRF fields for the analyzed elevation/area for the Antenna Configuration 

being analyzed in this RFE Study are listed below in terms of each FCC MPE Limit. A description is 

also provided to define where on the analyzed elevation/area the maximum predicted RF field level 

exists per the results of the Roofview® prediction analysis. Also below is a description where the 

RF fields were predicted in Roofview® to have the potential to exceed or to approach the FCC MPE 

Limits for the analyzed Antenna Configuration. A notatiOn of"'NTR'DeTow s1gntfies that no RFfields 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 4 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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on the were predicted to exceed or to approach the respective MPE Limit and a notation of 

"(approaching)" signifies that the predicted RF fields have the potential to approach the respective FCC 

MPE Limit for the listed antenna(s). 

Ground-Level Analysis 

FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit (Maximum Predicted): I 3.0% 
FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit (Maximum Predicted): I 0.6% 

L f f M MPE L. . t I Within - 1 ' directly below the 700/800/ 1900MHz omni 
oca aon o ax. ama s: (Antenna A) 

FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit exceeding/approaching areas: 

• N/A 

FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit exceeding/approaching areas: 

• N/A 

Conclusions/Recommendations 

As stated previously, the RF compliance evaluation of the NextG noted Antenna Configuration 

installation (VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 1 051 0) was performed using Roofview® predictions. The 

following table is a summary of the Roofview® predictions that were performed for this Antenna 

Configuration. The use of "N/ A" below denotes that no co-located (non-NextG) antennas were 

evaluated in this Study. 

NextG Installation: 

No 
I The analyzed NextG installation was predicted in Roofview® to exceed/approach one or 

both of the FCC MPE Limits 
Co-located (non-NextG) Installations: 
N/A I One or more co-located (non-NextG) installations/antennas were predicted in Roofview® 

to exceed one or both of the FCC MPE Limits 

The results of the Roofview® predictions presented in the Results of Roofview® Predictions section 

are a "worst-case" scenario of the highest possible RF field levels that could exist at Ground-Level 

located near the NextG antenna installation that make up the Antenna Configuration that was analyzed 

in this Study. Thus, the results of the predictions will be used in this Report for developing the 

RF compliance/mitigation options and recommendations for this Antenna Configuration. 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 5 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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NextG RF Compliance Summary 

The following table denotes if the Antenna Configuration that was analyzed in this Study is compliant 

or non-compliant with the FCC MPE Limits on the analyzed elevation/area per the results of the 

Roofview® predictions. 

Description of Analyzed FCC General Population I FCC Occupational I 
Location/ Area Uncontrolled MPE Limit Controlled MPE Limit 
Ground-Level Compliant Compliant 

The elevation/area noted above where the Antenna Configuration was determined to be 

---~-'N-on .. -Complianf' __ with __ the_ECC __ M_I~E_ Limits __ _ar_~Jh~J!r_~~-~~-!~-~fh _ _p_~_I!_~_!:l~~! -~~-~-!9 ___ :-y_~ : ~(lt~reiJ1 _ 

Scala 840 10510 site where NextG should implement RF compliance actions and/or RF mitigation 

measures. If the analyzed elevation/area above is designated as "Compliant" then no 

RF compliance/mitigation actions are required at this type of site by NextG. 

It is important that all persons accessing and/or working at a NextG communications site be made 

aware in advance of al1 the active antennas that are installed and operational atop/on of this pole, that 

they are properly informed in advance of the high RF fields that exist or that could exist in specific 

Ground Level areas or on elevated locations/areas at the site due to the Antenna Configuration and that 

they are told in advance not to access locations/areas where the "worst-case" RF fields (if applicable) 

have the potential to exceed one or both of the FCC MPE Limits per the results of the Roofview® 

predictions. 

The rules for human exposure to RF fields adopted by the FCC specify that, in general, at multiple 

transmitter sites actions necessary to bring an area where the RF fields exceeds one or both of the FCC 

MPE Limits into compliance with the guidelines are the shared responsibility of all FCC Licensees 

(antenna owners) whose transmitters produce RF fields (field strengths or power density levels) at the 

area in question in excess of 5% of the exposure limit (MPE Limit) applicable to their particular 

transmitter. An example of a multiple transmitter site would be a communications site where NextG is 

installed along with co-located antennas that are owned, licensed and operated by a another company or 

individual. 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 6 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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NextG's RF Compliance Responsibilities 

In the case of this Study, NextG is responsible for RF compliance for the following areas for all sites 

where the Antenna Configuration (VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 1051 0) analyzed in this Study is installed. 

The areas where NextG is responsible for RF compliance are based on the locations where the RF fields 

have the potential to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit. 

Ground-Level 

• N/A 

Thus, NextG should utilize the RF compliance recommendations/options provided below to bring the 

NextG exceeding areas noted above for the analyzed Antenna Configuration into compliance with the 

FCC human exposure standards (FCC MPE Limits). 

RF Safety Plan 

The site owner/manager in conjunction with NextG and the actual owners (FCC Licensees) of the 

existing installations at each NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10510 site may elect to implement an RF 

Safety Plan for the site. This Plan should be designed to completely control all access to an 

elevation/area at this site ifRF fields thereon have the potential to exceed both of the FCC MPE Limits. 

The Plan should also include properly training all persons classified per the FCC human exposure 

standards as the General Population if they need to access am elevation/area at the site where the 

"worst-case" RF fields have the potential to exceed only the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit. The Plan should also define how persons classified per the FCC human exposure standards 

as Occupational Personnel can access an area at the site where the RF fields have the potential to 

exceed the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit if they are properly authorized and are using the 

appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). The two forms ofPPE that are relevant to RF safety 

include a personal RF monitor that can be used to detect high level RF fields that exceed the FCC 

Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit and RF protective clothing that can be worn to attenuate (reduce) 

high RF fields to levels possibly below the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. The RF Safety 

Plan should also specify which transmitters need to be powered down or locked out and how to 

coordinate and accomplish this shutdown when work is required by Occupational Personnel or the 

General Population in a given area at the site that exceeds the corresponding FCC MPE Limit. The RF 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 7 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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Safety Plan will also require posting the appropriate RF Signs in the required areas near access points 

and posting RF Signs and RF Barriers near all antennas that generate areas ofRF fields that exceed one 

or both of the FCC MPE Limits. 

General RF Safety Guidelines for NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10510 Sites 

If at anytime, a person who is not trained in RF Awareness and Safety (a member of the General 

Population) needs to work elevated above Ground-Level or in an area at a NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 

840 1051 0 site where the RF fields were predicted to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit, if a worker who is trained in RF A ware ness and Safety (Occupational Personnel) needs to 

work elevated above Ground-Level or in an area at a NextG site where the RF fields were predicted to 

exceed the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit, and/or if any person/worker (whether trained or 

not trained in RF Awareness and Safety) needs to work elevated above Ground-Level so that work is 

being performed in or near the aperture of an existing antenna, then the work should be carefully 

coordinated in advance by the Site Owner or Site Manager with the appropriate Wireless Carriers I 

FCC Licensees (Antenna Owner or Owners) so that the necessary RF safety procedures/guidelines can 

be implemented at the respective site. These RF safety procedures/guidelines will help to ensure that a 

worker does not access an area at a NextG VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 I 0510 site where the RF fields 

could exceed one or possibly both of the FCC MPE Limits. Personnel working in an area mentioned 

above could include, but are not limited to, a person repairing or maintaining a portion of the pole, a 

person performing a visual inspection of the pole, and/or a person working on existing antennas or 

installing new antennas on/atop of the pole. The RF safety procedures mentioned above could include 

but are not limited to modifying the manner in which the work is being performed on/atop the pole in 

order to maximize the worker's vertical and/or horizontal separation from a specific antenna(s) or an 

FCC MPE Limit exceeding area, wearing a personal RF monitor to detect high levels ofRF fields while 

working near an antenna(s), scheduling the work at the site during off-peak times (possibly late at 

night) when the RF fields at the site could be lower, and/or powering down or off (locking out) the 

radio transmitter(s) that are connected to the pertinent antenna(s) at the site while working near the 

antenna( s). 

As a precautionary measure and as a good rule of thumb, Trott recommends that all personnel accessing 

a communication site should always strive to maximize their horizontal and vertical separation between 
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themselves and all of the existing antennas that are installed atop the pole. When an antenna's aperture 

is accessible from a given elevation/area at a communication site the chance that this antenna could 

generate RF fields on the location/area that exceeds an FCC MPE Limit when it is transmitting is much 

greater due to the proximity that a person can get near the RF emitting source (aperture accessibility). 

Please note that the aperture of a directional antenna (i.e. panel antenna, microwave dish, yagi) is the 

front portion of the antenna that is emitting/generating the actual RF energy (fields) in a given direction 

and the aperture of an omni-directional antenna is the upper portion of the antenna above its mounting 

area that emits RF energy in all directions (360 degrees). The location near a transmitting antenna 

where its RF fields have the potential to be at their highest level is located near the aperture of the 

antenna. For a directional antenna this would be in front of and possibly along the sides of the antenna. 

When an antenna ' s aperture is accessible from a given area at a communication site the chance that this 

antenna could generate RF fields in this area that exceeds an FCC MPE Limit when it is transmitting is 

much greater due to the proximity that a person can get near the RF emitting source (aperture 

accessibility). 

lfwork is required on any existing antenna and/or transmitter at the NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 

10510 site, then the radio transmitter connected to the antenna/transmitter being worked on should be 

disabled for the duration of the maintenance and/or repair. All personnel working on antennas, 

transmitters and/or climbing the pole should be trained in RF Awareness and Safety (Occupational 

Personnel) and should use the proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) when required.lt is always 

recommended by Trott that all NextG employees, their contractors, and all other personnel climbing the 

pole and/or working on the NextG radio equipment (transmitter/receivers/antenna) should follow the 

Guidelines for Working in Radio Frequency Environments at all times (see these Guidelines in Exhibit 

Trott-4 herein). All personnel climbing the pole or working elevated above Ground-Level near the 

pole should understand in advance if and where the RF field levels have the potential to exceed one or 

both of the FCC MPE Limits in relationship (horizontally and vertically) to the existing antenna(s) so 

that the necessary RF safety measures can be followed. 
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RF Signs- Please refer to Exhibit Trott-4 contained herein for details regarding the RF Signs (if any) 

that Trott recommends to be installed at a site where this Antenna Configuration is installed per the 

results ofthis Study. 

Anil Jacob, RF Systems Engineer 

April 12, 2011 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 10 

Raymond C. Trott, P .E. 

April 12, 2011 
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Appendix A - Exhibits 

Roofview® Prediction Data 
Exhibit Trott-1 

Nun I D Name Frea I Power Power I M1a Model I X Y 
11A.700 Omni Antenna 1a ([TE)- I 746.00000 32.0 32.0 Kathrein Scala 84010510 100.0 100.0 
2 A.800 Omni Antenna 1b (CELL) 880.50000 16.0 16.0 Kathrein Scala 84010510 100.0 100.0 
3 A.1900 Omni Antenna 1c (PCS) 1 1976.25000 16.0 16.0 Kathrein Scala 84010510 100.0 100.0 

Ground-Level Analysis 
(The antenna z-heights listed above are referenced to the base of the pole) 

Date 4f1 2f11 12: 01 PM 

Artenna Pixel I An 
)( y z Nun 

1 00 1 00 33 .5 1 
100 100 33.5 2 
100 100 33.5 3 
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Roofview® Prediction Map 
Exhibit Trott-2 

Ground-Level Analysis 

OcC\4)1111onel Gen«-' Popylalion 
Color (Controlled) ~onuoledl 

• NarHuotlop h .. Non-roolop he• 

Non-~:(Zed Rooftop Non-eNiyled Rooftop 

:: •% :: 20% 
:: 20% ! 100% 

:: 100% ::~ 

• > 100"4 > 500% 

Roofview® MPE Legend 
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Roofview® Statistical Summary 
Exhibit Trott-3 

0-4 

5-20 

21 -100 
) 100 

... -sta.ti ~ti ca. I sum m a.,Y 
I' ' 

SQ. F1T %SQ. FT _ 

40000 100.00 % of total ROOF Area 

40000 100.00 % of Selected Area 

0 0.00 % of Selected Area 

0 0.00 % of Selected Area 

0 0. 00 % of Selected Area 

Ground-Level Analysis 
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Existing and Recommended RF Signage 
Exhibit Trott-4 

NOTICE 16 I CAUTION I 
The radio frequency (RF) emissions at this site have been evaluated for potential 
RF exposure to persoiYlel who may need to work near !hess antennas. 

The radio frequency (RF) emissions at this site have been evaluated for potential 
RF exposure to personnel who may need to woOl near these anlennae. 

RF EXPOSURE AT _ FEET OR CLOSER TO THE FACE OF THE 
ANTENNA MAY EXCEED THE FCC PUBLIC EXPOSURE STANDARD 
AND THUS ONLY QUALIFIED RF WORKERS MAY WORK IN THIS 
FOOT EXCLUSION ZONE. OTHERS WHO NEED TO WORK IN THE 
EXCLUSION ZONE SHOULD CALL 

RF EXPOSURE AT-FEET OR CLOSER TO THE FACE OF THE ANTENNA 
MAY EXCEED THE FCC OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS. OBEY All 
SITE RF SAFETY GUIDELINES. ONLY QUALIFIED WORKERS THAT HAVE 
RF SAFETY TRAINING MAY WORK NEAR THIS-FOOT EXCLUSION 
ZONE. ANYONE NEEDING TO WORK INSIDE THE EXCLUSION ZONE 

FOR INSTRUCTIONS. REFER TO SITE II 

RECOMMENDED RF SIGNS: 

Type of RF Sign: 
Blue NOTICE RF Sign 

(see top-right sign above) 
Yellow CAUTION RF Sign 

(see top-left sign above) 
Yellow GUIDELINES RF Sign 

(see bottom sign above) 

SHOULD CALL FOR INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR 
COMMENCING WORK. REFE.R TO SITE I 

._,~ ,......, C'~~CY-.,• • fJCC: t "'.M,~tt.~OU~.~Wort ,-ot , A.,a41tJ'7 . 

& NOTICE & 
GUIDELINES FOR WORKING IN 

RADIOFREQUENCY ENVIRONMENTS 
16 All peraonnel •hould h8Ve electromagnetic energy (EME) 

ewarene .. training. 

16 All penonnel enterlng this aJte must be authorized. 

16 Obey all po•ted ~· 

16 Assume all antenna. are active. 
16 Before working on ant.ennu. notify owners and disable 

.pproprtate tran.mlttera. 

16 Maintain minimum 3 feet cleal'llnCe from allanteMaa. 
~ Do not •top In front of antennas. 
16 u .. penonal RF rnonltonl while working near antenna. 

lb. Never operate transmttten without shields during 
normal operation. 

16 Do not operate beN .tat1on antenna In equipment room. 

Quantity: Sign Location Description: 

0 N/A 

0 N/A 

0 N/A 

TO 

Note: If applicable, the following page(s) of this Report contain(s) the NextG NOTICE and/or CAUTION 
RF Sign(s) noted above with the RF safety distances (exclusion zones) filled in. 
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APPENDIX B- Background Information & RF Safety Equipment Vendors 

The following two pages of information were taken from the FCC Office of Engineering and 

Technology (OET) Bulletin 65 - "Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human 

Exposure to Radio frequency Electromagnetic Fields". 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires agencies of the Federal 

Government to evaluate the effects of their actions on the quality of the human environment. To 

meet its responsibilities under NEPA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has 

adopted requirements for evaluating/analyzing the environmental impact of its actions (see 4 7 

CPR ' 1.130 I , et seq.). One of several environmental factors addressed by these requirements is 

human exposure to RF energy (RF fields) emitted by FCC-regulated transmitters and facilities. 

The FCC adopted guidelines to be used for evaluating human exposure to RF fields incorporates 

limits for Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) for transmitters operating at frequencies 

between 300 kHz and I 00 GHz. The FCC MPE Limits are based on exposure limits 

recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and, 

over a wide range of frequencies , the exposure limits developed by the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineers (lEEE) and adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 

The results of the Roofview® predictions and OET 65 calculations presented in this Report are 

based on the FCC MPE Limits. The FCC' s two tiers of MPE Limits are dependent on the 

situation in which the exposure takes place and/or the status of the individuals who are subject to 

exposure. The decision on which tier (MPE Limit) applies in a given situation should be based on 

the application of the following definitions for the FCC GeueraLPopulation/Uncontrolled MPE 

Limit and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. 

The FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit applies to situations in which persons are 

exposed as a consequence of their employment and in which those persons who are exposed have 

been made fully aware of the potential for exposure and can exercise control over their exposure. 

The Occupational/Controlled exposure limits also apply where exposure is of a transient nature as 

a result of incidental passage through a location where exposure levels may be above general 
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population/uncontrolled limits (see below), as long as the exposed person has been made fully 

aware of the potential for exposure and can exercise control over their exposure by leaving the 

area or by some other appropriate means. 

The FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit applies to situations in which the 

general public may be exposed or in which persons who are exposed as a consequence of their 

employment may not be made full y aware of the potential for exposure or cannot exercise control 

over their exposure. Therefore, members of the general public would always be considered under 

this category when exposure is not employment-related, for example, in the case of a 

telecommunications tower that exposes persons in a nearby residential area. 

Another feature of the FCC MPE Limits is that exposures may be averaged over certain periods 

of time with the average not to exceed the Limit for continuous exposure. It is very important to 

note that for General Population/Uncontrolled exposures it is often not possible to control 

exposure to the extent that averaging times can be applied. In these situations (general 

population/uncontrolled) it is often necessary to assume continuous exposure. In general , time 

averaging of exposures is usually more practical in controlled situations where occupational 

exposure is the only issue. Since this RFE Study deals with uncontrolled situations and general 

population, exposure time averaging will not be addressed in this Report as a recommendation for 

RF compliance and thus continuous exposure will be assumed in all cases. 

If an area of RF fields at communications site is predicted to be greater than 100% of an FCC 

MPE Limit then the RF fields in this area are considered as exceeding the respective MPE Limit. 

If a prediction/calculation reveals a level of RF fields to be 90%-100% of an FCC MPE Limit 

then the RF fields at this location could be considered as approaching the respective FCC MPE 

Limit. 
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For additional background information about radio frequency electromagnetic fields, information 

on the FCC's MPE Limits and information on the biological effects and potential hazards of 

RF fields please visit the FCC radio frequency safety website at: www.fcc.gov/oet/rfsafetv/. 

As you scroll down the FCC's RF safety webpage you will see links to and/or downloadable 

documents for the following: 

[!] Background Information - This section contains information about the FCC policy on 
human exposure to RF electromagnetic fields 

[!] Radiofrequency Energy Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) - This section contains 
answers to the most frequently asked questions received by the FCC concerning RF fields and 
their application. 

[!] OET Bulletin 56 - Questions and Answers about Biological Effects Potential Hazards of 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields (Fourth Edition, August 1999) 

This is an informative bulletin written as a result of increasing interest and concern of the public 
with respect to this issue. The expanding use of radio frequency technology has resulted in 
speculation concerning the alleged "electromagnetic pollution" of the environment and the 
potential dangers of exposure to non-ionizing radiation. This publication is designed to provide 
factual information to the public by answering some of the most commonly asked questions. 

[!] OET Bulletin 65 - Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human Exposure to 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields 

This technical bulletin was issued to provide guidance in the implementation of the Commission's 
new exposure Limits and policies. The bulletin provides acceptable methods of determining 
compliance Commission Limits through the use of mathematical and empirical models. 

[!] A Local Government Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: 
Rules, Procedures, and Practical Guidance. The LSGAC and the FCC have developed this 
guide to aid local governmental officials and citizens in understanding safety issues related to 
radiofrequency emissions from telecommunications towers. 

[!] Information on Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Fields from Cellular and PCS 
Radio Transmitters - This page explains technical information on cellular and PCS base 
stations, mobile, and portable telephones. 

Also please visit the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) website at the link provided below 

to get additional information about the safety of cell phones. 

www.fda.gov/Radiation-EmittingProducts/RadiationEmittingProductsandProcedures/HomeBusinessandEntertainment/Cei!Phones/default.htm 
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RF Safety Equipment Vendors 

The following is a partial list of vendors and distributors of RF Signs, Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) including personal RF monitors and RF protective clothing, Barriers, and 

power breaker and electrical plug lockout devices. Please consult with the vendor and/or 

distributor of each product in order to select the best model or device for your particular need or 

application. 

NARDA Microwave-East 
Telephone#: (631) 231-1700 www.nardamicrowave.com 
Products: Personal RF Monitors, RF Area Monitors 

NSP America, Inc. 
Telephone#: (704) 372-6620 www.nspworldwide.com 
Products: RF Protective Clothing 

TESSCO Technologies, Inc. 
Telephone#: (800) 508-5444 www.tessco.com 
Products: RF Signs, Personal RF Monitors, RF Protective Clothing 

SETON Identification Products 
Telephone#: (800) 571-2596 www.seton.com 
Products: Barriers, Power breaker lockouts, power cord and plug lockout devices, and more 
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Introduction 

ENGINEERING REPORT 
RF EXPOSURE STUDY 

(VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10525) 

NextG Networks, Inc. (NextG), located in Milpitas, California has contracted Trott Communications 

Group, Inc. (Trott), an independent RF engineering consulting firm located in Irving, Texas to conduct 

a Radio Frequency Exposure (RFE) Study for the NextG Antenna Configuration referenced below. 

NextG Site Name: VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 10525 
Site Address: N/A 

City, State: N/A 
Structure Type: Pole 

Antenna Configuration: 2 panel antennas 

NextG has requested this RFE Study to analyze, using Roofview® predictions, the "worst-case" 

(highest possible) RF field levels that could exist at Ground-Level taking into account the NextG 

Antenna Configuration noted above installed atop/on a pole. No site survey was performed by Trott for 

this RFE Study. In addition, NextG has informed Trott that at the time of this Study no co-located 

(non-NextG) antennas existed at any of the applicable NextG sites where this Antenna Configuration is 

installed. 

This RFE Study was performed using Roofview® predictions/calculations to determine if the analyzed 

area ofRF fields for the noted Antenna Configuration comply with the Maximum Permissible Exposure 

(MPE) Limits for human exposure to RF fields adopted by the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) and also recognized by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The 

technical RF data used in the Roofview® prediction analysis for the NextG Antenna Configuration 

noted above is provided in the Roofview® prediction data contained in Exhibit Trott-I. 

This Report describes the methodology used in this Study and documents the results of the Roofview® 

predictions. This Report also provides, if necessary, relevant RF compliance recommendations/options 

and RF safety procedures to mitigate and/or minimize human exposure to RF fields for a site(s) where 

the NextG Antenna Configuration analyzed in this Study is installed on a pole at the same mounting 

height above ground level. This Report also provides a list of general RF safety guidelines that should 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. NextG Networks, Inc. 
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be followed by all persons when working at a communications site. 

Methodology 

Appendix B of this Report contains information and Jinks to websites that provide details about the 

FCC human exposure standards (MPE Limits), information on evaluating compliance with the FCC 

guidelines for human exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields, information on the biological 

effects and potential hazards ofRF fields and answers to the most frequently asked questions received 

by the FCC concerning RF fields and their application. Also included in Appendix B is a list of vendors 

and distributors ofRF Signs, Barriers, power breaker and electrical plug lockout devices and Personal 

Protective Equipment (PPE). The PPE includes personal RF monitors and RF protective clothing. 

Roofview® Predictions 

The Roofview® prediction analysis performed for the noted NextG Antenna Configuration took into 

considering a "worst-case" scenario, which assumed that all of the analyzed transmitters associated 

with the Antenna Configuration are broadcasting all of the time (1 00% duty-cycle). The Roofview® 

prediction software provides a means of re-analyzing the Antenna Configuration in the future if changes 

are made at a VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10525 NextG site by NextG and/or if a new FCC Licensee is 

added to the site that could affect the RF field levels at a particular location. Roofview® is a Microsoft 

Excel®-based prediction and analysis program developed by Richard Tell Associates. Roofview® 

produces color prediction maps of the percentage levels of the selected FCC MPE Limits that exist on 

each analyzed location/area (Ground-Level in this case) using a near-field/far-field spatial 

averaging model. 

The Roofview® MPE Legend provided with the Roofview® prediction map contained in 

Exh ibit Trott-2 of this Report specifies what each threshold color represents on the Roofview® 

prediction map with regards to the predicted RF field levels exceeding one or both of the FCC MPE 

Limits. All yellow areas shown on a Roofview® prediction map contained in this Report represent 

RF fields that have the potential to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit and 

all red areas shown on a Roofview® prediction map represent RF fields that have the potential to 

exceed both FCC MPE Limits (this includes the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit and 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 2 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit). The green areas depicted on a Roofview® prediction 

map contained in this Report represent RF fields that are many orders of magnitude below each of the 

FCC MPE Limits. In addition, the blue areas depicted on a Roofview® prediction map represent RF 

fields that are below each of the FCC MPE Limits. However, please note that blue areas depicted on a 

Roofview® prediction map that are located near yellow or red areas or near an antenna could represent 

levels of RF fields that are approaching 100% of an FCC MPE Limit. 

The Roofview® prediction analysis performed as part of this Study utilized both the FCC General 

Population/Uncontrolled and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limits since members of each 

group could have access to Ground-Level areas at a NextG site. The NextG Antenna Configuration 

being analyzed in this Study along with the associated transmitters were considered in the Roofview® 

prediction analysis. 

If a Ground-Level area ofRF fields for this Antenna Configuration is predicted to be greater than 100% 

of an FCC MPE Limit then the RF fields in this area are considered as exceeding the respective 

MPE Limit. If a prediction reveals a level ofRF fields to be 90%-100% of an FCC MPE Limit then the 

RF fields at this Ground-Level location could be considered as approaching the respective FCC MPE 

Limit for this Antenna Configuration. 

Sources of RF Data used in the Roofview® Predictions 

The RF data used in this Study was provided by the NextG RF Engineer noted below. 

Contact Name I Data Source 

The technical antenna/transmitter RF data used m the Roofview® predictions for this 

Antenna Configuration is contained in Exhibit Trott-I. 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 3 NextG Networks, Inc. 
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Results of Roofview® Predictions 

As stated previously, the Roofview® prediction analysis performed for this Antenna Configuration took 

into consideration the corresponding antenna(s) and each of the transmitters connected to them. The 

prediction analysis evaluated the "worst-case" (highest possible) RF field levels that could exist at 

Ground-Level for the corresponding antennas by utilizing the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. The Roofview® MPE Legend provided 

with the Roofview® prediction map contained in Exhibit Trott-2 specifies what each threshold color 

represents on the Roofview® prediction map with regards to the predicted RF field levels exceeding 

one or both of the FCC MPE Limits. A written description of what each Roofview® threshold color 

represents is also provided in the Methodology section ofthis Report. 

A Roofview® prediction analysis was performed for the noted Antenna Configuration for the 

elevation/area listed in the table below. This table contains where in Appendix A of this Report the 

Roofview® prediction map and Roofview® statistical summary are located for each analyzed 

location/area. 

Description of Analyzed Roofview® prediction Roofview® statistical 
Location/Area map contained in: summary contained in: 
Ground-Level Exhibit Trott-2 Exhibit Trott-3 

Exhibit Trott-3 contains the Roofview® statistical summary in terms of the Occupational/Controlled 

MPE Limit for the analyzed elevation/area. Please note that the MPE Limit for General 

Population/Uncontrolled exposure is five times more stringent or greater than the MPE Limit for 

Occupational/Controlled exposure. For example, 1 Oo/o of the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit 

equates to 50o/o of the General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit. 

The highest predicted level ofRF fields for the analyzed elevation/area for the Antenna Configuration 

being analyzed in this RFE Study are listed below in terms of each FCC MPE Limit. A description is 

also provided to define where on the analyzed elevation/area the maximum predicted RF field level 

exists per the results of the Roofview® prediction analysis. Also below is a description where the 

RF fields were predicted in Roofview® to have the potential to exceed or to approach the FCC MPE 

Limits for the analyzed Antenna Configuration. A notation of "N/ A" below signifies that no RF fields 
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on the were predicted to exceed or to approach the respective MPE Limit and a notation of 

"(approaching)" signifies that the predicted RF fields have the potential to approach the respective FCC 

MPE Limit for the listed antenna(s). 

Ground-Level Analysis 

FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit (Maximum Predicted): I 
FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit (Maximum Predicted): I 
L f fM MPE L" .1 I Within - I ' directly in front of and below the 

oca 100 0 ax. •m• s: 700/800/1900MHz R_anels (Antennas A & B) 

FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit exceeding/approaching areas: 

• N/A 

28.0% 
5.6% 

FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit exceeding/approaching areas: 

• N/A 

Conclusions/Recommendations 

As stated previously, the RF compliance evaluation of the NextG noted Antenna Configuration 

installation (VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525) was performed using Roofview® predictions. The 

following table is a summary of the Roofview® predictions that were performed for this Antenna 

Configuration. The use of "N/A" below denotes that no co-located (non-NextG) antennas were 

evaluated in this Study. 

NextG Installation : 

No 
I The analyzed NextG installation was predicted in RooJView® to exceed/approach one or 

both ofthe FCC MPE Limits 
Co-located (non-NextG) Installations: 
N/A I One or more co-located (non-NextG) installations/antennas were predicted in RooJView® 

to exceed one or both of the FCC MPE Limits 

The results of the Roofv iew® predictions presented in the Results of Roofview® Predictions section 

are a "worst-case" scenario of the highest possible RF field levels that could exist at Ground-Level 

located near the NextG antenna installation that make up the Antenna Configuration that was analyzed 

in this Study. Thus, the results of the predictions will be used in this Report for developing the 

RF compliance/mitigation options and recommendations for this Antenna Configuration. 
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NextG RF Compliance Summary 

The following table denotes if the Antenna Configuration that was analyzed in this Study is compliant 

or non-compliant with the FCC MPE Limits on the analyzed elevation/area per the results of the 

Roofview® predictions. 

Description of Analyzed FCC General Population I FCC Occupational I 
Location/Area Uncontrolled MPE Limit Controlled MPE Limit 
Ground-Level Compliant Compliant 

The elevation/area noted above where the Antenna Configuration was determined to be 

"Non-Compliant" with the FCC MPE Limits are the areas at each pertinent NextG VRZ - Kathrein 

Scala 840 I 0525 site where NextG should implement RF compliance actions and/or RF mitigation 

measures. If the analyzed elevation/area above is designated as "Compliant" then no 

RF compliance/mitigation actions are required at this type of site by NextG. 

It is important that all persons accessing and/or working at a NextG communications site be made 

aware in advance of all the active antennas that are installed and operational atop/on of this pole, that 

they are properly informed in advance of the high RF fields that exist or that could exist in specific 

Ground Level areas or on elevated locations/areas at the site due to the Antenna Configuration and that 

they are told in advance not to access locations/areas where the "worst-case" RF fields (if applicable) 

have the potential to exceed one or both of the FCC MPE Limits per the results of the Roofview® 

predictions. 

The rules for human exposure to RF fields adopted by the FCC specify that, in general , at multiple 

transmitter sites actions necessary to bring an area where the RF fields exceeds one or both of the FCC 

MPE Limits into compliance with the guidelines are the shared responsibility of all FCC Licensees 

(antenna owners) whose transmitters produce RF fields (field strengths or power density levels) at the 

area in question in excess of 5% of the exposure limit (MPE Limit) applicable to their particular 

transmitter. An example of a multiple transmitter site would be a communications site where NextG is 

installed along with co-located antennas that are owned, licensed and operated by a another company or 

individual. 
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NextG's RF Compliance Responsibilities 

In the case of this Study, NextG is responsible for RF compliance for the following areas for all sites 

where the Antenna Configuration (VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525) analyzed in this Study is installed. 

The areas where NextG is responsible for RF compliance are based on the locations where the RF fields 

have the potential to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit. 

Ground-Level 

• N/A 

Thus, NextG should utilize the RF compliance recommendations/options provided below to bring the 

NextG exceeding areas noted above for the analyzed Antenna Configuration into compliance with the 

FCC human exposure standards (FCC MPE Limits). 

RF Safety Plan 

The site owner/manager in conjunction with NextG and the actual owners (FCC Licensees) of the 

existing installations at each NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10525 site may elect to implement an RF 

Safety Plan for the site. This Plan should be designed to completely control all access to an 

elevation/area at this site ifRF fields thereon have the potential to exceed both of the FCC MPE Limits. 

The Plan should also include properly training all persons classified per the FCC human exposure 

standards as the General Population if they need to access am elevation/area at the site where the 

"worst-case" RF fields have the potential to exceed only the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit. The Plan should also define how persons classified per the FCC human exposure standards 

as Occupational Personnel can access an area at the site where the RF fields have the potential to 

exceed the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit if they are properly authorized and are using the 

appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). The two forms ofPPE that are relevant to RF safety 

include a personal RF monitor that can be used to detect high level RF fields that exceed the FCC 

Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit and RF protective clothing that can be worn to attenuate (reduce) 

high RF fields to levels possibly below the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. The RF Safety 

Plan should also specify which transmitters need to be powered down or locked out and how to 

coordinate and accomplish this shutdown when work is required by Occupational Personnel or the 

General Population in a given area at the site that exceeds the corresponding FCC MPE Limit. The RF 
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Safety Plan will also require posting the appropriate RF Signs in the required areas near access points 

and posting RF Signs and RF Barriers near all antennas that generate areas ofRF fields that exceed one 

or both of the FCC MPE Limits. 

General RF Safety Guidelines for NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 10525 Sites 

If at anytime, a person who is not trained in RF Awareness and Safety (a member of the General 

Population) needs to work elevated above Ground-Level or in an area at a NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 

840 10525 site where the RF fields were predicted to exceed the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled 

MPE Limit, if a worker who is trained in RF Awareness and Safety (Occupational Personnel) needs to 

work elevated above Ground-Level or in an area at a NextG site where the RF fields were predicted to 

exceed the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit, and/or if any person/worker (whether trained or 

not trained in RF Awareness and Safety) needs to work elevated above Ground-Level so that work is 

being performed in or near the aperture of an existing antenna, then the work should be carefully 

coordinated in advance by the Site Owner or Site Manager with the appropriate Wireless Carriers I 

FCC Licensees (Antenna Owner or Owners) so that the necessary RF safety procedures/guidelines can 

be implemented at the respective site. These RF safety procedures/guidelines will help to ensure that a 

worker does not access an area at a NextG VRZ - Kathrein Scala 840 10525 site where the RF fields 

could exceed one or possibly both of the FCC MPE Limits. Personnel working in an area mentioned 

above could include, but are not limited to, a person repairing or maintaining a portion of the pole, a 

person performing a visual inspection of the pole, and/or a person working on existing antennas or 

installing new antennas on/atop of the pole. The RF safety procedures mentioned above could include 

but are not limited to modifying the manner in which the work is being performed on/atop the pole in 

order to maximize the worker ' s vertical and/or horizontal separation from a specific antenna(s) or an 

FCC MPE Limit exceeding area, wearing a personal RF monitor to detect high levels ofRF fields while 

working near an antenna(s), scheduling the work at the site during off-peak times (possibly late at 

night) when the RF fields at the site could be lower, and/or powering down or off (locking out) the 

radio transmitter(s) that are connected to the pertinent antenna(s) at the site while working near the 

antenna(s ). 

As a precautionary measure and as a good rule of thumb, Trott recommends that all personnel accessing 

a communication site should always strive to maximize their horizontal and vertical separation between 
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themselves and all of the existing antennas that are installed atop the pole. When an antenna's aperture 

is accessible from a given elevation/area at a communication site the chance that this antenna could 

generate RF fields on the location/area that exceeds an FCC MPE Limit when it is transmitting is much 

greater due to the proximity that a person can get near the RF emitting source (aperture accessibility). 

Please note that the aperture of a directional antenna (i.e. panel antenna, microwave dish, yagi) is the 

front portion of the antenna that is emitting/generating the actual RF energy (fields) in a given direction 

and the aperture of an omni-directional antenna is the upper portion of the antenna above its mounting 

area that emits RF energy in all directions (360 degrees). The location near a transmitting antenna 

where its RF fields have the potential to be at their highest level is located near the aperture of the 

antenna. For a directional antenna this would be in front of and possibly along the sides of the antenna. 

When an antenna' s aperture is accessible from a given area at a communication site the chance that this 

antenna could generate RF fields in this area that exceeds an FCC MPE Limit when it is transmitting is 

much greater due to the proximity that a person can get near the RF emitting source (aperture 

accessibility). 

If work is required on any existing antenna and/or transmitter at the NextG VRZ- Kathrein Scala 840 

10525 site, then the radio transmitter connected to the antenna/transmitter being worked on should be 

disabled for the duration of the maintenance and/or repair. All personnel working on antennas, 

transmitters and/or climbing the pole should be trained in RF Awareness and Safety (Occupational 

Personnel) and should use the proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) when required. It is always 

recommended by Trott that all NextG employees, their contractors, and all other personnel climbing the 

pole and/or working on the NextG radio equipment (transmitter/receivers/antenna) should follow the 

Guidelines for Working in Radio Frequency Environments at all times (see these Guidelines in Exhibit 

Trott-4 herein). All personnel climbing the pole or working elevated above Ground-Level near the 

pole should understand in advance if and where the RF field levels have the potential to exceed one or 

both of the FCC MPE Limits in relationship (horizontally and vertically) to the existing antenna(s) so 

that the necessary RF safety measures can be followed. 
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RF Signs- Please refer to Exhibit Trott-4 contained herein for details regarding the RF Signs (if any) 

that Trott recommends to be installed at a site where this Antenna Configuration is installed per the 

results of this Study. 

Anil Jacob, RF Systems Engineer 

April 12, 2011 

Trott Communications Group, Inc. 10 

Raymond C. Trott, P .E. 

April 12, 2011 
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Antenna Data Table 
·~ _§Jr-------

Appendix A - Exhibits 

Roofview® Prediction Data 
Exhibit Trott-1 

ver 25001131])1jst File Imported-> NextG RV Data_KS 840 10525 (Ground-Level_2011 )).xis Date 4t12t11 1 2:07 PM 

· s ;I s _1 ~ sIs lis 1 _il .s :ls_l s _. 
fnPdt a c tffJ lRJ . "tffj' aBcr sWath "Ul'\1"" Antenna Pixel Ant 

Num ID Name Freq Power Power Mfg Model X Y Z Type Aper Gain Pt Dir flag X Y Z Num 
1 A.700 Panel Antenna 1 a (L TE) 7 46.00000 ! 16.0 16.0 Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525 ! 1 03 .0 98 .0 18.0 ! TX!RX 1 .9 8.4 72; 120 ! ON• 1 03 98 18.0 'I 
2 A.300 Panel Antenna 1 b (CELL) 880 .50000 l 8.0 8.0 Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525 ! 1 03 .0 98 .0 18.0 l TX!RX 1 .9 8.9 66; 120 ! ON• 1 03 98 18.0 2 
3 A.1900 Panel Antenna 1 c (PCS) 1976.25000 ! 8.0 8 .0 Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525 ! 1 03.0 98 .0 18.0 ! TX!RX 1 .9 11 .2 64; 1 20 : ON• 1 03 98 18.0 3 

········4 l[too··········P·a·n-e·I-Anfe·n·n-a··2a.(LlE) ·············i.!f6·:aoooo·!········1··s·:a········ .. 1· ·s· :a · ·Hathr·ern- · s·c-aia·· · · a4o··1· ti~/2's· ····· ·r · ···sa ·.ti · ··1·o2..-rJ · ··· · ·1· ·a·:a·rt>t"iR·x · · ·· ·1··.'9'··· · · · ·a·:4· · · .. i2';.3oa·ro"N~· .. ····sa····1·a2'·····1·s'.'ij ............ 4 
5 8.800 Panel Antenna 2b (CELL) 880 .50000 ! 8.0 8.0 Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525 ~ 98 .0 1 02 .0 18.0! TX!RX 1 .9 8.9 66; 300 ~ ON• 98 1 02 18.0 5 
6 8.1900 Panel Antenna 2c (PCS) 1 976 .25000 i 8.0 8.0 Kathrein Scala 840 1 0525 ! 98 .0 1 02.0 18 .0 ! TX!RX 1 .9 11 .2 64; 300 ! ON• 98 1 02 18.0 6 

Ground-Level Analysis 
(The antenna z-heights listed above are referenced to the base of the pole) 
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Roofview® Prediction Map 
Exhibit Trott-2 

Ground-Level Analysis 

Oceupartonal General Populalion 
COlor (Cont.roned) (Unconuolled) 

• Non-rooftop Area Non-rooftop Are• 

Non-anory.ted Roo ft op Non-a~ly~ed Rootl op 

• ~ 4"4 :" ~ 

• < :20')<, < l()()'lO, 

• :" IOffii. < 500% 

• > 100"4 , 500% 

Roofview® MPE Legend 
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Roofview® Statistical Summary 
Exhibit Trott-3 

Statistical Summary 

%NPE SQ. FT %SQ. FT. 

40000 100.00 % of total ROOF Area 

0-4 39998 100.00 % of Selected Area 

5-20 2 0. 01 % of Selected Area 

21 -1 00 0 0. 0 0 % of Selected Area 

> 100 0 0. 0 0 % of Selected Area 

Roof Aret1 40000 sg. ff _ 
Mmc%MRE 5.6 " 
Min %MPE 0.0 % 

Using Neo.r/Fo.r Spatial Avg Model 
With FCC 1997 Occup_ationa.l Sto.ndo.rd 

Ground-Level Analysis 
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Existing and Recommended RF Signage 
Exhibit Trott-4 

NOTICE M I CAUTION I 
n 1e radio frequency (RF) emissions at this site have been evaluated for potentia l 
RF exposure to pP.rsonnel wh t> rnay need to work near these l-lntermae 

The radio frequency (RF) emrssions at this srte have been evaluated for potential 
1-~F exposure lo personnel who rnay n11ed lo worl< ne;u these antennae 

RF EXPOSURE AT_ FEET OR CLOSER TO THE FACE OF THE 
ANTENNA MAY EXCEED THE FCC PUBLIC EXPOSURE STANDARD 
AND THUS ONLY QUALIFIED RF WORKERS MAY WORK IN THIS_ 
FOOT EXCLUSION ZONE. OTHERS WHO NEED TO WORK IN THE 
EXCLUSION ZONE SHOULD CALL 

RF EXPOSURE AT_FEET OR CLOSER TO THE FACE OF THE ANTENNA 
MAY EXCEED THE FCC OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS. OBEY All 
SITE RF SAFETY GUIDELINES. ONLY QUALIFIED WORKERS THAT HAVE 
RF SAFETY TRAINING MAY WORK NEAR THIS_FOOT EXCLUSION 
ZONE. ANYONE NEEDING TO WORK INSIDE THE EXCLUSION ZONE 

FOR INSTRUCTIONS. REFER TO SITE# 

RECOMMENDED RF SIGNS: 

Type ofRF Sign: 
Blue NOTICE RF Sign 

(see top-riRht siRn above) 
Yellow CAUTION RF Sign 

{see top-left sign above) 
Yellow GUID ELINES RF Sign 

(see bottom sign above) 

SHOULD CALL FOR INSTRUCTIONS 
COMMENCING WORK. REFER TO SITE# 

Rll" •..._w. fw.Jr-.I C Oli......,..•~•C...,..., o ,t lf-CCj P.. t t ... ......,..-·•St.ntk..J CE:T ~ ... 65-, Eoh A.JO"I 11 ~~, A..J~ :W. U•f' 

& NOTICE & 
GUIDELINES FOR WORKING IN 

RADIOFREQUENCY ENVIRONMENTS 
b.. All personnel should have electromagnetic energy (EME) 

awaraneaa training. 

£ All personnel entering this aile must be authorized . 

.4. Obey all posted signa. 

£ Assume all antenna• are active. 
£ Before worldng on antennas, notify owners and disable 

appropriate transmitters. 

£ Maintain minimum 3 feet clearance from all antennaL 
& Do not stop In front of antennas. 
£ Use personal RF monitors while working near antennaa. 

& Never operet.e transmtttel'8 without shields during 
nonnal operation. 

& Do not operate base station antennas In equipment room. 

Quantity: Sign Location Description: 

0 N/A 

0 N/A 

0 NIA 

PRIOR TO 

Note: If applicable, the following page(s) of this Report contain(s) the NextG NOTICE and/or CAUTION 
RF Sign(s) noted above with the RF safety distances (exclusion zones) filled in. 
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APPENDIX B- Background Information & RF Safety Equipment Vendors 

The following two pages of information were taken from the FCC Office of Engineering and 

Technology (OET) Bulletin 65 -"Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human 

Exposure to Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields". 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires agencies of the Federal 

Government to evaluate the effects of their actions on the quality of the human environment. To 

meet its responsibilities under NEPA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has 

adopted requirements for evaluating/analyzing the environmental impact of its actions (see 4 7 

CFR ' 1.1301, et seq.). One of several environmental factors addressed by these requirements is 

human exposure to RF energy (RF fields) emitted by FCC-regulated transmitters and facilities. 

The FCC adopted guidelines to be used for evaluating human exposure to RF fields incorporates 

limits for Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) for transmitters operating at frequencies 

between 300 kHz and 100 GHz. The FCC MPE Limits are based on exposure limits 

recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and, 

over a wide range of frequencies, the exposure limits developed by the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 

The results of the Roofview® predictions and OET 65 calculations presented in this Report are 

based on the FCC MPE Limits. The FCC' s two tiers of MPE Limits are dependent on the 

situation in which the exposure takes place and/or the status of the individuals who are subject to 

exposure. The decision on which tier (MPE Limit) applies in a given situation should be based on 

the application of the following definitions for the FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE 

Limit and the FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit. 

The FCC Occupational/Controlled MPE Limit applies to situations in which persons are 

exposed as a consequence of their employment and in which those persons who are exposed have 

been made fully aware of the potential for exposure and can exercise control over their exposure. 

The Occupational/Controlled exposure limits also apply where exposure is of a transient nature as 

a result of incidental passage through a location where exposure levels may be above general 
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population/uncontrolled limits (see below), as long as the exposed person has been made fully 

aware of the potential for exposure and can exercise control over their exposure by leaving the 

area or by some other appropriate means. 

The FCC General Population/Uncontrolled MPE Limit applies to situations in which the 

general public may be exposed or in which persons who are exposed as a consequence of their 

employment may not be made fully aware of the potential for exposure or cannot exercise control 

over their exposure. Therefore, members of the general public would always be considered under 

this category when exposure is not employment-related, for example, in the case of a 

telecommunications tower that exposes persons in a nearby residential area. 

Another feature of the FCC MPE Limits is that exposures may be averaged over certain periods 

of time with the average not to exceed the Limit for continuous exposure. It is very important to 

note that for General Population/Uncontrolled exposures it is often not possible to control 

exposure to the extent that averaging times can be applied. In these situations (general 

population/uncontrolled) it is often necessary to assume continuous exposure. In general, time 

averaging of exposures is usually more practical in controlled situations where occupational 

exposure is the only issue. Since this RFE Study deals with uncontrolled situations and general 

population, exposure time averaging will not be addressed in this Report as a recommendation for 

RF compliance and thus continuous exposure will be assumed in all cases. 

If an area of RF fields at communications site is predicted to be greater than 100% of an FCC 

MPE Limit then the RF fields in this area are considered as exceeding the respective MPE Limit. 

If a prediction/calculation reveals a level of RF fields to be 90%-100% of an FCC MPE Limit 

then the RF fields at this location could be considered as approaching the respective FCC MPE 

Limit. 
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For additional background information about radio frequency electromagnetic fields, information 

on the FCC's MPE Limits and information on the biological effects and potential hazards of 

RF fields please visit the FCC radio frequency safety website at: www.fcc.gov/oet/rfsafety/. 

As you scroll down the FCC's RF safety webpage you will see links to and/or downloadable 

documents for the following: 

l!J Background Information - This section contains information about the FCC policy on 
human exposure to RF electromagnetic fields 

[!] Radiofrequency Energy Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) - This section contains 
answers to the most frequently asked questions received by the FCC concerning RF fields and 
their application. 

l!J OET Bulletin 56 - Questions and Answers about Biological Effects Potential Hazards of 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields (Fourth Edition, August 1999) 

This is an informative bulletin written as a result of increasing interest and concern of the public 
with respect to this issue. The expanding use of radio frequency technology has resulted in 
speculation concerning the alleged "electromagnetic pollution" of the environment and the 
potential dangers of exposure to non-ionizing radiation. This publication is designed to provide 
factual information to the public by answering some of the most commonly asked questions. 

[!] OET Bulletin 65 - Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human Exposure to 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields 

This technical bulletin was issued to provide guidance in the implementation of the Commission's 
new exposure Limits and policies. The bulletin provides acceptable methods of determining 
compliance Commission Limits through the use of mathematical and empirical models. 

[!] A Local Government Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: 
Rules, Procedures, and Practical Guidance. The LSGAC and the FCC have developed this 
guide to aid local governmental officials and citizens in understanding safety issues related to 
radiofrequency emissions from telecommunications towers. 

l!J Information on Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Fields from Cellular and PCS 
Radio Transmitters - This page explains technical information on cellular and PCS base 
stations, mobile, and portable telephones. 

Also please visit the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) website at the link provided below 

to get additional information about the safety of cell phones. 

\ VWw. fda. gov /Radi ation- Em i tti ngProd ucts/Rad iation Em i tti n gProductsand Proced ures/HomeB usinessandEntertai nment/Cell Phones/default. htm 
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RF Safety Equipment Vendors 

The following is a partial list of vendors and distributors of RF Signs, Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) including personal RF monitors and RF protective clothing, Barriers, and 

power breaker and electrical plug lockout devices. Please consult with the vendor and/or 

distributor of each product in order to select the best model or device for your particular need or 

application. 

NARDA Microwave-East 
Telephone#: (631) 231-1700 www.nardamicrowave.com 
Products: Personal RF Monitors, RF Area Monitors 

NSP America, Inc. 
Telephone#: (704) 372-6620 www.nspworldwide.com 
Products: RF Protective Clothing 

TESSCO Technologies, Inc. 
Telephone#: (800) 508-5444 www.tessco.com 
Products: RF Signs, Personal RF Monitors, RF Protective Clothing 

SETON Identification Products 
Telephone#: (800) 571-2596 www.seton.com 
Products: Barriers, Power breaker lockouts, power cord and plug lockout devices, and more 
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